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Abstract

Designing effective search algorithms for solving combinatorial optimisation

problems presents a challenge for researchers due to the time-consuming

experiments and experience required in decision-making. Automated algo-

rithm design removes the heavy reliance on human experts and allows the

exploration of new algorithm designs. This thesis systematically investi-

gates machine learning for the automated design of new and generic local

search algorithms, taking the vehicle routing problem with time windows

as the testbed.

The research starts by building AutoGCOP, a new general framework for

the automated design of local search algorithms to optimise the composi-

tion of basic algorithmic components. Within the consistent AutoGCOP

framework, the basic algorithmic components show satisfying performance

for solving the VRPTW. Based on AutoGCOP, the thesis investigates the

use of machine learning for automated algorithm composition by modelling

the algorithm design task as different machine learning tasks, thus investi-

gating different perspectives of learning in automated algorithm design.

Based on AutoGCOP, the thesis first investigates online learning in au-

tomated algorithm design. Two learning models based on reinforcement

learning and Markov chain are investigated to learn and enhance the com-

positions of algorithmic components towards automated algorithm design.

The Markov chain model presents a superior performance in learning the

compositions of algorithmic components during the search, demonstrating

its effectiveness in designing new algorithms automatically.

The thesis then investigates offline learning to learn the hidden knowledge

of effective algorithmic compositions within AutoGCOP for automated al-

gorithm design. The forecast of algorithmic components in the automated

composition is defined as a sequence classification task. This new machine

learning task is then solved by a Long Short-term Memory (LSTM) neural
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network which outperforms various conventional classifiers. Further anal-

ysis reveals that a Transformer network surpasses LSTM at learning from

longer algorithmic compositions. The systematical analysis of algorithmic

compositions reveals some key features for improving the prediction.

To discover valuable knowledge in algorithm designs, the thesis applies se-

quential rule mining to effective algorithmic compositions collected based

on AutoGCOP. Sequential rules of composing basic components are ex-

tracted and further analysed, presenting a superior performance of au-

tomatically composed local search algorithms for solving VRPTW. The

extracted sequential rules also suggest the importance of considering the

impact of algorithmic components on optimisation performance during au-

tomated composition, which provides new insights into algorithm design.

The thesis gains valuable insights from various learning perspectives, en-

hancing the understanding towards automated algorithm design. Some

directions for future work are present.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

1.1 Background and motivations

An optimisation problem is the problem of searching for the best config-

uration of a set of variables with the aim of maximising or minimising

some objectives (Blum and Roli, 2003). Generally, optimisation problems

can be categorised into two groups, i.e., one has solutions encoded with

real-valued variables, and the other with solutions encoded with discrete

variables (Blum and Roli, 2003). Combinatorial optimisation problems

(COPs) fall into the latter category. They aim to find the optimal solution

among a finite set of solutions. COPs are well-known for their numerous

applications in domains such as scheduling, logistics, network design and

operations research (Vesselinova et al., 2020).

Heuristic algorithms, ranging from classic heuristics to meta-heuristics,

have been extensively studied in solving complex COPs (Blum and Roli,

2003). These algorithms do not guarantee optimal solutions but often pro-

vide a high-quality solution in a reasonable time, thus have been rapidly
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1.1. BACKGROUND AND MOTIVATIONS

developed in recent years in different domains (Talbi, 2009). Extensive

research has been dedicated to designing effective meta-heuristics for a va-

riety of practical applications (Boussäıd et al., 2013).

The design of effective heuristic algorithms usually follows an iterative and

manual process where a large number of decisions need to be made (Hoos,

2008). Some of the basic and common decisions include representation

(solution encoding), objective function, and constraint handling. These

decisions are essential steps in algorithm design, however, do not directly

determine the specific algorithms that are produced (Talbi, 2009). Other

decisions, such as the search scheme (single-solution-based or population-

based), the set of algorithmic components (such as operators, acceptance

criteria, etc.) and the parameter settings, are directly related to algorithm

designs. Given the growing complexity of COPs, the design and develop-

ment of effective search algorithms present a challenge for researchers due

to the extensive expertise and efforts required in decision-making (Pillay

et al., 2018b).

In recent studies, a great amount of research effort has been made in au-

tomating the algorithm design process. Releasing human experts from the

tedious design process is a primary motivation, i.e., to produce effective

algorithms with less human involvement in the algorithm design process.

In addition, the performance of manually designed algorithms highly relies

on the experience and effort of the human experts, who may only consider

a limited number of designs, leaving a significant number of potential algo-

rithms unexplored (Hoos, 2008). Automation in algorithm design helps to

explore a larger scope of candidate algorithms, some of which may never

be considered by manual designs. Therefore, automated algorithm design

is becoming an important field of research in different research domains,

such as machine learning (He et al., 2021), software engineering (Woodward

2



1.1. BACKGROUND AND MOTIVATIONS

et al., 2016), (Petke et al., 2017), optimisation research and evolutionary

computation (Pillay et al., 2018b).

Based on a new taxonomy defined in (Qu et al., 2020), the current research

in automated algorithm design has been categorised into three themes,

namely automated configuration, automated selection and automated com-

position. Automated configuration aims to automatically select parameter

values for specific target algorithm(s) to solve a collection of problem in-

stances (Hutter et al., 2007). Automated selection aims to automatically

select the most suitable algorithm from a portfolio of candidate algorithms

for a set of training instances thus solving new testing instances. Auto-

mated composition aims to automatically compose heuristics or compo-

nents of arbitrary algorithms to solve the problem at hand (Qu et al.,

2020). Automated configuration and selection take a top-down method in

algorithm design, to consider parameters and algorithms themselves in the

decision space, thus the resulting algorithms are variants of the target al-

gorithms. Automated composition takes a bottom-top method to compose

flexibly a set of algorithmic components, thus generating new algorithms

(Qu et al., 2020).

The automated algorithm design is fast emerging along with the successful

research development in machine learning (Qu, 2021b). Machine learn-

ing (ML) algorithms can “learn” knowledge from data to make predictions

or decisions without being explicitly programmed to do so (Bishop and

Nasrabadi, 2006). From the aspect of machine learning, the search process

of heuristic algorithms generates a considerable volume of data (Karimi-

Mamaghan et al., 2022), which has been discarded in the literature. Various

machine learning techniques, ranging from classification to reinforcement

learning, have been applied to build learning models for automated algo-

rithm design. In the context of automated algorithm design, the learning

3
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process can be online or offline based on data availability. Online learning

continuously learns from newly arriving data gathered during solving the

optimisation problem at hand to update the learned knowledge in algo-

rithm design. Offline learning learns from the complete dataset which is

available before the problem-solving begins, without incremental updates

in the algorithm design process.

In (Qu et al., 2020), a new model named General COP (GCOP) formally

defines the problem of algorithm design itself as a COP. The decision vari-

ables of GCOP consist of elementary algorithmic components, thus the

design of various algorithms can be defined as flexible compositions of ba-

sic components. The objective of GCOP is to optimise the composition of

these components. Solving the GCOP thus automates the design of the best

algorithms for solving the problem at hand. GCOP provides a standard

to support automated algorithm design (Qu et al., 2020) by formulating

various search algorithms in one model.

Recent advances in automated algorithm design have evidenced that auto-

matically designed algorithms might outperform some manually designed

algorithms. This indicates that automated algorithm design can greatly

benefit from machine learning due to the generalisation and predictive

power of machine learning. However, there are many types of machine

learning models, each with its own assumptions, algorithms, and perfor-

mance characteristics. An essential question is how machine learning algo-

rithms can be leveraged to learn from the large amount of complex data

generated in the search process. In other words, how machine learning can

be applied effectively in learning from the search data to produce effective

algorithm designs. This question is the primary motivation behind the

work in this thesis.
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In light of recent developments, it is now becoming more evident that useful

information is hidden in the data generated during the search. These new

findings encourage further analysis of the data of effective algorithm designs

for producing new effective algorithms to the literature (Qu et al., 2020).

Machine learning can capture both explicit and implicit knowledge from the

data. Explicit knowledge is directly observable or explicitly described, such

as rules and patterns. Implicit knowledge refers to information that is not

explicitly stated or easily represented, which can be embedded in learning

models such as neural networks. However, most of the research in the field

of automated algorithm design focuses on building learning models. The

knowledge from effective algorithm designs has been rarely studied.

In addition, with more machine learning models investigated in automated

algorithm design, the rich and new knowledge acquired from the data is

captured in the learning models. This hidden knowledge is, however, im-

plicit to interpret. Few studies in automated algorithm design have fo-

cused on the interpretability of machine learning, which makes it difficult

to understand why certain decisions are being made for producing effec-

tive algorithms. Enhancing the interpretability of learning is important for

acquiring valuable insights into decision-making processes and identifying

the key factors that contribute to the development of effective algorithms.

By proposing the most basic algorithmic components, GCOP defines a large

space of algorithm designs. Most of the studies of automated algorithm

design however focused on the design of specific heuristics or investigating

hand-picked procedures, thus only a smaller number of algorithm designs

are considered (Qu et al., 2020). In principle, larger algorithm design spaces

can be expected to contain better-performing algorithms (Hoos, 2008). The

new GCOP standard calls for further investigations of automated algorithm

design (Qu et al., 2020), however, requires coherent frameworks to explore
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the insights on designing effective algorithms with these components.

1.2 Research aim and objectives

This thesis gathers the most recent advances in machine learning and au-

tomated algorithm design to fill the aforementioned knowledge gap. The

research aim of the thesis is to investigate how to leverage machine learning

to automatically design effective local search algorithms based on the new

GCOP standard, thus enhancing the understanding of algorithm design

and introducing new effective algorithms to the literature. In the context

of three lines of research in automated algorithm design, this thesis focuses

on automated composition.

To achieve this aim, the following research questions (RQs) are formulated

to support the investigations in the thesis:

• RQ1: How to conduct investigations based on the GCOP model?

• RQ2: How to use machine learning in automated algorithm design?

To answer RQ1, two research objectives (ROs) have been identified:

• RO1: to develop a coherent framework to support the automated

algorithm design based on the general GCOP model. This objective

is to support the automated design of local search algorithms and

systematic investigations on effective algorithm designs.

• RO2: to examine the performance of the elementary algorithmic com-

ponents of the GCOP model in automated algorithm design. This

objective is to justify the effectiveness of the basic GCOP components

in automated algorithm design.
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The outcomes of RO1 and RO2 set the base for the subsequent research

for answering RQ2. RQ2 can be divided into two sub-questions:

• RQ2.a: What to learn? This question emphasises the knowledge that

can be learned by machine learning in the algorithm design process.

• RQ2.b: How to learn? This question focuses on various learning

methods for automated algorithm design.

To address RQ2, it is crucial to align the analysis of investigations with

the specific learning tasks at hand. The definition of machine learning

tasks determines the learning target, the type of knowledge that can be

acquired from the data, and the choice of learning methods. To answer

RQ2, several ROs have been identified with a focus on different perspectives

of learning, including the form of knowledge (i.e., explicit, implicit), the way

of extracting knowledge (i.e., online learning, offline learning), and the way

of using knowledge (i.e., different ways of modelling algorithm design tasks

into machine learning tasks).

• RO3: to investigate different online learning behaviour. This ob-

jective is to identify effective learning behaviour that can be used

to design effective learning models for automated algorithm design.

Effective algorithm designs can be produced and collected for subse-

quent investigations of useful knowledge to support algorithm design.

• RO4: to learn implicit knowledge within the data of effective algo-

rithm designs with offline learning. This objective is to build machine

learning models which can capture useful knowledge from the data

to support automated algorithm design.

• RO5: to learn explicit knowledge within the data of effective algo-

rithm designs with offline learning. This objective focuses on the

7
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interpretability of learning to gain insights into the decision-making

involved in the design of effective algorithms.

A good understanding of the data is essential for clearly defining the ma-

chine learning task. Based on the defined GCOP model, an algorithm

can be seen as a composition of algorithmic components (Meng and Qu,

2021), which suggests an algorithmic composition can be represented by

a sequence of algorithmic components. In automated composition, the

decision-making regarding algorithmic components may vary over time.

Thus, a hypothesis can be formed regarding the sequential and temporal

features of the algorithmic compositions. The investigations for answering

RQ2 are mainly based on this hypothesis.

Based on the above ROs, this thesis investigates automated algorithm de-

sign using Vehicle Routing Problems with Time Windows (VRPTW) as

the domain example. As a widely investigated optimisation problem in op-

erational research (Wong, 1983), the basic vehicle routing problem (VRP)

(Fisher and Fisher, 1995) consists of ordering and assigning customer de-

livery demands to a set of vehicles. The objective is to minimise the total

travel costs serving all the customers. Variants of VRP have been inves-

tigated with complex constraints (Braekers et al., 2016) to address dif-

ferent real-world scenarios. In the most widely studied VRPTW variant,

customers must be served within specified time intervals (Cordeau et al.,

2007). The design of effective heuristic algorithms to solve VRPTW re-

mains a challenge for researchers, providing an ideal testbed to investigate

of machine learning in automated algorithm design.
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1.3 Main works and contributions

In the thesis, a series of studies have been conducted based on the identified

RQs and ROs. The main contributions of the thesis can be summarised as

follows:

1. This thesis presents an extended taxonomy of automated algorithm

design, along with a categorisation of the decisions involved in the al-

gorithm design process. The proposed categorisation and taxonomy

contribute to capturing recent advances in automated algorithm de-

sign, thus establishing a more structured way of analysing the existing

literature.

2. This thesis presents a new general AutoGCOP framework to support

the automated composition of elementary algorithmic components,

thus supporting the automated design of local search algorithms.

3. Within the consistent AutoGCOP framework, this thesis confirms the

satisfying performance of the elementary algorithmic components for

the VRPTW. This serves as the baseline to conduct further investi-

gations on effective algorithm compositions.

4. Within AutoGCOP, the thesis evaluates reinforcement learning and

Markov chain as a means of online learning to compose algorith-

mic components, investigating the effectiveness of learning on the

individual performance of algorithmic components and the transi-

tion performance of algorithmic components. Results within the gen-

eral AutoGCOP framework confirm the superior performance of the

Markov chain model (which observes transition performance) in the

automated design of new local search algorithms, thus suggesting the

benefits of learning the transitions between algorithmic components.
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5. Within AutoGCOP, the thesis investigates the implicit knowledge

with machine learning models which can be acquired from effective

algorithmic compositions offline.

(a) Firstly, the prediction of algorithmic components in automated

algorithm compositions is formally defined as a sequence pre-

diction task for machine learning, supported by the underlying

GCOP model theoretically. With the collected data upon the

basic GCOP components, the newly defined machine learning

task introduces new challenges to the machine learning com-

munity and encourages cross-disciplinary collaborations between

evolutionary computation and machine learning.

(b) Secondly, the thesis confirms the superior performance of Long

Short-term Memory (LSTM) in the defined new machine learn-

ing task on automated algorithm design. To the best of our

knowledge, it is the first attempt to propose an LSTM model in

the automated design of search algorithms.

(c) Thirdly, the analysis of different features of the collected data

confirms the effectiveness and contributions of problem instance

features and search stage in algorithmic compositions. These

identified two types of features offer new insights and inform

further effective algorithm design.

6. Within AutoGCOP, the thesis investigates explicit knowledge in ef-

fective algorithm designs with sequential rule mining.

(a) With the collected data on the basic GCOP components, the

thesis investigates the sequential rules of composing basic com-

ponents. To the best of our knowledge, it is the first research

work on sequential rule mining, a classical mining technique,
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in learning from effective algorithm designs towards automated

algorithm design.

(b) Secondly, this thesis confirms the satisfying effectiveness and

generality of the sequential rules on basic components in auto-

mated algorithm design.

(c) The investigation of the sequential rules suggests a novel way

of grouping the basic operators based on their impact on opti-

misation objectives, which was previously not considered in the

literature. The analysis of operator groups with GCOP meth-

ods confirms their effectiveness in the automated composition

of groups of operators. Furthermore, grouping operators effec-

tively reduces the search space of algorithm design. This allows

automated algorithm design to focus on a subset of algorithm

designs in the search space. The automated design process could

find good algorithms more quickly if the reduced search space

is promising. However, there is a possibility of neglecting cer-

tain regions of the search space that may contain the potentially

better or the best algorithms.

1.4 Thesis outlines

This section introduced the structure of the thesis to offer a clear roadmap

of what lies ahead. Figure 1.1 presents an overview of the main chapters

and their correlations to the identified RQs and RQs.

First, Chapter 2 ”Related works” introduces the recent advances in re-

lated research areas to provide the context for the studies of the thesis.

The ROs of this thesis are further explained based on the related research
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background.

Among the proposed ROs, this thesis first focuses on RO1 and RO2 by

building a coherent algorithm design framework and assessing the perfor-

mance of the basic GCOP components. In Chapter 3, a general AutoGCOP

framework is built to support the automatic composition of elementary al-

gorithmic components based on the general GCOP model, thus designing

local search algorithms automatically. Based on the AutoGCOP frame-

work, this chapter analyses the performance of the most basic algorithmic

components and justifies their effectiveness in designing search algorithms

capable of solving VRPTW.
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Chapter 3 can be seen as the base for the development of automated com-

position methods and the systematic analysis of effective algorithmic com-

positions in the following chapters. Based on the proposed AutoGCOP

framework in Chapter 3 and the ROs for answering RQ2, Chapter 4, Chap-

ter 5, and Chapter 6 investigate learning in automated compositions with

different perspectives in the form of knowledge (i.e., explicit, implicit), the

way of extracting knowledge (i.e., online learning, offline learning), and the

way of using knowledge (i.e., different ways of modelling algorithm design

tasks into machine learning tasks). The learning targets in these chapters

mainly focus on the knowledge of the sequential relations between ele-

mentary algorithmic components in GCOP towards automated algorithm

design.

Based on RO3, Chapter 4 investigates online learning to compose algorith-

mic components within AutoGCOP. Reinforcement learning and Markov

chain are evaluated as a means of learning the individual performance of

algorithmic components and learning the transition performance of algo-

rithmic components.

In Chapter 5, the prediction of algorithmic components is formally defined

as a sequence prediction task for machine learning for RO4. This chapter

evaluates LSTM and Transformers as a means of learning from the collected

data on the basic GCOP components, predicting the operators for auto-

mated composition. Different types of information in the search process

are investigated as features to enhance the prediction.

Based on RO5, Chapter 6 focuses on investigating explicit knowledge in the

form of rules between algorithmic components. The collected data on the

basic GCOP components are analysed with sequential rule mining. Exper-

imental studies evaluate the effectiveness and generality of the sequential
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rules of basic components in automated algorithm design.

Finally, Chapter 7 concludes this thesis, discusses the obtained results, and

proposes promising research directions, especially on (1) generalisation of

the proposed framework to other COPs, (2) extension of the proposed

framework to more general search frameworks, (3) and investigations on

other categories of algorithmic components.
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2.1. THE VEHICLE ROUTING PROBLEM

This chapter provides an overview of the background and techniques used

in this thesis. Section 2.1 introduces the definitions of the classic Vehi-

cle Routing Problems (VRPs), followed by a more detailed mathematical

formulation of the VRP with Time Windows (VRPTW) which is the case

study of this thesis. Section 2.2 provides an overview of the existing heuris-

tic algorithms for VRPs, with a particular focus on meta-heuristics which

have shown powerful performance in solving real-life large-scale problems.

Section 2.3 presents a comprehensive review of automated algorithm de-

sign, with a specific focus on machine learning techniques that have been

used to automate the search algorithm design process. Section 2.4 intro-

duces the background of machine learning techniques used in this study.

Finally, Section 2.5 provides a summary of the previous studies discussed

in this chapter.

2.1 The vehicle routing problem

The Vehicle Routing Problem (VRP) is a well-studied combinatorial opti-

misation problem in operational research (Wong, 1983). It was first intro-

duced as the truck dispatching problem in (Dantzig and Ramser, 1959) for

determining the most efficient routes for a fleet of vehicles to visit a set of

locations with specific demands while minimising the overall travel distance

or cost. The problem was later extended in (Clarke and Wright, 1964) to

include trucks with varying capacities that need to service several delivery

depots from and back to a central depot. Since then, variants of VRPs

have been developed serving different needs of a variety of transportation

and logistics scenarios (Braekers et al., 2016).

The basic VRP concerns routing for a fleet of vehicles to serve a number
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2.1. THE VEHICLE ROUTING PROBLEM

of customers with delivery demand from and back to a depot (Fisher and

Fisher, 1995). The most commonly used objectives in VRP research are

minimising the total travel distance (TD) and the number of vehicles re-

quired (NV) (Osman, 1993). Numerous VRP variants have been proposed,

reflecting practical constraints and objectives specific to different real-world

scenarios (Eksioglu et al., 2009). The Capacitated VRP (CVRP) and the

VRP with Time Window constraints (VRPTW) are two variants that re-

ceived the most attention from the research community (Toth and Vigo,

2002). In CVRP (Toth and Vigo, 2002), each vehicle has a certain demand

and should be satisfied when serving each customer’s demand, concerning

the issue that delivery vehicles have limited capacity. VRPTW concerns

the constraint that customers must be served within specified time inter-

vals (Cordeau et al., 2007). Recent surveys on VRPs and their variants

can be found in (Eksioglu et al., 2009), (Kumar and Panneerselvam, 2012),

(Braekers et al., 2016) and (Tan and Yeh, 2021).

2.1.1 Vehicle routing problem with time windows

VRPTW is one of the most studied VRP variants since it represents a

series of common applications in the real world. The VRPTW can be

modelled as follows (Chen et al., 2016). A routing network is represented

by a graph G = (V,E) where V = {v0, v1, ..., vn} represents a depot (v0

) and n customers (v1, ..., vn). Each vi is associated with a non-negative

demand qi and service time si, while q0 = 0 and so = 0. Each edge

e ∈ E = {(vi, vj) : vi, vj ∈ V, vi ̸= vj} represents the link between customers

vi and vj associating with a travel distance dij.

A fleet of K vehicles is used to serve all customer demands. To customer vi,

the service start time bi must be within the time window [ei, fi], where ei
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and fi denote the earliest and latest time to serve qi. If a vehicle arrives at vi

at time ai < ei, a waiting time wi = max{0, ei−ai} required. Consequently,

the service start time bi = max{ei, ai}. Each vehicle of a capacity Q travels

on a route connecting a subset of customers starting from v0 and ending

within the scheduling horizon [e0, f0].

Decision variables:

The decision variable Xk
ij = 1 if the edge from vi to vj is assigned in the

route of vehicle k (k ∈ K); otherwise Xk
ij = 0.

Objective function:

Minimise K (2.1)

Minimise
∑
k∈K

∑
vi∈V

∑
vj∈V

Xk
ij · dij (2.2)

Constraint: ∑
k∈K

∑
vi∈V

Xk
ij = 1,∀vi ∈ V \ {vo} (2.3)

∑
k∈K

∑
vj∈V

Xk
ij = 1,∀vj ∈ V \ {vo} (2.4)

∑
k∈K

∑
vi∈V

∑
vj∈\{v0}

Xk
ij = n (2.5)

∑
vj∈V

Xk
oj = 1,∀k ∈ K (2.6)

∑
vi∈V

Xk
ij −

∑
vj∈V

Xk
ji = 0,∀k ∈ K, vj ∈ V \ {vo} (2.7)

∑
vi

Xk
io = 1,∀k ∈ K (2.8)

ei ≤ bi ≤ fi, ∀vi ∈ V (2.9)

∑
vi∈V

∑
vj∈V

Xk
ij · qi ≤ Q, ∀k ∈ K (2.10)
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Xk
ij ∈ {0, 1},∀vi, vj ∈ V, k ∈ K (2.11)

Objective (2.1) is to minimise the number of vehicles, while objective (2.2)

is to minimise the total travel distance. Constraints (2.3-2.5) limit every

customer to be visited exactly once and all customers are served. Con-

straints (2.6-2.8) define the route of vehicle k. Constraints (2.9) and (2.10)

guarantee feasibility in terms of the time window constraints and vehicle

capacity constraints, respectively. Constraint (2.11) defines the domain of

the decision variable Xk
ij.

VRPTW is a more practical variant of the CVRP as it introduces the

time window constraints that customers must be served within specified

time intervals (Cordeau et al., 2007). However, this additional constraint

makes VRPTW more complex than CVRP as it introduces an additional

dimension of time during routing. The design of effective search algo-

rithms for VRPTW can be a time-consuming and iterative process, re-

quiring significant domain expertise. Therefore, the algorithm design for

solving VRPTW remains a challenging problem for the research commu-

nity.

The focus of this thesis is to investigate strategies for automated algorithm

design for solving VRPTW. Specifically, this study considers the dual ob-

jectives of minimising the number of vehicles (NV) and minimising the

total travel distance (TD) by a weighted sum objective function used in

the literature (Walker et al., 2012) as shown in Equation (2.12), where C

denotes a sufficiently large number to ensure that K is always the primary

objective. This thesis seeks to contribute to the development of automated

algorithm design for effectively solving complex optimisation problems by

solving the VRPTW with dual objectives.
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f =
∑
k∈K

k∑
vi∈V

∑
vj∈V

Xk
ijdij + C ×K (2.12)

2.1.2 Problem instances for VRPTW

The Solomon (Solomon, 1987) and Hombeger-Gehring (Homberger and

Gehring, 1999) instances are widely tested in the VRPTW literature. Both

data sets consist of six types of instances, i.e., C1, C2, R1, R2, RC1, and

RC2. These instances vary with respect to the customer distribution type

(i.e., random, clustered, and mixed), vehicle capacity (i.e., short and long),

and the density and tightness of the time windows. The usage of these in-

stances allows for a systematic comparison of the performance of different

algorithms in solving the VRPTW with different problem characteristics.

Customer distribution types and scheduling horizons are the key problem

instance features investigated in many studies. Type-C instances are char-

acterised by customers being located in several clusters. Type-R instances

have customers randomly distributed geographically, while Type-RC in-

stances are a combination of both. Short scheduling horizons and lower ve-

hicle capacities are typical for Type-1 instances, whereas Type-2 instances

have longer scheduling horizons and larger vehicle capacities.

2.2 Search algorithms for Vehicle Routing

Problems

Different search algorithms, including exact methods and approximation

approaches, have been proposed to address VRPs (Laporte et al., 1992).

Among various algorithms, exact methods can guarantee optimal solutions.
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However, as VRP is an NP-hard problem (Lenstra and Kan, 1981), exact

methods are often limited to small problem instances (Kumar and Pan-

neerselvam, 2012). On the other hand, approximation approaches focus

on finding an acceptable solution within a reasonable time frame, which

are often more suitable for practical applications of VRPs (Braekers et al.,

2016).

Approximation approaches for VRPs can be broadly classified into classical

heuristics and meta-heuristics in the literature (Laporte et al., 2000), (Tan

et al., 2001), (Lin et al., 2009). The heuristics developed mostly between

1960 and 1990 are known as classical heuristics, while meta-heuristics have

occurred and developed in the last decade (Laporte et al., 2000).

Classical heuristics for VRPs are usually problem-specific (Talbi, 2009) and

explore a limited region of the search space to yield good solutions faster

than an exact method. Construction heuristics and improvement heuristics

are two main types of classical heuristics for constructing and improving

routes, respectively (Laporte et al., 2000). Construction heuristics build

a set of routes from zero following some fixed empirical heuristic proce-

dures, while improvement heuristics tries to produce an improved solution

on the basis of an incumbent solution (Liu et al., 2023). Classical heuris-

tics have limited performance in solving large and complex VRPs (Kumar

and Panneerselvam, 2012). In contrast, meta-heuristics can handle more

complex problems by exploring a larger search space and using higher-level

strategies (Talbi, 2009).

A meta-heuristic is an intelligent strategy combining classical heuristics

to perform a deep exploration and exploitation of the promising area of

the search space (Desale et al., 2015). Compared to classic heuristics,

meta-heuristics conduct a more extensive exploration of the solution space
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(Cordeau et al., 2002), thus have been extensively studied and proven

to achieve superior performance for solving VRPs (Laporte et al., 2000),

(Elshaer and Awad, 2020), and (Tan and Yeh, 2021). The optimisation

performance by meta-heuristics is usually better than classical heuristics

(Bräysy and Gendreau, 2005a). Many meta-heuristics have been designed

to solve VRPTWs to near-optimal solutions (Tan et al., 2001).

Meta-heuristics can be classified based on various criteria (Talbi, 2009).

Based on the preference for exploration versus exploitation during the

search, meta-heuristics can be divided into two categories, i.e., single solution-

based and population-based. Single solution-based meta-heuristics oper-

ate on a single solution during the search, while population-based meta-

heuristics manipulate a whole population of solutions. In general, basic

single solution-based meta-heuristics are designed to intensify the search in

local regions, thus more exploitation-oriented, whereas basic population-

based meta-heuristics allow for more exploration of the whole search space

(Talbi, 2009).

Figure 2.1: A classification of vehicle routing heuristics (Laporte et al., 2000), (Liu et al., 2023).

Heuristic 
algorithms

Classical 
heuristics

Constructive 
heuristics

Improvement 
heuristics

Intra-route 
heuristics

Inter-route 
heuristics

Meta-heuristics

Single solution-
based heuristics

Population-
based heuristics

There are numerous studies that provide systematic reviews of well-established

research fields, from classical heuristics to meta-heuristics (Laporte et al.,
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2000), (Elshaer and Awad, 2020), (Tan and Yeh, 2021), and (Liu et al.,

2023). This section aims to provide a contextual understanding of vari-

ous heuristic methods for addressing VRPs, thus providing an overview of

representative studies in the VRP literature grouped based on the classifi-

cation as shown in Figure 2.1. The focus of this thesis is to investigate the

automated design of single solution-based meta-heuristics for solving the

VRPTW. Therefore, the following overview emphasises the recent advances

in this line of heuristic methods and highlights important algorithmic com-

ponents for automated algorithm design.

2.2.1 Classical heuristics

The VRP literature is extensive and includes several review works and book

chapters that discuss classical heuristics for solving VRPTW (Tan et al.,

2001), (Bräysy and Gendreau, 2005a), (El-Sherbeny, 2010) and many other

variants of VRPs (Laporte et al., 1992), (Laporte et al., 2000), (Cordeau

et al., 2005), (Laporte et al., 2014), (Liu et al., 2023). Classical heuristics

for solving VRPs can generally be classified as constructive heuristics and

improvement heuristics (Bräysy and Gendreau, 2005a). Moreover, these

standard classical heuristics are important components of meta-heuristics

(Bräysy and Gendreau, 2005a) for constructing routes in VRP and further

improving the generated solutions. This subsection presents an overview

of the widely used classical heuristics in the VRP literature, to provide

a contextual understanding of the important algorithmic components of

meta-heuristics.
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Constructive heuristics

Constructive heuristics for VRPs are used to construct routes of a solution

by systematically adding customers into the partial routes to minimise cost

iteratively. The most commonly used constructive heuristics for VRPs in

the literature (Laporte et al., 1992), (Laporte et al., 2000), (Cordeau et al.,

2005) are listed as follows:

• Saving algorithm (Clarke and Wright, 1964): it starts with an initial

solution and uses a saving formula to evaluate potential cost savings

by merging short routes into longer routes.

• Insertion algorithms: unrouted customers are inserted sequentially

(Mole and Jameson, 1976) or in parallel (Christofides, 1979) to the

solution until all customers are visited. When there is no feasible

route to accept the customer, a new route would be created.

• Sweep algorithm (Gillett and Miller, 1974): it sets the depot as the

origin and divides the customers into angular clusters by rotating a

ray through customers, then process the customers in each cluster to

build routes that return to the depot.

• Cluster-first, route-second algorithm (Fisher and Jaikumar, 1981): it

separates the customers into clusters by modelling the clustering step

as a Generalised Assignment Problem (GAP), such that the feasible

cluster is generated by solving the GAP for the minimal cost, then

construct routes for each cluster.

Extensions of saving algorithms mainly focus on modifying the saving for-

mula and the selection of route pairs. These variations can be considered

as different instances of saving algorithms that employ distinct parameters
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in the saving formula and various strategies to choose route pairs. A gen-

eral form of the saving formula was proposed in (Gaskell, 1967), (Yellow,

1970), which parameterised the original formula in (Clarke and Wright,

1964) to adjust the relative importance of different factors. Some studies

proposed more sophisticated saving formulas that consider multiple criteria

(Caccetta et al., 2013), (Cengiz Toklu, 2022). In terms of the selection of

route pairs, different strategies have been proposed, such as greedy selec-

tion which selects the pairs with the largest savings from the saving list, the

matching method (Altinkemer and Gavish, 1991), (Wark and Holt, 1994)

and the probabilistic function (Juan et al., 2010).

Extensions to insertion algorithms mainly focus on the customer selection

criteria and the route insertion criteria. The customer selection criteria

determine which new customers to insert, while the route insertion criteria

determine where to insert them. The most basic greedy insertion algo-

rithm selects the unrouted customers and the insertion locations with the

minimum insertion cost. The regret criterion, proposed in (Potvin and

Rousseau, 1993), measures the difference between the cost of the best po-

sition and the near-best positions as regret for insertion. Another example

criterion, proposed in (Ioannou et al., 2001), takes into account the impact

on both routed and unrouted customers in route insertion.

In the VRP literature, the sweep algorithm (Gillett and Miller, 1974) and

the cluster-first, route-second algorithm (Fisher and Jaikumar, 1981), are

generally grouped as two-phase methods (Chen, 2018). These methods de-

compose the VRP solution process into clustering and routing, thus can

be further categorised into two groups depending on whether clustering

first or routing first. Cluster-first algorithms, such as the classical sweep

algorithm (Gillett and Miller, 1974) and the cluster-first, route-second algo-

rithm (Fisher and Jaikumar, 1981), first partition customers into different
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clusters and then route customers in each cluster. Route-first algorithms,

such as the route-first cluster-second algorithm proposed in (Beasley, 1983),

construct a giant tour with all customers first, and then split it into many

feasible routes. Extension to two-phase algorithms mainly focuses on im-

proving the clustering and customer selection criteria, such as the use of

the polar-coordinate angle (Gillett and Miller, 1974), (Na et al., 2011) and

distance metrics (Peya et al., 2019).

Improvement heuristics

Improvement heuristics are methods used to improve an initial solution by

making specific modifications to the incumbent solution. The main concept

behind most improvement heuristics is the notion of a neighbourhood (La-

porte et al., 2000), (Funke et al., 2005). The neighbourhood of a solution

s ∈ S in the solution space S is a set of solutions N(s) ⊆ S that can be

generated with a single modification of s. The process of moving from s to

another solution s′ ∈ N(s) is called a neighbourhood move (Funke et al.,

2005). In the context of meta-heuristics, an operator is a recipe to modify

a solution to obtain another solution (Rousseau et al., 2002). An operator

defines a neighbourhood structure N(s) that can be reached by applying

that operator on s. Therefore, the design of an operator is important in

designing effective improvement heuristics.

Local search algorithms are widely used improvement heuristics in the VRP

literature, which apply operators to the current solution to find potentially

better solutions with respect to the objective function (El-Sherbeny, 2010).

The local search algorithm uses operators to conduct modification opera-

tions on VRP solutions, defining the local searching area. The algorithm

searches for candidate solutions in this neighbourhood iteratively. In each
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iteration, the quality of the current solution and that of the candidate so-

lution are compared to determine a new search point. Two common strate-

gies for determining the new search point are the first-improving search and

best-improving methods. The former selects the first improvement found in

the neighbourhood, while the latter identifies the most significant improve-

ment among all neighbour solutions (Funke et al., 2005). Once no better

solution can be found in the neighbourhood, the search process terminates,

indicating that an optimum solution has been achieved which may only be

a local optimum or even a global optimum (El-Sherbeny, 2010). To prevent

exhaustive search, the d-best search is a commonly used method to halt the

search process once d-improving neighbour solutions have been discovered

(Funke et al., 2005).

The local search heuristics for solving VRPs mainly rely on a set of es-

sential operators that apply modification operations on each vehicle route

individually (known as intra-route heuristics), or on multiple routes simul-

taneously (known as inter-route heuristics) (Laporte et al., 2000). The

most commonly used intra-route heuristics are listed as follows:

• λ-opt (Lin, 1965): this operator conducts the edge-exchange opera-

tion within one route, i.e., λ edges are removed from a route and the

λ remaining segments are reconnected in all possible ways. In the

literature, λ has been studied at most 3 in practical problems, i.e.,

2-opt and 3-opt.

• Or-opt: (Or, 1976): this operator can be seen as a special case of λ-

opt. Instead of edge-exchange, Or-opt is a node-exchange operation,

displacing consecutive (no more than three) nodes of one route to

another location within the same route.
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Figure 2.2: Illustration of intra-route heuristics. The nodes are customers and the lines are routes. The
red lines and red nodes are the segments of the routes removed/added by the improvement heuristics.

(a) 2-opt

(b) Or-opt

The operators of the most commonly used inter-route heuristics are sum-

marised as follows:

• Relocate operator (El-Sherbeny, 2010): also known as shift opera-

tor (Pillay et al., 2018a). It moves one customer from one route to

another.

• GENI-exchange (Gendreau et al., 1992): this can be seen as a special

case of the relocate operator. The operation is to move one cus-

tomer from one route to another and the customer will be positioned

between the two customers which are closest to it.

• Swap operator: replace one customer from one route with the cus-

tomer from another route.

• λ-interchange (Osman, 1993): it can be seen as a generalised opera-

tion of the basic swap operator. The operator replaces no more than

λ customer of a route with the customer from another route (not
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more than λ as well) to generate a new solution. The customer from

a route can be either consecutive or non-consecutive.

• CROSS-exchange (Taillard et al., 1997): this operator can be seen

as a different generalisation of the basic swap operator, which swaps

two strings of consecutive customers from different routes.

• 2-opt* (Potvin and Rousseau, 1995): A special case of CROSS-

exchange. It removes two edges from two independent routes and

reconnects the routes with no inversion of the orientation of route

segments. 2-opt* is a subset of the 2-opt neighbourhood for inter-

route operation.

Figure 2.3: Illustration of inter-route heuristics. The nodes are customers and the lines in different
colours are different routes. The red nodes are the customers of the routes changed by the improvement
heuristics.

(a) Relocate

(b) Swap

To illustrate the basic operations in improvement heuristics, Figure 2.2

shows 2-opt and Or-opt operators, and Figure 2.3 describes relocate oper-

ator and swap operator. In the literature, extensions to the commonly

used improvement heuristics mainly focus on modifying the number of
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edges/vertices to exchange/relocate, as well as the selection policies and the

insertion policies of these operations. Some operators, such as λ-opt (Lin,

1965) and λ-interchange (Osman, 1993), can be seen as the parameterised

versions of basic operations. Other operators, such as 2-opt* (Potvin and

Rousseau, 1995), can be seen as special cases of the parameterised opera-

tions that use specific settings. For example, the shift operator in (Schulze

and Fahle, 1999) can be seen as the relocate operator with a specific in-

sertion criterion that evaluates all insertion positions before inserting a

customer.

Remarks

The operations performed by classical VRP heuristics upon routing so-

lutions are usually subject to the constraints in the VRPs (Pillay et al.,

2018a). For solving VRPTW, the operations of constructive and improve-

ment heuristics need to carefully consider the time window constraints

(Bräysy and Gendreau, 2005a), particularly in the selection of edge or

vertice and insertion locations. The study in (Potvin and Rousseau, 1995)

identified that the λ-opt neighbourhood can cause time constraint viola-

tions by reversing the tour orientation. Operations without any inversion

of the tour orientation, such as 2-opt* (Potvin and Rousseau, 1995), have

been shown to improve the efficiency of local search in VRPTW (Chen,

2018).

Many studies have used effective constructive heuristics to provide a good

solution before route improvement. The study in (Van Breedam, 1994)

has shown that a good starting point is essential for designing effective

improvement heuristics. This supports many studies that investigated the

combination of constructive heuristics with improvement heuristics and
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meta-heuristics for solving variants of VRPs.

The improvement heuristics play a crucial role in meta-heuristics for solving

VRPs. These heuristics can be seen as being extended from the most

basic operations to VRP solutions. The specific operators can be seen

as compound operators of the most basic neighbourhood moves and can

explore a limited search space of the basic operators (Meng and Qu, 2021).

The operators used in VRP algorithms can be modelled as a collection

of basic algorithmic components, as demonstrated in (Qu et al., 2020).

Modelling various search algorithms in one model provides a standard for

the design of new heuristic algorithms.

2.2.2 Meta-heuristics

Meta-heuristics is a class of methodologies that use high-level strategies

within a heuristic search framework to navigate the search in the solution

space of optimisation problems (Boussäıd et al., 2013). Due to the com-

plexity of VRPs and their real-life applications, meta-heuristics have been

extensively studied for practical applications (Elshaer and Awad, 2020),

especially for solving VRPTW (Bräysy and Gendreau, 2005b). Several

taxonomic reviews of meta-heuristics in the VRP literature have been con-

ducted in recent years, including those by (Laporte et al., 2000), (Gendreau

et al., 2008), (El-Sherbeny, 2010), (Elshaer and Awad, 2020).

Based on the population management strategy, meta-heuristics are classi-

fied as single solution-based methods and population-based methods (Blum

and Roli, 2003). Single solution-based meta-heuristics tend to focus more

on the exploitation of solution space, while population-based meta-heuristics

tend to emphasise exploration (Boussäıd et al., 2013). This section presents
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an overview of the representative studies of meta-heuristics in the VRP lit-

erature (Elshaer and Awad, 2020), to provide the context for the automated

design of local search-based algorithms in the case study of VRPTW.

Population-based meta-heuristics

Population-based meta-heuristics operate on a population of solutions to

explore the search space. The commonly studied population-based meta-

heuristics generally include two types, i.e., Evolutionary Computation (EC)

and Swarm Intelligence (SI) (Boussäıd et al., 2013). These algorithms are

both inspired by natural phenomena but in different ways (Boussäıd et al.,

2013). EC algorithms are based on the principles of natural selection, while

SI is inspired by the collective behaviour of social organisms (such as ants,

bees, etc) (Boussäıd et al., 2013). Both types of algorithms achieve high

diversification while exploring the search space by evolving a population of

solutions towards better regions of the search space (Beheshti and Sham-

suddin, 2013).

EC algorithms (also known as Evolutionary Algorithms (EAs) (Boussäıd

et al., 2013)) start with an initial population of solutions. Each iteration of

the algorithm represents a generation, where the population of candidate

solutions are modified by mutation and crossover operators to generate new

offspring solutions. These offspring solutions are evaluated and the better

ones have a greater chance of being selected to create the next generation.

This process is repeated until the termination criterion is met.

SI algorithms involve the coordination and cooperation of a group of agents

(or particles) to solve a problem. The group of agents in SI move through

the search space, and their positions and movements are influenced by the

positions of other agents in the swarm. The agents communicate with each
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other and adjust their behaviour based on the information they receive,

leading to emergent behaviour that can help to guide the algorithm towards

better solutions over successive generations.

The widely used population-based meta-heuristics in the VRP literature

(Elshaer and Awad, 2020) are reviewed in this section, including Genetic

Algorithms (GA) and Memetic algorithms (MA) from the EC group, and

Ant Colony algorithms (ACO) and Particle Swarm Optimisation (PSO)

from the SI group.

Genetic Algorithms

Genetic Algorithms (GAs) (Holland, 1975) are the most well-known evolu-

tionary algorithms (Back, 1996). In the original GA (Holland, 1975), a can-

didate solution is represented by a ”chromosome” that consists of ”genes”

(e.g., bits). In each generation, two parent solutions are selected to generate

two offspring by crossover and mutation operations. The crossover opera-

tion (De Jong and Spears, 1991) exchanges a part of the parent solutions,

while the mutation operation applies classic move operators to change some

locations in the chromosome. The new offspring are then evaluated and

compared with the solutions in the population. A replacement strategy

is applied to selectively replace individuals in the current generation with

offspring to produce the next generation.

Applications of GAs have been reported for several applications to VRPs,

including VRPTW (Thangiah et al., 1991), (Blanton Jr and Wainwright,

1993), (Thangiah, 1993), (Potvin and Bengio, 1996), (Chen et al., 2001),

(Baker and Ayechew, 2003), VRP with backhauls (Potvin et al., 1996),

multi-depot VRP (Ho et al., 2008) and dynamic VRP (Prins, 2004). In

variants of GA, solutions may be encoded as different types and combined

with different operators and solution selection mechanisms.
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Classical VRP heuristics, such as the sweep algorithms (Baker and Ayechew,

2003), the saving algorithm (Ho et al., 2008) and λ-interchange (Ghoseiri

and Ghannadpour, 2010), have been used in GAs for generating the ini-

tial solution population. Local search algorithms have been incorporated

into GAs as mutation operators in (Chen et al., 2001) and (Prins, 2004).

GAs show powerful performance in handling multiple complicated objec-

tives, especially for solving multi-objective VRPs (MOVRPs). As one of

the most studied VRP variants, the VRPTW concerns two objectives, i.e.,

minimising the number of vehicles and the total travel distance (Bräysy

and Gendreau, 2001). The study in (Berger et al., 2003) proposed to use

two populations of solutions respectively targeting distinct objectives for

VRPTW in GA. More recently, (Vidal et al., 2013) proposed a new mech-

anism for population management and a new evaluation method of pe-

nalising infeasibility. The proposed GA outperforms the state-of-the-art

algorithms in many VRPTW instances.

(2) Memetic algorithms

Memetic algorithms (MA), also known as Hybrid Evolutionary Algorithms

(Hybrid EAs)(Gendreau et al., 2008), combine local search algorithms with

population-based algorithms to enhance the exploitation of the search space

(Moscato et al., 1989). MAs have been successfully applied to various

problem domains by leveraging the strengths of different search approaches

(Gendreau et al., 2008).

In the VRP literature, MAs usually combine GAs with local search heuris-

tics (Liu et al., 2023), such as the combination of GA and classical im-

provement heuristics in (Cattaruzza et al., 2014), (Mendoza et al., 2010),

and (Nagata et al., 2010). Various MAs have been developed to solve dif-

ferent VRP variants, including CVRP (Ngueveu et al., 2010), VRPTW
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(Cattaruzza et al., 2014), (Qi et al., 2015), VRP with stochastic demands

(Mendoza et al., 2010), and multi-trip VRP(Cattaruzza et al., 2014).

(3) Ant Colony algorithms

Ant Colony Optimisation algorithms (ACO) (Dorigo and Di Caro, 1999)

are inspired by the behaviour of real ant colonies which use pheromone

trails to communicate and navigate for finding food (Blum, 2005). In the

ACO algorithms, an artificial ant is a simple computational agent which

can explore the search space for good solutions. An ACO algorithm starts

with a set of candidate solutions to the optimisation problem and a group

of artificial ants. The ants then construct solutions by selecting one of

the available options at each decision point, guided by the strength of the

pheromone trail left by previous ants. Updating the pheromone trail is

a key element of ACO (Bell and McMullen, 2004). After constructing a

solution, the ants update the pheromone trail based on the quality of the

solution found.

In the VRP literature, various ACO algorithms have been developed for

variants of VRPs, such as CVRP (Bell and McMullen, 2004), (Mazzeo

and Loiseau, 2004), (Doerner et al., 2005), large scale VRP (Reimann

et al., 2004), open VRP (Li and Tian, 2006) and others. These algo-

rithms incorporate different constructive heuristics (such as saving algo-

rithms (Reimann et al., 2004)) and local search heuristics (such as swap, 2-

opt (Bell and McMullen, 2004), (Reimann et al., 2004), interchange heuris-

tics (Mazzeo and Loiseau, 2004)) for route construction and improvement.

To tackle the multiple objectives of VRPTW, the study in (Gambardella

et al., 1999) proposed to use two colonies to search for good solutions with

respect to distinct objectives.

(4) Particle Swarm Optimisation
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Particle Swarm Optimisation (PSO) (Eberhart and Kennedy, 1995) follows

the social behaviour of bird flocking. In PSO, each candidate solution is

represented by a particle in the swarm, associated with a position and a

velocity in the search space. The position of a particle represents the fitness

value of the solution, and its velocity controls the direction and speed of its

movement in the search space (Poli et al., 2007). During the search process,

each particle adjusts its position and velocity based on its own experience

and that of its neighbours in the swarm, including its current fitness value,

the best position it found so far, and the best position the swarm found so

far. Each particle tries to move towards the best solution it found so far

and the best solution found by the swarm (i.e., the global best).

The application of PSO for solving VRPs starts from solving CVRP (Ka-

chitvichyanukul et al., 2007). More PSO algorithms have been proposed by

incorporating different route construction and improvement heuristics for

dealing with different constraints of VRPs, such as the time windows (Zhao

et al., 2004), stochastic demands (Marinakis et al., 2013), and simultane-

ous pickup and delivery (Ai and Kachitvichyanukul, 2009). The study in

(Marinakis et al., 2013) combined local search-based meta-heuristics with

PSO, which produces superior results compared to other EAs for solving

VRPs.

Single Solution-based meta-heuristics

Single solution-based meta-heuristics are also known as local search-based

meta-heuristics (Funke et al., 2005). These algorithms systematically ex-

plore the solution space by starting from an initial solution and moving

at each step from the current solution to another promising solution in its

neighbourhood (Cordeau et al., 2002), following a trajectory in the search
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space (Boussäıd et al., 2013).

Single solution-based meta-heuristics are developed from the classical lo-

cal search algorithms. The effectiveness of single solution-based meta-

heuristics is due to the ”intelligent” modifications of classic local search

which strategically balance exploration and exploitation of the search space.

Two key aspects of local search algorithms are the neighbourhood struc-

tures (i.e., operators) and the search technique for exploring the neighbour-

hood (Funke et al., 2005). In terms of the neighbourhood structure, smaller

neighbourhood regions offer a more limited search and larger neighbour-

hood regions allow the exploration of a wider range of solutions. (Rousseau

et al., 2002). However, larger neighbourhoods require more time to eval-

uate the larger set of solutions thoroughly. Acceptance criteria direct the

search process to escape from local optimum and maintain a certain degree

of exploration within the search space (Liu et al., 2023).

This section provides an overview of the most widely used single solution-

based meta-heuristics in the VRP literature (Elshaer and Awad, 2020).The

neighbourhood structures of those algorithms are mostly from the classic

heuristics for solving VRPs. The major difference among these algorithms

lies in how they guide the search process to jump out of the local optimum.

(1) Tabu search

Tabu Search (TS) (Glover, 1986) utilises a tabu list to forbid or penalise

recently visited solutions. The tabu list acts as a short-term memory,

recording the solutions explored in recent iterations. In each iteration, TS

moves to the non-tabu positions to cycle moves and explore new solutions,

thus moving away from the local optimum. To avoid over-restriction of

the tabu list and potentially missing good solutions, aspiration criteria are
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proposed to accept some tabu solutions under specific conditions. (Glover

and Laguna, 1998).

In the recent VRP literature, TS stands out as the best (Cordeau et al.,

2002) and the most used local search-based meta-heuristics (Elshaer and

Awad, 2020). Various neighbourhood structures have been applied in the

TS search framework, such as 3-opt (Willard, 1989), Or-opt (Garcia et al.,

1994), 2-opt* (Garcia et al., 1994), (Jin et al., 2012), GENI (Gendreau

et al., 1994), λ-exchange (Taillard, 1993) etc. Using multiple basic op-

erators in TS show great effectiveness for solving variants of VRPs, such

as CVRP (Jin et al., 2012), (Xu and Kelly, 1996), VRPTW (Rochat and

Taillard, 1995), (Badeau et al., 1997) and VRPTW with split delivery con-

straints (Ho and Haugland, 2004) etc.

To solve VRPs, the tabu list can store objects such as nodes, edges (sub-

routes) or routes of the recently visited or best-visited solutions. Most of

the proposed TS use specialised diversification and intensification strate-

gies to guide the search (Bräysy and Gendreau, 2005b). The Taburoute

scheme, proposed in (Gendreau et al., 1994), forbids a vertex to be rein-

serted into its original route in a random number of iterations. Adaptive

memory, which allows random tabu duration, has been used to enhance

TS for solving VRPs (Taillard, 1993), (Rochat and Taillard, 1995), (Tail-

lard et al., 1997). Another frequently used strategy is to implement TS

in parallel (Bräysy and Gendreau, 2005b), such as the implementation in

CVRP (Jin et al., 2012) and VRPTW (Garcia et al., 1994), (Badeau et al.,

1997). More variants of tabu search for solving VRP are developed by in-

troducing different meta-heuristics, such as simulated annealing (Osman,

1993), (Küçükoğlu and Öztürk, 2015) and variable neighbourhood search

(Polacek et al., 2004), (Paraskevopoulos et al., 2008).
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(2) Variable neighborhood search

Variable Neighborhood Search (VNS) (Hansen and Mladenović, 1999) sys-

tematically changes neighbourhood structures to escape from the local op-

timum (Blum and Roli, 2003). The main idea behind VNS is that different

neighbourhood structures can lead to different local optimums, many of

which may be close to each other. Furthermore, the global optimum is a

local optimum for all possible neighbourhood structures. Generally, VNS

contains a Local Search phase to find the local optimum in the neighbour-

hood of the current solution, and a Shaking phase to jump out of the local

optimum. The combination of the two steps enhances the intensification

and diversification of the search process (Hansen and Mladenović, 2003).

Variable Neighbourhood Descent (VND) is the simplest and an effective

variant in the family of VNS (Hansen et al., 2019). It changes the neigh-

bourhood in a deterministic way (Hansen et al., 2010) and moves through

several neighbourhood structures following a sequential order (usually man-

ually specified from smaller to larger ones). Reduced VNS (RVNS) is an-

other simple variant that randomly selects the neighbourhood structure

rather than in a deterministic way. Basic VNS (BVNS) involves both types

of changing mechanisms during the search process (Mladenović and Hansen,

1997). Several other variants of BVNS include the General VNS (GVNS)

which applies VND in the Local Search step and the Skewed VNS (SVNS)

which enhances the exploration of the region far from the incumbent solu-

tion (Hansen et al., 2010).

The main strength of VNS is its ability to adopt different classic improve-

ment heuristics as neighbourhood structures for solving variants of VRPs,

such as those used in VRPTW (Bräysy, 2003), multi-depot VRPTW (Po-

lacek et al., 2004), Open VRP (Fleszar et al., 2009), and other variants. In-
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stead of using classic operators, the study in (Chen et al., 2016) reviews the

widely used neighbourhood operators and proposes the compound neigh-

bourhood operators by composing several independent neighbourhood op-

erators in VNS for VRPTW, resulting in a more effective exploration of

the search space.

To balance exploration and exploitation during the search process, some

algorithms combine VNS with other search strategies. For instance, the

study in (Paraskevopoulos et al., 2008) incorporated TS into the Local

Search phase of VNS and applies a solution reformation mechanism in the

Shaking step for solving a realistic VRP. In another study (Goksal et al.,

2013), VNS is combined with PSO to preserve the swarm diversity and

make exploitation in the search space.

(3) LNS

Large Neighborhood Search (LNS) (Shaw, 1997) explores a larger neigh-

bourhood to avoid getting trapped in a local optimum. It ruins the current

solution by removing parts of the solution with a heuristic algorithm and

then recreating it with another heuristic algorithm. The key components

of LNS are the heuristics for ruining and recreating the solution.

In the context of VRPs, the criteria for selecting customers to remove and

the locations of routes to insert are important in LNS. For solving VRPs

(Shaw, 1997), (Shaw, 1998), side constraints have been efficiently incor-

porated into the search process. The LNS in (Shaw, 1998) for solving

VRPTW concerns the relevance of customer visits using criteria like geo-

graphical metrics and time windows when selecting customers. Adaptive

LNS (ALNS) (Ropke and Pisinger, 2006) is an extension of LNS that dy-

namically changes the neighbourhood structures during the search. It has
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been tested on CVRP, VRPTW, the multi-depot VRP, and many other

variants (Pisinger and Ropke, 2007), (Chen et al., 2021). A ruin-recreate

operator is extracted from LNS as a basic operator for solving VRPs (Qu

et al., 2020).

(4) Simulated annealing

Simulated annealing (SA) (Kirkpatrick et al., 1983) escapes from the local

optimum by adaptively accepting a worse move. It accepts every better

position during the search process and accepts a worse move based on

a dynamically decreased probability, which mimics the physical anneal-

ing process of the temperature changes. The probability is determined

by the metropolis criterion (Metropolis et al., 1953), i.e., e−δ/T , where

δ =| f(s′) − f(s) | represents the absolute value of the difference of the

objective function values between the current solution s and candidate so-

lution s′, and T denotes the system temperature which decreases following

a cooling scheme. Various cooling schedules have been developed (Ben-

Ameur, 2004), such as linear cooling, geometric cooling, and Ludy and

Mees cooling (Lundy and Mees, 1986). The traditional annealing process

is extended in (Connolly, 1992) with a reheating mechanism to periodically

increase the temperature.

SA was first used for solving VRP combining with the classic 3-opt heuristic

in (Alfa et al., 1991). Later studies involve more neighbourhood operators

to reach further search space. Various inter-route heuristics have been used

in SA for solving VRPTW (Chiang and Russell, 1996), (Van Breedam,

1995). Parallel SA has been investigated for VRPs. The study for solving

VRPTW in (Czech and Czarnas, 2002) adopts a set of processors each with

its annealing process to search for the local optimum. A central processor

determines whether to update the global optimum based on the best local
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optimum from all processors.

Variants of SA share the same objective, which is to accept worse moves

based on a decreasing probability. This probabilistic acceptance scheme

can be seen as a relaxation mechanism based on a dynamic threshold. The

similar mechanisms which accept worse moves based on a threshold value

also include the Threshold Acceptance with a static threshold and the Great

Deluge with an increasing probability as a threshold (Dueck, 1993). The

study in (Han and Cho, 2002) combines Threshold Accepting with Great

Deluge for VRP, leading to encouraging results.

(5) Iterated Local Search

Iterated Local Search (ILS) (Lourenço et al., 2003) escapes from local op-

timum by perturbing a current solution and restarting local search from

the resulting solution (Blum and Roli, 2003). Variants of ILS differ in four

aspects, i.e., the initial solution generation, perturbation, local search and

acceptance criterion. The perturbation in ILS is important as it should

be strong enough to escape from the local optimum but not like a random

restart. The acceptance criterion determines whether to accept the per-

turbed solution and start the next iteration or reject it and keep searching

from the current solution (Blum and Roli, 2003).

In the VRP literature, ILS has been applied by using multiple perturbative

and local search heuristics. For example, in (Walker et al., 2012), multiple

perturbative and local search heuristics were used to solve the VRPTW. ILS

is a more general framework than other meta-heuristics, such as VNS (Blum

and Roli, 2003), and thus can be easily extended by using other meta-

heuristics as sub-components. For instance, the study in (Penna et al.,

2013) incorporates ILS with a random neighbourhood ordering VND for

solving Heterogeneous Fleet VRP. Another extension to ILS is by using
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the history of the search with memory (Blum and Roli, 2003). The study

in (Cuervo et al., 2014) developed the oscillating local search heuristic

which can both explore a broad neighbourhood and store information on

the neighbour solutions with a data structure.

(6) Greedy Randomised Adaptive Search Procedure

Greedy Randomised Adaptive Search Procedure (GRASP) (Feo and Re-

sende, 1995) avoids getting stuck in a local optimum by using a multi-start

strategy. Each iteration of GRASP consists of two steps, i.e., construction

and local search (Boussäıd et al., 2013): in the first step, a feasible solution

is generated with constructive heuristics; the built solution is then used as

the starting point for local search in the second step. GRASP conducts

these two steps iteratively, until reaching a specific number of iterations.

Therefore, the search process uses multiple initial solutions to diversify the

search (Blum and Roli, 2003).

GRASP has been applied for solving variants of VRPs, such as CVRP

(Layeb et al., 2013), (Marinakis, 2012), and VRPTW (Kontoravdis and

Bard, 1995), (Chaovalitwongse et al., 2003), (Layeb et al., 2013). Usually,

the construction phase generates a feasible solution by a random greedy

method which iteratively selects the best solution component from a set of

randomised choices. Therefore, the local search phase could start with a

solution likely to be close to the optimal solution and potentially reduce the

time in the local search phase (Chaovalitwongse et al., 2003). To improve

the effectiveness of the local search procedure, GRASP has been developed

with multiple operators (Chaovalitwongse et al., 2003) and meta-heuristics

(Marinakis, 2012), (Layeb et al., 2013).
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2.2.3 Discussions

In summary, classical heuristics are problem-specific and consider the con-

straints of the problem domain. In contrast, meta-heuristics are more

general-purpose as they use probabilistic and adaptive search strategies

to explore a broader search space with multiple heuristics, and thus can be

applied to a wide range of problems. However, both classical heuristics and

meta-heuristics are problem-specific because the search space of both lines

of algorithms concerns the direct solutions of the optimisation problem.

Hyper-heuristics (Cowling et al., 2000) are a class of search methodologies

with a two-level framework to solve a wide range of optimisation problems.

This class of algorithms is more general-purpose than classical heuristics

and meta-heuristics, as they determine “at a higher abstraction level which

low-level heuristics to apply” (Cowling et al., 2000). The low-level heuris-

tics, e.g. algorithms or operators, are called to generate heuristic algorithms

on the fly. The search space of hyper-heuristics is the space of low-level

heuristics, while low-level heuristics operate in a space of problem solu-

tions. One type of hyper-heuristics, selection hyper-heuristics, automati-

cally combines low-level heuristics by iterative selection. Nowadays, more

and more selection hyper-heuristics are developed for solving VRPs (Chen,

2018). Low-level heuristics are mostly the widely used classic heuristics

and meta-heuristics.

Hyper-heuristics (Pillay and Qu, 2018) can be seen as one of the main

streams in automated algorithm design (Qu et al., 2020), (Meng and Qu,

2021). The recent advances in hyper-heuristics (Drake et al., 2020) indi-

cate the need for automated algorithm design for solving complex opti-

misation problems. It also aligns with the development direction of hy-

bridisation for developing effective search algorithms. High-performance
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algorithms can often benefit from combining the ideas of different method-

ologies (Chen, 2018), (Talbi, 2009). Combining multiple heuristics and

different search frameworks could combine their strengths and allow the

flexible exploration and exploitation of many neighbourhood structures. In-

telligent strategies are required to control this hybridisation and efficiently

switch between different neighbourhood structures. A more detailed re-

view of hyper-heuristics is presented in the next section, i.e., a review of

automated algorithm design.

In terms of different search frameworks in meta-heuristics, single solution-

based meta-heuristics focus more on improving the quality of a single solu-

tion iteratively, while population-based meta-heuristics explore the search

space by evolving a diverse set of candidate solutions and exploiting the

best ones. Population-based meta-heuristics generally achieve higher di-

versification by maintaining many solutions, however, may require longer

computation time to converge. Single solution-based meta-heuristics tend

to converge faster to a single optimal solution due to their focused search.

However, the meta-heuristics of each type of algorithm follow similar search

frameworks, thus common procedures can be extracted to model more gen-

eralised search frameworks.

2.3 A review of learning in automated de-

sign of search algorithms

The design of effective algorithms for solving complex COPs involves mak-

ing a large number of decisions, thus is a challenge for algorithm designers

(Pillay et al., 2018b). The performance of manually designed algorithms

highly depends on the expertise and effort of human experts, who may only
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consider limited designs, leaving a large number of potential algorithms un-

explored (Hoos, 2008). Automated algorithm design aims to make decisions

in the algorithm design process with less or no human involvement (Qu,

2021a). Automated algorithm design can remove the burden of human ex-

perts from the tedious design process and enable the exploration of a larger

scope of candidate algorithms, some of which may never be considered by

manual designs (Meng and Qu, 2021).

Recent advances in artificial intelligence, especially evolutionary compu-

tation and machine learning, have led to a rapid development in the au-

tomated design of search algorithms (Qu, 2021b). However, the search

process generates a considerable volume of data (Karimi-Mamaghan et al.,

2022), which has been discarded in most meta-heuristic literature. From

the perspective of machine learning, the data contains useful knowledge

that can be used to automate the algorithm design process. Machine learn-

ing can be used to automate the design process of search algorithms mainly

by building effective models to make decisions automatically. A variety of

learning methods, ranging from regression to reinforcement learning, have

been applied to utilise the information gathered during problem-solving.

Given recent progress and interest in automated algorithm design, it is cru-

cial to gain a better understanding of how machine learning can be used

in automated algorithm design based on the main findings in recent years.

This section presents a review of the use of machine learning in the au-

tomated design of search algorithms for solving various COPs, including

VRPs (i.e., the case study of the thesis). The representative studies in au-

tomated algorithm design are categorised based on an extended taxonomy.

Each line of research is reviewed with a focus on how machine learning

can be applied to automated algorithm design. The issues and research

opportunities in each line of research are discussed, supporting the main
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works and contributions of this thesis.

Section 2.3.1 presents the taxonomy extended by an existing taxonomy in

(Qu et al., 2020) that guides the review process. The following sections,

Section 2.3.2, Section 2.3.3, Section 2.3.4 and Section 2.3.5, provide a de-

tailed review of the methodologies and recent progress in each area. Finally,

Section 2.3.6 concludes the review and discusses future research directions.

2.3.1 An extended taxonomy of automated design of

search algorithms

An existing taxonomy

With the increasing attention to automated algorithm design, fundamen-

tal issues on models and standards have been addressed. A taxonomy of

automated algorithm design is proposed in (Qu et al., 2020), categorising

three lines of research on automated algorithm design based on the search

space under consideration, explained as follows.

• Automated algorithm configuration: aims at automating the param-

eter control of target algorithms.

• Automated algorithm selection: aims at automatically choosing the

most appropriate algorithm(s) from a portfolio of algorithms with

their associated parameters.

• Automated algorithm composition: aims at automating the compo-

sition of basic components of arbitrary algorithms.

Automated algorithm configuration as one theme of automated algorithm

design aims at automating parameter settings or configurations of specific
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target algorithm(s) for solving a collection of problem instances (Hutter

et al., 2007). It searches in a space of parameter configurations of the target

algorithms with fixed templates (Qu et al., 2020). The idea of using spe-

cialised methods for algorithm configuration can be traced back to several

“configurable systems”, consider for instance the DITOPS transportation

scheduling system (Smith et al., 1996). This field of research has received a

lot of attention, investigating various search algorithms, such as simulated

annealing (Hutter et al., 2010a), tabu search (Battiti and Tecchiolli, 1994),

(Nanry and Barnes, 2000), stochastic local search (KhudaBukhsh, 2009),

evolutionary algorithms (Goldman and Tauritz, 2011), (Araya and Riff,

2014), (Liefooghe et al., 2011) and ant colony algorithms (Lopez-Ibanez and

Stutzle, 2012). Great progress has been made in automated configuration,

leading to the development of the widely adopted automated configuration

frameworks F-Race (Birattari et al., 2010), ParamILS (Hutter et al., 2009),

GGA (Ansótegui et al., 2009) and ISAC (Kadioglu et al., 2010).

Automated algorithm selection aims to automatically select the most ap-

propriate algorithm(s) from a portfolio of candidate algorithms for solving

a set of problem instances, concerning a search space of algorithms or al-

gorithm portfolios (Qu et al., 2020). It has achieved remarkable results in

several research areas (Kerschke et al., 2019), especially in the automated

selection of SAT solvers (Xu et al., 2008) and evolutionary algorithms (Peng

et al., 2010), (Tang et al., 2014), leading to several useful frameworks such

as Aslib (Bischl et al., 2016) and Alors (Mısır and Sebag, 2017).

Automated composition aims to automatically compose or combine heuris-

tics or components of arbitrary algorithms to solve the problem at hand

online, producing new and generic algorithms (Qu et al., 2020). A main

line of research in automated algorithm composition is that of hyper-

heuristics (Qu et al., 2020), where a set of low-level heuristics as algo-
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rithmic components are combined for problem-solving. Within a two-

level framework, hyper-heuristics determine “at a higher abstraction level

which low-level heuristics to apply” (Cowling et al., 2000). The low-level

heuristics, e.g. algorithmic operators, are integrated or composed to de-

sign heuristic algorithms automatically. Different frameworks, including

HyFlex (Ochoa et al., 2012), Hyperion (Swan et al., 2011), and EvoHyp

(Pillay and Beckedahl, 2017), are developed to support the automated com-

position within the hyper-heuristic framework.

These three lines of research are fundamentally different in terms of the

decision spaces. In the theme of research in automated composition, the

algorithm design process is automated by composing algorithmic compo-

nents. It takes a bottom-top method to compose flexibly a set of algorith-

mic components, thus generating new algorithms (Qu et al., 2020). The

other two themes of research in automated configuration and selection take

a top-down method, to consider parameters and algorithms themselves in

the decision space.

In recent work by (Qu et al., 2020), the problem of algorithm design has

been defined as a COP, namely the General Combinatorial Optimisation

Problem (GCOP), which aims to search for the composition of algorithmic

components for solving a given problem (Qu et al., 2020). Solving the

GCOP is thus equivalent to automatically designing the best algorithms for

optimisation problems. The GCOP model provides a standard of algorithm

design by treating various algorithms as compositions of basic components,

thus underpinning automated algorithm design.
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Learning heuristics: an emerging topic in automated algorithm

design

The current taxonomy of automated algorithm design mainly focuses on

studies that concern a given set of decision choices, including existing al-

gorithms, and existing algorithmic components, each with their associated

heuristic and parametric settings. These decision choices are manually de-

fined, thus the algorithm design process still needs explicit knowledge from

experts.

Learning heuristics is emerging in solving many complex COPs, such as

travelling salesman problems (TSPs) and VRPs (Li et al., 2022). These

studies build learning models to act as important components of traditional

heuristic algorithms, ranging from classic heuristics to meta-heuristics. The

resulting heuristics are known as ”learning heuristics”. One example of

learning heuristics is the work in (Wu et al., 2021), where the node selec-

tion policy of the classic 2-opt algorithm is replaced by a reinforcement

learning model. The learning model is trained to learn the node selection

process and propose a node pair to be selected for the 2-opt operation,

given a solution to the optimisation problem. It’s important to note that

the learned node selection policy is embedded within the learning model

and not explicitly defined as a handcrafted selection policy. However, the

learned selection policy exists within the space of all possible policies that

the learning model can learn.

From the perspective of reducing human involvement in the algorithm de-

sign process, learning heuristics fall within the scope of automated algo-

rithm design by using learning models as automatically designed algorith-

mic components to replace manually designed algorithmic components. In

other words, learning heuristics can be seen as heuristics incorporating
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automatically designed algorithmic components. Using automatically de-

signed algorithmic components can reduce the reliance on manually de-

signed algorithmic components in automated algorithm design.

However, the existing taxonomy of automated algorithm design does not

adequately include learning heuristics. Therefore, it is important to update

the taxonomy to account for the recent advancements in learning heuristics

and gain insights into different tasks and methodologies within automated

algorithm design.

The proposed extended taxonomy

In this review, we distinguish the decisions involved in algorithm design

into two levels, i.e., algorithm level and problem level, as illustrated in

Figure 2.4. The problem-level decisions refer to the common and basic de-

cisions of the problem domain for designing heuristics. The algorithm-level

decisions, on the other hand, include the elements that are independent

of the optimisation problem. This novel distinction between the two lev-

els is important for distinguishing different research themes in automated

algorithm design and their underlying decision spaces.

Figure 2.5 provides an overview of the general scheme of automated al-

gorithm design methods. The current studies mainly focus on making

algorithm-level decisions. Each automated algorithm design task utilises

automation methods that operate within a specific decision space, while the

resulting algorithms operate within the solution space of the optimisation

problem being addressed. Feedback can be obtained from the algorithm

design process and the problem-solving process associated with the opti-

misation problem.
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Figure 2.4: A categorisation of the algorithm design decisions.
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Figure 2.5: General scheme of how automated algorithm design works.
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Based on the decision choices, this review extends the taxonomy of au-

tomated algorithm design in (Qu et al., 2020) into four lines as shown in

Figure 2.6. The newly defined automated generation aims to automatically

generate algorithmic components or heuristics of the target algorithm, such

as the selection policy of 2-opt heuristics in (Wu et al., 2021). The designed

algorithmic components are mostly embedded in learning models and thus

are not as explicit as manually designed ones. This automated design pro-

cess can lead to the creation of variant algorithmic components or heuristics

that may have remained unexplored by human experts.

Figure 2.6: An extended classification of automated algorithm design.
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While the other three lines of research require explicitly specifying the pos-

sible range of decision choices, automated generation can automatically

produce algorithmic components without explicitly specifying the decision

choices. Moreover, automated generation focuses on creating algorithmic

components within target algorithms, instead of directly generating com-

plete algorithms.

Based on whether the methods learn from the feedback of algorithm de-

sign and problem-solving, the methods of automated algorithm design can

be categorised into learning-based and non-learning-based. Non-learning-

based methods, such as random methods and search methods (Adenso-

Diaz and Laguna, 2006), do not explicitly learn from feedback for decision-
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making. On the other hand, learning-based methods acquire knowledge

from the data for automated algorithm design. The learning-based meth-

ods can be further classified into online learning and offline learning: online

learning occurs during the algorithm design process, while offline learning

takes place prior to the algorithm design process.

The extended taxonomy in the thesis captures the recent advances in au-

tomated algorithm design. It provides a more comprehensive structure

for discussing the findings of each line of research in automated algorithm

design.

An overview of machine learning into automated algorithm design

In the research of automated algorithm design, machine learning plays an

important role in the automated design process. The underlying rationale

comes from two aspects. Firstly, a class of effective algorithms may share

similar structures and contain useful knowledge. Secondly, machine learn-

ing models can discover the underlying knowledge of the data generated

during problem-solving, which could be used to make decisions and gener-

ate alternative algorithms automatically. Effective learning in automated

algorithm design can improve search effectiveness and establish intelligence

from a larger scope of candidate designs which may not be explored in man-

ual designs.

Various learning methods, ranging from regression to reinforcement learn-

ing, have been applied to make use of the information from problem-solving,

thus automating the algorithm design tasks. With such recent progress and

interest in automated algorithm design, it is crucial to gain a better under-

standing of how learning has been conducted in the decision-making of the

algorithm design process. This review focuses on machine learning in the
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four lines of research in the automated design of search algorithms, review-

ing the recent developments, overviewing the widely investigated learning

techniques and highlighting issues and research opportunities.

2.3.2 Learning in automated algorithm configuration

Automated configuration refers to the process of automatically determining

the values of algorithmic parameters for a given target algorithm or set of

algorithms (Qu et al., 2020). The research in algorithm configuration has

been divided into two main categories (Karimi-Mamaghan et al., 2022):

• Parameter control, which involves adjusting the parameter settings

of an algorithm during problem-solving.

• Parameter tuning, which involves identifying appropriate parameter

settings before employing the algorithm. Once the parameters have

been fine-tuned, they remain unchanged during problem-solving.

The application of machine learning techniques in automated configuration

research has been explored in both the online and offline categories (Karimi-

Mamaghan et al., 2022). In this review, we will focus on how feedback

from the search process is utilised and categorise studies accordingly into

online learning and offline learning approaches. Specifically, online learn-

ing corresponds to parameter control, while offline learning corresponds to

parameter tuning in automated configuration.

Online learning

Considering the dynamic behaviour of the optimisation process, different

parameter settings may be optimal at different stages of the optimisation
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process (Goldman and Tauritz, 2011), (Aleti and Moser, 2016). The online

learning methods for automated configuration are mainly based on the idea

of reinforcement learning by trial and error (dos Santos et al., 2014). The

candidate configurations are ranked or assigned with credits based on the

historical performance online, thus a learning mechanism can learn to make

appropriate decisions on parameter settings based on the feedback from the

problem-solving process.

The online learning mechanisms are utilised to control critical parameters

in various meta-heuristics, such as the crossover and mutation ratios of

Genetic Algorithms for Knapsack Problems (Hong et al., 2002), prohibi-

tion parameters in Tabu Search for the MAX-SAT problem (Battiti and

Protasi, 1997), the Maximum Clique problem (Battiti and Protasi, 2001),

and the vehicle routing problem (Nanry and Barnes, 2000), (Osman and

Wassan, 2002), (Wassan et al., 2008), (Battiti and Campigotto, 2011), and

the ordering of neighbourhoods in Variable Neighbourhood Search for the

network design problem (Hu and Raidl, 2006) and the TSP (dos Santos

et al., 2014). Most research applies reinforcement signals in the search

algorithms to adapt parameter settings.

In addition to the algorithmic parameters, online learning methods can also

be applied to adapt the parameters of the objective functions. Due to a lack

of complete knowledge of the problem, the objective function may not be

fully defined and needs to be refined during the search for a satisfying solu-

tion (Battiti and Brunato, 2010), especially in multi-objective optimisation

problems. An online learning mechanism has been developed in (Battiti

and Brunato, 2010) to learn a weighted aggregation of objectives.
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Offline learning

Offline learning for automated configuration is usually upon a set of training

instances, aiming to train a learning model to configure target algorithms

for solving unseen similar instances. Most studies aim to learn the map-

pings from instance features to the performance of target algorithms with

specific parameter configurations. Based on a set of representative problem

instances, an automatic configurator tunes the algorithm by selecting the

parameters that yield the best performance (Kadioglu et al., 2010).

One promising approach in the automated configuration is using regression

models to predict continuous parameters (Hutter et al., 2010b). Various

regression models are employed to learn the relationship between the target

algorithm performance and parameter settings (Hutter et al., 2010b), con-

sidering for instance the use of linear regression (Coy et al., 2001), (Hutter

et al., 2006) and logistic regression (Ramos et al., 2005). These appli-

cations of regression models are based on domain-dependent features to

approximate the performance of parametric settings.

Some research in hyper-heuristics applies regression models to determine

the parameters of low-level heuristics (Asta and Özcan, 2014), (Tyasnu-

rita et al., 2015). Instead of instance features, these studies use problem-

independent features to represent the current search states, raising the

generality of the automated configuration methods to the applications of

different domains. A major limitation of using regression models is the

limited number of parameters that can be dealt with.

Clustering shows to be effective for parameter tuning (Kadioglu et al.,

2010) by improving the prediction of the learning models, particularly in

the choice of instance features (Malitsky and Sellmann, 2010). ISAC (Ka-
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dioglu et al., 2010) uses k-means clustering to cluster instances based on

the feature vectors, thus, choosing the best parameter settings for each

cluster of instances.

Racing algorithms have been widely applied in automated configuration

(Birattari et al., 2010) by iteratively evaluating the algorithm configura-

tions on a collection of benchmark instances and using statistical hypoth-

esis tests to drop the worse-performing candidates (Hoos, 2011). F-Race

algorithm (Birattari et al., 2002) is developed based on the racing mech-

anism to automate the configuration of ant colony algorithms for solving

travelling salesman problems (TSP). Later in (Balaprakash et al., 2007),

sampling F-Race and iterative F-Race are developed to effectively handle

a larger configuration space. F-Race has been applied to various appli-

cations (Birattari et al., 2010), including ant colony algorithms (Birattari

et al., 2002) and estimation-based local search algorithms (Balaprakash

et al., 2010) for TSP, simulated annealing algorithms for vehicle routing

problems (Pellegrini and Birattari, 2006), and metaheuristics for univer-

sity timetabling problems (Rossi-Doria et al., 2002). In a recent study in

(Gümüş et al., 2023), the F-Race algorithm shows significant performance

in the automated configuration of Memetic Algorithms for cross-domain

optimisation.

2.3.3 Learning in automated algorithm selection

Automated algorithm selection concerns selecting suitable algorithms or

algorithm portfolios from a given set of algorithms for solving problems.

A class of studies in automated selection use reinforcement learning tech-

niques to learn suitable algorithms and the runtime allocation for iteratively

constructing the algorithm portfolios during problem-solving. Another line
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of research uses learning models built offline by learning from collected per-

formance data to predict the performance and runtime of an algorithm for

automated algorithm selection.

Meta-learning is a type of method originally proposed to support algo-

rithm selection for classification and regression problems (Cruz-Reyes et al.,

2012). In meta-learning, machine learning algorithms are introduced to ac-

quire meta-knowledge that can be used to guide machine learning tasks.

While machine learning algorithms are still the most studied task in meta-

learning (Pappa et al., 2014), different domains of application have been

explored using meta-learning (Cruz-Reyes et al., 2012). Most meta-learning

studies for the design of meta-heuristics can be seen in the line of research

in automated algorithm selection (Karimi-Mamaghan et al., 2022).

Online learning

The online learning methods in automated algorithm selection mainly em-

ploy the idea of reinforcement learning in automatically constructing al-

gorithm portfolios. The main concept is to allocate more runtime to the

algorithm with a better performance in a portfolio. Different application

domains include job shop scheduling (Carchrae and Beck, 2005), SAT (Bat-

titi and Protasi, 1997), (Gagliolo and Schmidhuber, 2006), ONE-MAX and

TSP (Gagliolo et al., 2004).

Some studies combine online learning and offline learning techniques in au-

tomated selection. The study in (Carchrae and Beck, 2005) developed re-

inforcement learning formulas to learn the algorithm improvement per sec-

ond for allocating more runtime to algorithms that perform well, combined

with an offline trained Bayesian classifier predicting the best algorithm on

new problem instances. In (Gagliolo et al., 2004), a general framework is
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proposed for the automated portfolio of Genetic Algorithms with different

settings of population size. A probability update scheme learns perfor-

mance improvement of the variants of the algorithms to allocate runtime.

A simple linear best-fit model is trained to predict useful pairs of algo-

rithms and corresponding time allocations. In (Gagliolo and Schmidhuber,

2006), a bandit learning scheme is adopted for the runtime distributions of

algorithms by learning their performance improvement.

Instead of predicting a suitable runtime for the algorithms, some studies in

automated selection learn to reward the algorithm with better performance

and select the algorithm with more credits, thus iteratively constructing

the best portfolio, such as the application in planning systems (Roberts

and Howe, 2006) and the development of Hydra (Xu et al., 2010). Q-

learning algorithm is adapted in (Lagoudakis and Littman, 2000) to select

algorithms for each instance based on the instance features.

Offline learning

Offline learning in automated algorithm selection mainly concerns predict-

ing the performance of an algorithm and predicting the runtime of an al-

gorithm for automated selection. Mainly four classes of machine learning

approaches have been used in automated algorithm selection to conduct

offline learning, including case-based reasoning (Pomerol, 1997), classifica-

tion, regression, and statistic relational learning (Kotthoff et al., 2011).

Case-based reasoning (CBR) uses experience from solving similar training

instances to solve new and unseen cases. The training instances and their

solutions are stored in a case base, representing the knowledge or experi-

ence. CBR first identifies the similarity of the stored training instances to

the new instance. The solution stored for the most similar case is used.
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If no cases of enough similarity are available, the new case may either be

solved from scratch (Schirmer, 2000) or by modifying the solutions of the

most similar cases (Pomerol, 1997). Retaining the newly solved cases in the

case base provides a learning mechanism to extend and refine the knowl-

edge. Cases in the CBR system are usually represented by instance features

against the best corresponding algorithm. CBR has been applied to solve

project scheduling problems (Schirmer, 2000), and constraint solving prob-

lems (O’Mahony et al., 2008).

Classification is another widely applied method in automated algorithm

selection based on instance features. Bayesian classification is applied in

(Horvitz et al., 2001) to predict the runtime of an algorithm for a target

instance on whether the runtime is short or long for solving the CSP and

SAT problems. In addition, classification approaches have been applied

more to predict the performance of an algorithm based on the features of

specific instances. Some classifiers in automated selection include Decision

Tree for solving bid evaluation problem (Guerri and Milano, 2004), Associ-

ation Classification on adaptive planning system (Vrakas et al., 2003), and

the K-Nearest Neighbour on SAT (Lindauer et al., 2015), (Malitsky et al.,

2011) and black-box optimisation problem (Yuen et al., 2019).

Regression models in automated algorithm selection have also been used

mainly to estimate an algorithm’s runtime based on instance features. This

has been mostly applied to SAT, including the use of ridge regression in the

SATzilla system (Xu et al., 2007) and linear regression (Haim and Walsh,

2009), (Hutter et al., 2006). In (Hutter et al., 2014), the performance of

random forests of regression trees has been evaluated to predict the al-

gorithm runtime in automated algorithm selection for solving SAT, TSP

and MIP. In addition, regression models can be used to predict the perfor-

mance of an algorithm rather than the runtime based on instance features.
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In (Messelis and De Causmaecker, 2014), M5-based regression models are

applied to predict the performance scores of a set of algorithms based on

instance features for solving project scheduling problems. Support vector

machine is also used to assign labels to objects (Noble, 2006) by training

a set of instances and the algorithm performance, thus learning to rank

the algorithms. The application of a support vector machine in automated

selection involves the black-box optimisation problem (He et al., 2019) and

SAT problems (Kotthoff et al., 2011).

The offline learning methods in automated selection depend on the instance

features to make accurate predictions not only on runtime but also on the

algorithm performance. Thus, reasonable and accurate instance features

present be the key issue for training the model. Some studies investigate

feature engineering for identifying the key instance features by using feature

selection (Xu et al., 2007), and feature transformation (Pihera and Musliu,

2014).

2.3.4 Learning in automated algorithm composition

In the theme of research on automated composition, the algorithm design

process is automated by composing a set of algorithmic components to

generate new algorithms. Hyper-heuristics is a class of methodologies for

selecting or generating heuristics to solve optimisation problems (Burke

et al., 2013). A line of research in hyper-heuristics, i.e., selection hyper-

heuristics, falls into the line of research in automated composition (Qu

et al., 2020). The automated composition in selection hyper-heuristics is

conducted within a two-level hyper-heuristic framework, where a set of low-

level heuristics which can be seen as algorithmic components, are integrated

or composed to design heuristic algorithms automatically.
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The performance of a hyper-heuristic highly depends on not only the de-

sign of the low-level heuristics but also the way they are composed for

problem-solving. A line of research in selection hyper-heuristics focuses on

focuses on determining an elite set of algorithmic components (i.e., low-

level heuristics) for composition. This task is typically accomplished using

various online and offline learning methods. However, more attention has

been given to using learning methods to automatically compose algorithmic

components for problem-solving.

This section reviews the learning techniques used in automated composi-

tion, particularly based on the hyper-heuristic framework. Section 2.3.4

focuses on automatically determining the set of algorithmic components,

while Section 2.3.4 discusses automatically composing algorithmic compo-

nents.

Learning to determine the algorithmic components

Several studies in selection hyper-heuristics investigate how the choice of

different sets of low-level heuristics impacts the effectiveness of hyper-

heuristics in personnel scheduling problem (Cowling and Chakhlevitch,

2003) (Chakhlevitch and Cowling, 2005), nurse rostering and home care

scheduling problems (Mısır et al., 2013), workforce scheduling problems

(Remde et al., 2012) and course timetabling and VRPs (Soria-Alcaraz et al.,

2017). There is evidence suggesting the importance of selecting an appro-

priate and compact set of low-level heuristics in hyper-heuristics, as an

unnecessarily large number of low-level heuristics can impair their perfor-

mance (Soria-Alcaraz et al., 2017); while using a smaller subset could ob-

tain similar performance within a shorter time (Chakhlevitch and Cowling,

2005). Some of the low-level heuristics do not make valuable contributions
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to the search but only slow down the search, while some are more suitable

for specific instances than others (Mısır et al., 2013). Therefore, determin-

ing an appropriate set of components with effective learning is essential to

achieve high performance of the automatically composed algorithms.

In the research of automatically determining a set of low-level heuristics

for composition, online learning methods evaluate the performance of the

components and exclude the worst one iteratively (Misir et al., 2010). Two

learning strategies are investigated in (Chakhlevitch and Cowling, 2005)

for determining an elite subset of low-level heuristics to effectively solve

the trainer scheduling problem, namely the warming up approach which

learns only in the early iterations, and a step-by-step reduction approach

which continues to learn until a satisfying size of the elite set is reached.

A simple learning mechanism is applied in (Misir et al., 2010) to maintain

a subset of elite heuristics for different phases of the search by excluding

some heuristics for a given number of phases. To evaluate each heuristic, a

snapshot performance during a phase (i.e., several iterations), rather than

the accumulated performance during the search, is considered. In (Remde

et al., 2012), the step-by-step reduction learning approach in (Chakhlevitch

and Cowling, 2005) shows limited generality across different domains. Some

low-level heuristics which are discarded early seem to be important later

in the search, leading to poor overall performance.

The offline learning methods determine the elite set of low-level heuristics

for automated composition mainly based on the evaluation of the collected

search data (Soria-Alcaraz et al., 2017). In (Soria-Alcaraz et al., 2017), the

performance of each individual low-level heuristic is evaluated offline by

using statistical tests to determine an elite subset. Two fitness landscape

probing techniques, i.e., evolvability and landmarking, are used. Land-

marking is more informative than evolvability in the evaluation. Evolv-
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ability seems to be more reliable in quickly distinguishing good from bad

heuristics.

Several issues should be considered while learning to determine an elite set:

• Size of the set. A small number of low-level heuristics may obtain

similar performance within a shorter computation time; while many

low-level heuristics will require more time to explore the larger search

space and obtain similar performance without intelligent decision-

making with learning.

• Evaluation metrics. Suitable evaluation metrics need to be chosen

for short-term and long-term learning during the search, as each low-

level heuristic may be effective at different stages of the whole search

process (Cowling et al., 2002).

• Learning fashion. The behaviour of low-level heuristics is different for

different problems (Kendall et al., 2002). The most effective heuristics

may be different for different scenarios (Cowling et al., 2002). Online

learning is therefore applied more often than offline learning in the

literature.

Learning to compose algorithmic components

In the line of research in automated composition, some studies focus on

combining algorithmic components of specific types of algorithms or tar-

get algorithms. The most studied algorithms include SAT solver (Khud-

aBukhsh, 2009), SAs (Franzin and Stützle, 2019), ILS (Mascia et al., 2013),

and MOEAs (Bezerra et al., 2015), (Lopez-Ibanez and Stutzle, 2012).

Selection hyper-heuristics can be seen as a main line of research in auto-
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mated composition. In selection hyper-heuristics, the automated composi-

tion task is to determine the most suitable low-level heuristics to compose

for the design of heuristic algorithms for solving the optimisation problem

at hand. Some studies also concern the decision-making of suitable accep-

tance criteria in automated composition. The online learning models use

the information gathered during problem-solving to combine algorithmic

components, while offline learning often learns from effective algorithmic

compositions on a set of training instances to generalise the decision-making

on new instances.

(1) Online learning

In selection hyper-heuristics, the online learning methods for automated

composition mainly follow the concept of reinforcement learning. Learn-

ing models are built to estimate the future performance of an algorithmic

component given feedback during problem-solving, thus making predictions

on the suitable heuristics or components to be combined next (Khamassi,

2011), (Di Gaspero and Urli, 2011), (Mısır et al., 2012), (Turky et al.,

2020). The learning methods can focus on the individual performance of

each low-level heuristic and the transition performance between pairs and

sequences of low-level heuristics, such as the studies in (McClymont and

Keedwell, 2011a) with Markov chain (Kemeny and Snell, 1976) and (Kheiri

and Keedwell, 2015) with Hidden Markov Model (Baum and Petrie, 1966).

The choice function proposed in (Cowling et al., 2000) can be seen as

learning from both individual performance and the transition performance

of heuristics.

The learning process can be sensitive to memory length. A few studies

investigate the length of the learning period for example on the Pseudo-

boolean optimisation (Lissovoi et al., 2017), LeadingOnes (Doerr et al.,
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2018), (Lissovoi et al., 2020b), and OneMax problems (Lissovoi et al.,

2020a). The learning uses a random gradient method which continues to

exploit the currently selected heuristic as long as it is successful. It can be

seen as embedded with a reinforcement learning mechanism with the short-

est possible memory (Lissovoi et al., 2020b). This simple learning method

shows to learn to select the optimal low-level heuristics for standard bench-

mark functions, leading to optimal asymptotic runtimes for LeadingOnes

(Lissovoi et al., 2020b) and OneMax (Lissovoi et al., 2020a). However,

the best choices for memory length can be different in various situations

(Lissovoi et al., 2020b).

(2) Offline learning

In the research of offline learning in selection hyper-heuristics, various clas-

sification methods are explored to learn a mapping between certain search

states and the suitable low-level heuristics (Burke et al., 2013), thus pre-

dicting the suitable low-level heuristics to compose. The predictive power

of the learning models greatly depends on the features describing a search

state (Guyon and Elisseeff, 2003). Some problem-dependent and solution

features have been identified to characterise search states. A few studies

investigate problem-independent information, such as the performance of

the applied algorithmic components and search stage information (Asta

and Özcan, 2014), (Meng and Qu, 2021), (Yi et al., 2022).

Learning classifier systems are rule-based systems driven by genetic algo-

rithms and reinforcement learning to learn appropriate actions subject to

certain conditions (Urbanowicz and Moore, 2009). This class of method-

ologies shows to be effective for automatically composing algorithms by

learning “a solution process”. This process transforms the problem from

the initial state to a solved goal state by iteratively choosing one of the var-
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ious heuristics at each state (Ross et al., 2002). Some of the investigated

optimisation problems include the constraint satisfaction problems (Ortiz-

Bayliss et al., 2013b), modularized fleet mix problem (Shafi et al., 2012),

bin packing problem (Ross et al., 2002), (Maŕın-Blázquez and Schulenburg,

2003), (Maŕın-Blázquez and Schulenburg, 2006), and cutting stock prob-

lem (Terashima-Maŕın et al., 2005). The search states in these problems

are represented by problem-specific features, such as the constraint density

and constraint tightness for constraint satisfaction problems (Ortiz-Bayliss

et al., 2013a), and the number of remaining unpacked items for the bin

packing problems (Maŕın-Blázquez and Schulenburg, 2003).

Classification techniques, such as logistic regression (Ortiz-Bayliss et al.,

2013a) and neural networks (Ortiz-Bayliss et al., 2011), have been used to

compose low-level heuristics in hyper-heuristics by learning a mapping be-

tween problem states and heuristics for solving constraint satisfaction prob-

lems. Apprenticeship learning learns from the observations while an expert

is in action (Abbeel and Ng, 2004). It has been employed by combining

with classification techniques in selection hyper-heuristics for solving bin

packing problems (Asta et al., 2013) and VRPs (Asta and Özcan, 2014),

(Tyasnurita et al., 2015), (Tyasnurita et al., 2017). The data generated

by an expert hyper-heuristic is used to train the classifier for predicting

the low-level heuristics and acceptance criteria for solving new instances.

Various classification or regression methods are investigated, such as linear

regression (Asta and Özcan, 2014), decision tree (Asta and Özcan, 2014), k-

means classification (Asta et al., 2013), neural networks (Tyasnurita et al.,

2015), (Tyasnurita et al., 2017), (Yates and Keedwell, 2017), associative

classification (Thabtah and Cowling, 2008).

The apprenticeship learning-based approaches show to be able to gener-

alise the knowledge extracted from small to larger problem instances (Asta
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et al., 2013), from one type to different types of instances (Tyasnurita

et al., 2017), and achieving better performance than the manually de-

signed algorithm which is seen as an expert to be learned. Particularly,

using problem-independent features to represent search states can lead to

promising performance with a higher level of generality of the extracted

knowledge (Asta and Özcan, 2014). Additional distance metrics used in

(Tyasnurita et al., 2017) for representing search states contribute to bet-

ter learning, indicating that enriching the information with appropriate key

features in the learning environment can potentially lead to highly effective

problem-solving.

2.3.5 Learning in automated algorithm generation

In the theme of research on automated generation, the automation in the

algorithm design process lies in the automated design of algorithmic com-

ponents within target algorithms. Instead of using manually designed al-

gorithmic components, automated generation uses machine learning tech-

niques to conduct the operation of algorithmic components within the tar-

get algorithms. The automatically designed algorithmic components are

embedded in the learning techniques.

Learning heuristics fall into this line of research. Learning heuristics are

the methods that utilise machine learning techniques within heuristic algo-

rithms to perform specific operations of algorithmic components (Wu et al.,

2021). The ability of autonomous and offline learning results in learning

heuristics not requiring any explicit operation rules and performing the

desired operation to replace specific algorithmic components.

Table 2.1 overviews some representative studies in learning heuristics, cate-
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Table 2.1: Classification of papers studying automated algorithm generation.

Reinforcement learning: algorithm design task modelled as reinforcement learning task

Literature
Target
algorithms

Algorithmic
components

Optimisation
problems

Learning
techniques

(Liu and Zeng, 2009) Genetic algorithm Mutation operator TSP Q-learning
(Khalil et al., 2017) Greedy algorithm Node selection TSP Q-learning
(d O Costa et al., 2020) 2-opt Node pair selection TSP Policy gradient
(Wu et al., 2021) 2-opt, node swap, and

relocation
Search policy TSP, CVRP Reinforcement

Learning with self-
attention-based policy
network

(Zheng et al., 2021) Lin-Kernighan-
Helsgaun

Edge selection policy TSP Q-learning, Sarsa and
Monte Carlo

Supervised learning: algorithm design task modelled as sequence-to-sequence task

Literature
Target
algorithms

Algorithmic
components

Optimisation
problems

Learning
techniques

(Hottung and Tierney,
2019)

Large Neighbourhood
Search

Repair operator CVRP, SDVRP Attention-based Deep
Neural Networks

(Gao et al., 2020) Large Neighbourhood
Search

Reinsertion operator CVRP, VRPTW Recurrent Neural Net-
work

(Sui et al., 2021) 3-opt Link selection and
reinsertion location

TSP Pointer network and
feature-wise linear
modulation network

(Zhou et al., 2023) Large Neighbourhood
Search

Decision variable to
remove

Real world VRP in
Airport

Graph Convolutional
Network

gorised based on the machine learning tasks. The heuristics with automat-

ically generated algorithmic components (embedded in learning models)

have demonstrated superior performance compared to the classic heuristics

with the handcrafted algorithmic components on new instances (Deudon

et al., 2018). Various machine learning techniques, including reinforcement

learning and sequence-to-sequence learning, have been applied as auto-

matically designed selection policies or operators of heuristics. In terms

of the target algorithms, classic heuristics have been the main algorithm

frameworks of interest, while other studies explore the application in meta-

heuristics. Specifically, Large Neighbourhood Search has attracted more

research interest in these studies.

End-to-end approaches are an emerging and promising area of research

that apply machine learning techniques for solving complex COPs, such

as TSP and VRPs (Vesselinova et al., 2020). These learning techniques

learn the mapping between the optimisation problem and its solution (Li

et al., 2022), enabling the learning techniques to solve COPs from the

beginning until the final solution (Bogyrbayeva et al., 2022). By using
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machine learning techniques, end-to-end approaches automate the process

of solving COPs without relying on manually designed search algorithms.

In terms of the main strategy for solving COPs, end-to-end approaches

fundamentally differ from traditional search algorithms. Specifically, search

algorithms solve COPs by systematically exploring the space of possible

solutions step-by-step, whereas end-to-end approaches learn to solve COPs

automatically without handcrafted search techniques. A number of studies

have systematically reviewed end-to-end approaches for solving COPs, such

as (Vesselinova et al., 2020), (Kotary et al., 2021), as well as the review in

the VRP literature (Bogyrbayeva et al., 2022).

Learning heuristics can be seen as incorporating the principles of end-to-

end learning within the step-by-step problem-solving process of search al-

gorithms. The effectiveness of learning heuristics indicates the benefits of

leveraging the power of machine learning to capture the underlying patterns

of the problem and solutions and incorporate them into search algorithms.

Incorporating end-to-end approaches with other search frameworks such as

hyper-heuristics might enable the learning of more complex search policies

for advanced search schemes (Wu et al., 2021), which is an important future

direction in the line of automated generation.

2.3.6 Summary

This review provides an overview of the machine learning techniques ap-

plied to the automated design of search algorithms for solving combina-

torial optimisation problems. We discuss the role of machine learning in

automated algorithm design, based on a new taxonomy that categorises

related research into different lines of study, providing insights and guid-

ance on how machine learning can be implemented for different automated
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algorithm design tasks.

This review aims to promote the collaboration between machine learning

and optimisation research and attract more attention to the automated

design of search algorithms. By automating the design process, algorithm

designers can focus on solving more complex optimisation scenarios with

less human involvement. Meanwhile, evidence suggests that automatically

designed search algorithms with effective learning models can outperform

manually designed algorithms. Therefore, we believe that further research

in this area has the potential to lead to significant advances in optimisation

and machine learning.

Despite recent advances in applying machine learning in automated algo-

rithm design, several challenges remain that require attention from multiple

disciplines. Addressing these challenges could open up new research direc-

tions in the field of automated algorithm design.

One major challenge is the need to establish standard algorithm design

frameworks. The recently developed GCOP model (Qu et al., 2020) pro-

vides a new standard for algorithm design. However, current frameworks in

automated composition only cover a subset of algorithmic components in

GCOP, and therefore do not provide adequate support for automated algo-

rithm design based on GCOP. Hyper-heuristics, for instance, only consider

a limited search space consisting of problem-specific low-level heuristics,

rather than elementary algorithmic components. In principle, larger de-

sign spaces can be expected to include better solutions (better algorithm

designs in this case) (Hoos, 2008). To design more effective algorithms,

it is essential to assess the performance of elementary algorithmic compo-

nents and explore insights into designing effective algorithm compositions

with these components. Therefore, the newly established GCOP model
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requires coherent frameworks to assess the performance of the elementary

algorithmic components and explore insights on designing effective algo-

rithm compositions with these components.

Another challenge is to systematically compare different learning approaches.

With an increasing number of learning models developed for automated al-

gorithm design, especially in automated composition (Thabtah and Cowl-

ing, 2008) and selection (Kotthoff et al., 2011), (Pihera and Musliu, 2014),

there is a need to understand how to choose suitable learning models for

specific algorithm design scenarios. The choice of learning models matters

to the algorithm performance (Kotthoff et al., 2012), (Hutter et al., 2014)

and depends on the specific automation tasks. Conducting a systematic

comparison of learning models based on commonly adapted frameworks

would provide guidance and ensure consistency in the literature.

Furthermore, there is potential for more advanced learning models to im-

prove different aspects of effective algorithm design, including Conditional

Random Fields (Lafferty et al., 2001), Sequential Pattern Mining (Fournier-

Viger et al., 2017), and Deep Reinforcement Learning (Mnih et al., 2013).

These techniques possess specific properties that could be beneficial for

automating algorithm design.

Last but not least, interpreting learning models can be challenging. Al-

though more machine learning models have been proposed for automated

algorithm design, the rich knowledge generated during the search is often

implicit and difficult to interpret. The hidden knowledge in machine learn-

ing models is rarely investigated in the literature. There is evidence that

online learning models along with classical mining techniques could reveal

interesting patterns, reaching a new level of generality as well as effective-

ness (Carchrae and Beck, 2005), (Asta and Özcan, 2014), (Tyasnurita et al.,
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2015). Using data mining techniques to gain insightful and interpretable

knowledge from effective algorithm designs could also aid in understanding

the performance of algorithmic components.

The current studies in the field focus on algorithm-level decisions. However,

future investigations could concentrate on automating decision-making pro-

cesses at the problem level, further advancing the capabilities of automated

algorithm design.

2.4 Machine learning

Machine learning is a subfield of artificial intelligence that allow machines

to learn from data without explicitly programmed (Bishop and Nasrabadi,

2006), (Alpaydin, 2020). Machine learning tasks can be generally classi-

fied into supervised, unsupervised and reinforcement learning (Bishop and

Nasrabadi, 2006), explained as follow:

• Supervised learning: this type of machine learning technique is trained

on a labelled dataset where each input example in the training dataset

is associated with a known output or target variable. It aims to learn

a mapping from the input to the output based on the labelled exam-

ples, thus the model can generalise to new and unseen examples and

predict the output for those examples. Classific supervised learning

tasks include classification and regression. Some widely used algo-

rithms for supervised learning include decision trees, random forests,

and neural networks.

• Unsupervised learning: this type of technique is trained on an unla-

beled dataset. The aim of unsupervised learning is to extract the un-
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derlying structure or patterns in the data without any explicit labels.

Some popular unsupervised learning tasks are clustering, dimension-

ality reduction, and anomaly detection. Another great interest in

unsupervised learning is unsupervised pattern mining, i.e., finding

interesting associations (relationships, dependencies) in large sets of

data items without any prior knowledge of the group labels or target

variable (Hastie et al., 2009).

• Reinforcement learning: it aims to make the most suitable action

at a specific state by interacting with and getting feedback from an

environment, thus maximising the cumulative reward over time.

Different machine learning models are designed to model different types of

data. It is important to choose the right model for the specific problem at

hand. Some common types of data that machine learning models are de-

signed to handle include numerical data, categorical data, text data, image

data and sequential data. In many real-life applications, such as in bioinfor-

matics (Wang et al., 2007), webpage click-stream analysis (Fournier-Viger

et al., 2012b) and market basket analysis (Srikant and Agrawal, 1996), the

studies are interested in valuable patterns in sequential data. Sequential

data consists of sequences of items that are associated with time-related

attributes (Zhao and Bhowmick, 2003), thus having high complexity. Ma-

chine learning techniques used for modelling sequential data are designed

to take into account the temporal or spatial dependencies between data

points (Dietterich, 2002).

This thesis aims to utilise machine learning to learn from the effective algo-

rithm compositions of elementary algorithmic components to support au-

tomated algorithm design. The investigations of the thesis are based on the

hypothesis that algorithmic compositions might exhibit time-series charac-
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teristics and dependencies among the algorithmic components. Therefore,

the data can be seen as sequential data, presenting an opportunity to ex-

plore sequential modelling techniques in machine learning. In what follows,

a description of machine learning methods used in this thesis is provided.

These techniques have been widely used in modelling sequential data (Di-

etterich, 2002).

2.4.1 Markov chain

Markov chain is one of the most important and fundamental algorithms in

machine learning (Tian et al., 2018). Markov chain is a widely used model

for modelling sequential data. It has been widely applied for modelling

queueing systems, remanufacturing systems, inventory systems, financial

risk management, natural language processing (Manning and Schutze, 1999)

and many other practical systems (Ching and Ng, 2006).

A Markov chain is a statistical model describing a sequence of states with

certain probabilities to transfer between each other (Kemeny and Snell,

1976). It describes a stochastic process based on the Markov assumption,

i.e., the probability of transitioning from one state to another depends only

on the current state and not on the previous states (Ching and Ng, 2006).

A Markov chain can be represented as a directed graph, where each state

is a node in the graph, and each transition from one state to another is

represented by a directed edge. The probabilities associated with each

edge represent the likelihood of transitioning from one state to another. A

transition probability matrix describes the transition probabilities between

states.

In the context of algorithm design, Markov chains provide a way to model
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the composition of algorithmic components as stochastic transitions be-

tween states. In selection hyper-heuristics (McClymont and Keedwell,

2011b), the Markov chain has been combined with reinforcement learning

to model and support decision-making in the heuristic selection strategy.

The states refer to low-level heuristics. The transition probability between

each pair of low-level heuristics is learned according to the optimisation

performance during problem-solving. Low-level heuristics with better per-

formance are more likely to be chosen.

2.4.2 Neural networks

Neural networks are highly effective learning models for a wide range of

machine learning tasks. In learning sequential data, recurrent neural net-

works (RNNs) (Goodfellow et al., 2016) show great promise by considering

the context information of sequences (Rao et al., 2018). The most well-

known model in recurrent networks is Long Short Term Memory (LSTM)

(Hochreiter and Schmidhuber, 1997) which can capture the long and short-

term dependencies or temporal differences in a sequence.

Transformer networks, the attention-based models, have received great at-

tention and outperformed LSTMs in various applications of Natual Lan-

guage Processing (NLP) (Zeyer et al., 2019). Transformer networks are

fundamentally different from LSTMs in the way of processing sequences.

In NLP, LSTMs have also been a target of criticism for their limited per-

formance in handling lengthy sentences (Giuliari et al., 2021). When pro-

cessing a lengthy sentence, if the output depends on a specific input word,

the last LSTM unit may not be able to capture the total essence of the sen-

tence. Transformer networks can give proper attention to it, thus better
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at long sequence-to-sequence prediction. Even though Transformer out-

performs LSTM in many applications of NLP, it also seems to have more

problems with generalisation in some domains (Zeyer et al., 2019).

LSTM

Recurrent neural networks (RNNs) (Mandic and Chambers, 2001) are a

class of sequence-based neural networks in modelling sequence learning

tasks (Nammous and Saeed, 2019). The structure of an RNN is similar

to a standard multi-layer network, with additional hidden units associated

with the time when connected (Jurgovsky et al., 2018). Such connection

between hidden units allows information from one step to be passed to the

next, thus discovering temporal correlations in a sequence of inputs. A

major issue with RNNs is that long-time lags are inaccessible in backprop-

agation, so it is hard to handle long-term dependencies in sequences (Wan

et al., 2020).

LSTM (Hochreiter and Schmidhuber, 1997) is a variant of RNNs, which

integrates a gating mechanism to resolve the long-term dependency issue,

as shown in Figure 2.7. Each LSTM cell retains an internal cell state to

store the memory of the last input, and a hidden state which stores the

information of the last output. Three gate units, i.e., input gate, output

gate and forget gate are introduced in LSTM to optionally let information

through, the amount of which is decided by the employed sigmoid activation

function (output between 0 and 1). The processed new information, i.e.,

cell state and hidden state, is then carried over to the next time step.

With this sequence specialisation, RNNs (including LSTM) interpret the

input data as a data cube with three dimensions as shown in Figure 2.8.

This representation is different from conventional classifiers which take a
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Figure 2.7: The structure of a basic LSTM cell (Smagulova and James, 2020). At each time step t, Xt

is an input vector, Ct denotes the cell state vector, and ht is the hidden state vector calculated based
on Ct. Three gating units, i.e., input gate, forget gate and output gate, return vectors denoted as it,
ft and Ot, respectively.

2-dimensional matrix as the input, each row consisting of features of each

sequence.

Transformer

Transformer networks are the state-of-the-art NLP algorithms since pro-

posed by (Vaswani et al., 2017). Instead of sequential processing mech-

anisms in RNNs, They are solely based on attention mechanisms which

enhance some parts of the input data to focus on the small, but important,

parts of the data (Vaswani et al., 2017). Utilising the attention mecha-

nisms, Transformers estimate which part of the input sentence to focus on

when modelling sequences, thus better at capturing the key component and

logic of sentences for understanding the semantics of a whole document.

The original transformer networks utilise an encoder-decoder structure, as

shown in Figure 2.9 (Vaswani et al., 2017), for sequence-to-sequence learn-

ing. The encoder structure (on the left half of Figure 2.9) takes the input

sequence in the symbol representations to the Input Embedding layer for

learning the continuous representations of the sequence. To make use of
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Figure 2.8: Input data representation in RNNs (including LSTM) (Skydt et al., 2021).

the order of the sequence, the transformer networks utilize the Position

Encoding layer to use positional encoding vectors to inject the positional

information of elements in the sequence. The sequence in vector repre-

sentation is then fed into the Transformer block. The Transformer block

consists of N identical layers, each consisting of two sub-layers. The first

layer implements the multi-head self-attention mechanism. The second

layer is composed of position-wise fully connected feed-forward networks.

Each of the two sub-layers is linked with a residual connection, followed by

layer normalisation.

The decoder structure (on the right half of Figure 2.9) receives the output

of the encoder and combines it with the decoder output at the previous

time step to generate the next. It is also composed of N identical layers.

For the decoder, there is an additional sub-layer to perform multi-head

attention on the output of the encoder.
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Figure 2.9: The structure of the original Transformer network for sequence-to-sequence learning
(Vaswani et al., 2017).
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2.4.3 Sequential rule mining

Temporal or time-series data consists of sequences of items that are as-

sociated with time-related attributes (Zhao and Bhowmick, 2003), thus

are of high complexity. A sequential database is a special case of a time-

series database that consists of sequences of ordered events with or without

the concrete notion of time (Zhao and Bhowmick, 2003). In the sequen-

tial database, a sequence is an ordered list of symbols or nominal values

(Fournier-Viger et al., 2017).

Exploring the specific order of the occurrences of the events is a signif-

icant research direction in the research of sequential database (Zhao and

Bhowmick, 2003). Initiated by (Agrawal and Srikant, 1995), sequential pat-

tern mining is proposed as the problem of mining interesting sub-sequences

in a set of sequences (Fournier-Viger et al., 2017). Numerous sequential

pattern mining algorithms have been developed to search for sequential

patterns efficiently with different strategies and data structures (Fournier-
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Viger et al., 2017).

For sequential patterns, although a sub-sequence occurs frequently (e.g., {a,

b}), one of the items ({a}) might not have a high possibility to be followed

by the other items ({b}) among all the sequences. Therefore, one of the im-

portant limitations of sequential pattern mining is that sequential patterns

might be worthless for decision-making or prediction (Fournier-Viger et al.,

2017). Sequential rule mining is a variation of sequential pattern mining

to address the above-mentioned limitation with more accurate sequence

prediction.

As defined in (Fournier-Viger et al., 2011), a sequence database is a set of se-

quences S = {s1, s2, . . . , sx} with a set of items I = {i1, i2, . . . , iy} occurring

in S. Each sequence is an ordered list of itemsets, i.e., s =< I1, I2, . . . , Iz >.

An example sequence database is shown in Figure 2.10 (left). It contains

four sequences identified by IDs 1, 2, 3 and 4, each composed of itemsets

derived from the items within the set I = {a, b, c, d, e, f, g}. The first se-

quence < {a, b}, {c}, {f}, {g}, {e} > contains five itemsets, indicating that

items a and b appeared simultaneously, followed by c, then f , subsequently

by g and lastly e.

Figure 2.10: A sequence database (left) and some sequential rules found (right) (Fournier-Viger et al.,
2011).

ID Sequences

seq1 <{a, b}, {c}, {f}, {g}, {e}>

seq2 <{a, d}, {c}, {b}, {a, b, e, f}>

seq3 <{a}, {b}, {f}, {e}>

seq4 <{b}, {f, g, h}>

ID Rules sup conf

r1 {a, b, c}=>{e} 0.5 1.0

r2 {a}=>{c, e, f} 0.5 0.66

r3 {b}=>{e, f} 0.75 0.75

r4 {c}=>{f} 0.5 1.0

A sequential rule X → Y is a relationship between two itemsets X, Y ⊆ I,

suggesting if items in X occur in a sequence, the items in Y are likely to

occur afterwards in the same sequence (at any position after X) (Fournier-
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Viger et al., 2011). Figure 2.10 (right) shows four rules found in the

database as an example. The first sequential rule {a, b, c} → {e} can

be interpreted as if the items in {a, b, c} are contained in a sequence, the

item of {e} are likely to occur afterwards in the same sequence. In the

example sequence database, the rule {a, b, c} → {e} occurs in the sequence

< {a, b}, {c}, {f}, {g}, {e} >, whereas the rule {a, b, f} → {c} does not,

because item c does not occur after f .

Two measures have been defined for a sequential rule (Fournier-Viger et al.,

2011) as follows:

• Support of a rule X → Y : sup(X → Y ) = sup(X■Y )/|S|. sup(X■Y )

represents the number of sequences where all the items of X appear

before all the items of Y .

• Confidence of a rule X → Y : conf(X → Y ) = sup(X■Y )/sup(X).

sup(X) denotes the number of sequences that contains the items of

X.

The sequential rule mining problem is given certain user-defined thresholds

minSup and minConf as the lower bounds of the support and confidence

of all sequential rules from a sequence database.

The studies of sequential rule mining generally include two lines, i.e., dis-

covering sequential rules in a single sequence or common to several se-

quences (Fournier-Viger and Tseng, 2013). This study is interested in the

latter. There are a variety of algorithms that have been proposed to per-

form sequential rule mining in a dataset of many sequences, including the

apriori-based algorithm CMRules (Fournier-Viger et al., 2010), rule growth-

based algorithm RuleGrowth (Fournier-Viger et al., 2011), and equivalence

class-based algorithm ERMiner (Fournier-Viger et al., 2014), etc. Some al-
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gorithms proposed to deal with different constraints in sequential rule min-

ing, such as TRuleGrowth (Fournier-Viger et al., 2012c), (Fournier-Viger

et al., 2015) for the window size constraints. Considering the efforts of tun-

ing the parameters for rule mining, there is an interest in discovering a cer-

tain amount of sequential rules, such as TopSeqRules (Fournier-Viger and

Tseng, 2011) for mining the top-k sequential rules and TNS (Fournier-Viger

and Tseng, 2013) for mining the non-redundant top-k sequential rules.

All these sequential rule mining algorithms take as input a sequence database

and the user-defined thresholds and output the set of frequent sequential

rules. Since they utilise different strategies and data structures to search

for the sequential rules efficiently, some algorithms are more efficient than

others (Fournier-Viger and Tseng, 2011).

2.5 Summary

This chapter presents the overview of the representative studies related

to the automated design of search algorithms for COPs, especially on the

VRPTW. The aim is to provide the necessary context for understanding

the main works in this thesis for the automated design of search algorithms.

Firstly, an introduction to the basic definitions of VRPs and the model of

the classic VRPTW is given. The existing heuristic methods for solving

VRPs are reviewed, with a particular emphasis on single solution-based

(local search-based) meta-heuristics. While significant advances have been

made in search methodologies for solving VRPs, developing high-quality

heuristics for VRPs remains a challenging task. A review of automated

algorithm design is provided, with a focus on the role of learning in different

automation tasks. Finally, the machine learning techniques that have been
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used in this thesis are summarised.

The literature review of automated algorithm design highlights a series

of research gaps that are worth investigating for gaining valuable insights

into automated algorithm design with machine learning. The thesis mainly

focuses on the automated composition within the line of research in auto-

mated algorithm design. The main research gaps (RGs) in automated

composition are summarised as follows, supporting the research questions

(RQs) of the thesis as identified in Chapter 1.2:

• RG1: the automated algorithm design with elementary algorithmic

components in GCOP lacks the support of standardised algorithm

design frameworks. Such frameworks can lay the foundation for au-

tomated algorithm design by enabling the flexible composition of dif-

ferent algorithmic components. Addressing RG1 is directly linked to

RQ1.

• RG2: the limited research in modelling algorithm composition as

machine learning tasks presents a research gap in the field of auto-

mated algorithm design. Investigating this gap can offer valuable in-

sights into identifying appropriate machine learning techniques in au-

tomated algorithm design. RG2 aligns with RQ2, specifically RQ2.b.

• RG3: the insufficient investigation and interpretation of the hidden

knowledge captured by machine learning techniques create a research

gap in automated algorithm design. Addressing this gap is crucial

for gaining a deeper understanding of the decision-making processes

involved in algorithm design. RG3 aligns with RQ2.a.

This thesis aims to fill the identified research gaps and answer the proposed

RQs through a series of studies and investigations into the use of machine
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learning in automated algorithm design. Inspired by the first research gap

and RQ1 in Chapter 1.2, a general algorithm framework for the automated

design of local search-based algorithms is proposed in Chapter 3, which

provides a solid foundation for the automated design of local search algo-

rithms by enabling the composition of different algorithmic components.

This framework serves as a basis for subsequent investigations in Chapters

4, 5, and 6, where the algorithm design task is modelled as different ma-

chine learning tasks to explore various learning approaches in automated

algorithm composition based on other research gaps.
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3.1 Introduction

The newly established GCOP model (Qu et al., 2020) requires coherent

frameworks to assess the performance of the elementary algorithmic com-

ponents and explore insights on designing effective algorithm compositions

with these components. Existing frameworks in the automated composition

concern only different subsets and combinations of the algorithmic compo-

nents in GCOP, and thus cannot provide sufficient support for automated

algorithm design based on GCOP.

Based on the GCOP model, this chapter presents a new general AutoG-

COP framework to automatically compose elementary algorithmic compo-

nents, thus supporting the automated design of local search algorithms and

systematic investigations on automated composition. Various algorithmic

procedures in the literature can be modelled and encapsulated as general

procedures within AutoGCOP. These general algorithmic procedures oper-

ate flexibly upon the elementary algorithmic components in GCOP, leading

to novel local search algorithms which may not be designed manually. In

other words, various local search algorithms can be automatically composed

with basic components within the general AutoGCOP framework.

Within the consistent AutoGCOP framework, this chapter investigates the

performance of these elementary algorithmic components for automated

composition, using the VRPTW as the domain application. This is a base

to conduct further investigations on effective algorithm compositions. With

the elementary components in the GCOP model, it can be observed that

the performance of the composed new algorithms is satisfying, confirming

the effectiveness of the most basic components in local search algorithms.

In this chapter, Section 3.2 presents the proposed AutoGCOP framework
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with the extended GCOP model. Section 3.3 shows the assessment of the

basic algorithmic components based on AutoGCOP. Section 3.4 concludes

the research in this chapter. This chapter provides the baseline for the

following chapters in the thesis which focuses on learning in automated

composition within the general AutoGCOP framework.

3.2 The AutoGCOP framework with extended

GCOP model

AutoGCOP is a new general framework to support the automatic compo-

sition of elementary algorithmic components based on the extended GCOP

model, thus supporting the automated design of local search algorithms.

Within AutoGCOP, algorithmic procedures are encapsulated as general

procedures, allowing various local search algorithms in the literature to be

instantiated and novel search algorithms composed automatically.

Section 3.2.1 describes the extended GCOP model. Section 3.2.2 presents

the AutoGCOP framework and the instantiation of local search algorithms

with AutoGCOP. The differences between AutoGCOP and existing frame-

works in the automated composition are discussed in Section 3.2.3.

3.2.1 An Overview of the Extended GCOP Model

In the novel GCOP model defined in (Qu et al., 2020), various search algo-

rithms are broken into a finite set A of elementary algorithmic components

a ∈ A. These a serve as the domain of decision variables in GCOP, defining

algorithm design itself as a COP.
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The solution space of GCOP consists of algorithmic composition c, each of

them is a composition of algorithmic components a. Each c represents a

new algorithm which can be used to solve optimisation problems p. The

objective function of GCOP measures the performance of c when applied to

solve the optimisation problem at hand p. This evaluation can be extended

to evaluate how well c performs in several runs for solving one or multiple

p, as well as the computation time of c for addressing p.

The solution space S of p consists of the direct solutions s ∈ S. The solution

s to the optimisation problem p can obtained by the corresponding c, i.e.

c → s, denoting each algorithm composition c for the GCOP maps to

solutions s for the optimisation problem. The objective of GCOP is to

search for the optimal c∗ which produces the optimal s∗ for p, so that the

objective function of GCOP is optimised. With the optimisation process

for solving GCOP, the search algorithms for solving p can be automatically

designed.

In GCOP, there are two categories of algorithmic components a ∈ A1.0,

i.e. operators oi ∈ A1.0 o, and acceptance criteria aj ∈ A1.0 a, each with

their associated heuristic and parametric settings (Qu et al., 2020). The

operators oi modify values of the decision variables in a solution s1 to gen-

erate a new solution s2 in the search space of p. The acceptance criteria aj

determine if s2 is accepted in the search. In recent studies (Yi et al., 2022),

algorithmic components in A1.0 are extended by including the algorithmic

components of evolutionary algorithms, such as crossover operators and

selection strategies.

In building the AutoGCOP framework in Section 3.2.2, this study extends

the elementary algorithmic components a ∈ A1.0 in the GCOP model with

termination criteria in local search algorithms. Based on the widely in-
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vestigated meta-heuristics (Blum and Roli, 2003) in the literature, various

termination criteria have been modelled and added as basic procedure al-

gorithmic components in the extended GCOP model, i.e. tk ∈ At as shown

in Table 3.1.

Table 3.1: The algorithmic components tk ∈ At in the extended GCOP model.

At
tk with parameters h, n. h: measure of convergence;
n: number of iterations, CPU time or threshold.

tconstruct Terminate when a complete solution is constructed
tconverge(h) Terminate upon the convergence h
titeration(n) Terminate as the number of iterations reaches n
ttime(n) Terminate when the elapsed CPU time reaches n
tthreshold(r, q, n) Terminate when r increased by q reaches the threshold n

With the extended algorithmic component set in the GCOP model, the

AutoGCOP general framework is built in Section 3.2.2 to support auto-

mated algorithm composition. Note that both the acceptance criteria aj

and termination criteria tk have been built to model elements across dif-

ferent search algorithms into general algorithmic components, and can be

used in designing any local search algorithms for any problem p.

3.2.2 The AutoGCOP Framework with Extended GCOP

Model

Based on the extended GCOP model, the AutoGCOP framework as shown

in Algorithm 1 is proposed to automatically design local search algorithms

by composing the basic algorithmic components oi ∈ A1.0 o, aj ∈ A1.0 a and

tk ∈ At. The underlying idea in building the AutoGCOP framework is to

model various local search meta-heuristics by encapsulating their common

procedures (operations upon solutions s) as the most basic processes in

search algorithms. In particular, the following three most basic processes

have been modelled in local search algorithms.
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• Select(A): select a basic component oi ∈ A1.0 o, aj ∈ A1.0 a or tk ∈ At.

• ApplyOperator(oi, s): return a new solution by applying an operator

oi to solution s.

• ApplyAcceptance(aj, snew, s): return solution snew if it is accepted by

an acceptance criterion aj; otherwise, return solution s.

As shown in Algorithm 1, AutoGCOP consists of the Construction proce-

dure and the Improvement procedure. These basic procedures compose the

corresponding elementary algorithmic components in the extended GCOP

model, i.e. decision variables in GCOP. The Construction procedure con-

structs a complete solution s for the optimisation problem p by compos-

ing the corresponding component sets tk ∈ Atconstruct and oi ∈ Aoconstruct .

Usually Atconstruct includes tconstruct in Table 3.1 in the Construction pro-

cedure, thus the construction procedure terminates when a complete solu-

tion is constructed. The Improvement procedure improves s as an initial

solution searching for the best possible solution sbest, thus automates the

composition of the corresponding component sets tk ∈ Atimprove
∪ Atinner

,

oi ∈ Aoimprove
and aj ∈ Aa.

With the general AutoGCOP framework, various local search algorithms in

the literature (Blum and Roli, 2003) can be defined in a unified template by

composing specific algorithmic components in the Improvement procedure

as shown in Table 3.2. In other words, these meta-heuristics can be seen

as specific GCOP solutions composed manually by selecting the specific

algorithmic components within AutoGCOP.

With the general AutoGCOP framework, a large number of new and unseen

local search algorithms can be designed automatically by searching for

solutions for GCOP, i.e. compositions c of oi ∈ A1.0 o, aj ∈ A1.0 a and
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tk ∈ At. Different techniques and algorithms can be developed within this

general framework to compose algorithmic components from the respective

sets in the GCOP model. This can be seen as to automate the process

of human experts hand-picking algorithmic components during algorithm

design.

Algorithm 1 : The general AutoGCOP framework
Input: p: an optimisation problem,

At: a set of termination criteria tk, including a subset for Construction
procedure Atconstruct

, a subset for Improvement procedure Atimprove
and a subset

for inner loops of the Improvement procedure Atinner
,

Ao: a set of operators oi, including a subset for the Construction procedure
Aoconstruct and a subset for the Improvement procedure Aoimprove ,
Aa: a set of acceptance criteria aj ,

Output: sbest: the best-recorded solution,
1: procedure Construction
2: s← An empty solution for p;
3: tkcon

← Select(Atconstruct
);

4: while tkcon is not met do
5: oi ← Select(Aoconstruct);
6: s← ApplyOperator(oi, s);
7: end while
8: end procedure
9:
10: procedure Improvement
11: tkmain ← Select(Atimprove);
12: while tkmain

is not met do
13: tkinner

← Select(Atinner
);

14: while tkinner
is not met do

15: oi ← Select(Aoimprove);
16: aj ← Select(Aa);
17: snew ← ApplyOperator(oi, s);
18: s← ApplyAcceptance(aj , snew, s);
19: sbest ← Update the best-recorded solution;
20: end while
21: end while
22: end procedure
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Table 3.2: Instantiation of widely used local search metaheuristics in the literature using different ele-
mentary algorithmic components in the Improvement procedure within the unified AutoGCOP frame-
work.

Local search
algorithms

Termination criteria, operators and acceptance criteria used in Algorithm 1
(x← y denotes use y as x)

Tabu search

tkmain
← tconverge(h) in line 11,

tkinner
← titeration(1) in line 13,

oi ←Specific oi from Aoimprove
in line 15,

aj ← atabu in line 17.

Simulated
annealing

tkmain
← tconverge(h) in line 11,

tkinner
← titeration(1) in line 13,

oi ←Specific oi from Aoimprove
in line 15,

aj ← asa in line 17.

Iterated local
search

tkmain
← tconverge(h) in line 11,

line 13-20 repeat with different tkinner
, oi and aj as follows:

firstly, tkinner
← titeration(1) in line 13,

oi ←Specific oi from Aoimprove
in line 15,

aj ← none in line 17;
secondly, tkinner

← tconverge(h) in line 13,
oi ←Specific oi from Aoimprove

in line 15,
aj ← aoi in line 17;

thirdly, tkinner
← titeration(1) in line 13,

oi ← none in line 15,
aj ← aoi in line 17.

Variable
neighborhood
search

tkmain
← tconverge(h) in line 11,

line 13-20 repeat with different tkinner
, oi and aj as follows:

firstly, tkinner
← titeration(1) in line 13,

oi ←Specific oi from Aoimprove
based on a certain order in line 15,

aj ← none in line 17;
secondly, tkinner

← tconverge(h) in line 13,
oi ←Specific oi from Aoimprove

based on a certain order in line 15,
aj ← aoi in line 17;

thirdly, tkinner
← titeration(1) in line 13,

oi ← none in line 15,
aj ← aoi in line 17.

3.2.3 Differences between AutoGCOP and existing

frameworks

Generally, the AutoGCOP framework is built on the extended GCOP

model, supporting flexible exploration in algorithmic compositions of el-

ementary algorithmic components. Existing frameworks in the automated

composition concern only a subset of algorithmic components in GCOP,

providing limited scope for automated algorithm design.

The framework that most closely resembles the AutoGCOP framework is

the selection hyper-heuristics (SHHs) (Pillay and Qu, 2018), which can be
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seen as automatically design of search algorithms by freely composing a set

of low-level heuristics chosen by human experts. However, the generality

of SHH is limited when compared to AutoGCOP in terms of two aspects

as follows:

• The algorithmic components. The SHH selects pre-defined problem-

specific low-level heuristics rather than elementary algorithmic com-

ponents (i.e. basic operators, acceptance criteria and termination

criteria). The low-level heuristics can be seen as compound compo-

nents combining and accumulating the basic components in GCOP.

The resulting algorithms of SHH are therefore only a subset of al-

gorithms which can be composed of basic algorithmic components

within AutoGCOP.

• The components to manage algorithmic components. The SHH frame-

work usually applies a selection strategy to manage low-level heuris-

tics (Özcan et al., 2008) and uses a pre-defined acceptance crite-

ria. Therefore, the SHH framework is insufficient to manage different

types of basic components in GCOP, i.e. basic operators, acceptance

criteria and termination criteria.

These above issues not only limit the number of local search algorithms

that can be composed with SHH but also involve more human decisions

while selecting and configuring the low-level heuristics.
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3.3 Effectiveness of algorithmic components

on VRPTW

To explore the insights on designing effective algorithm compositions with

elementary algorithmic components, this section investigates a subset of

the most basic components operators oi ∈ A1.0 o and acceptance criteria

aj ∈ A1.0 a in the GCOP model (Qu et al., 2020) and a subset of termination

criteria tk ∈ At in Table 3.1, as shown in Table 3.3, within the AutoGCOP

framework. The focus is on the behaviour of operators oi ∈ Aoimprove
(line

15, Algorithm 1), with specific components fixed in other procedures.

Table 3.3: The component sets considered in the AutoGCOP framework, i.e. termination criteria
tk ∈ At, operators oi ∈ Ao, and acceptance criteria aj ∈ Aa.

Component set At Termination criteria tk in At

Atconstruct tconstruct: terminate when a complete candidate solution is constructed.

Atimprove

titeration(n): terminate as the number of iterations reaches n.
ttime(n): terminate when the elapsed CPU time reaches n.

Atinner
titeration(1): terminate after conducting one iteration.

Component set Ao

Operators oi in Ao with parameters as defined in GCOP (Qu et al.,
2020)
h1: heuristics to choose the customer with the highest proximity to the
most recently inserted customer based on distance and time (Walker
et al., 2012).
h2: heuristics to choose the next position of the most recently inserted
customer (Walker et al., 2012).
h3: random strategy.

Aoconstruct oins(1, h1, h2): insert one customer chosen by h1 to the position se-
lected by h2.

Aoimprove

oinxchg(1, 1, h3): swap two customers chosen by h3. Selected customers
are within one route.
obwxchg(1, 1, h3): swap two customers chosen by h3. Selected customers
are from different routes.
oinins(1, h3, h3): insert one customer chosen by h3 to other position se-
lected by h3 within the same route.
obwins(1, h3, h3): insert one customer chosen by h3 to other position se-
lected by h3 in a different route.
orr(10, h3, h3): remove 10% customers chosen by h3, and re-assign
them using h3.
2-opt∗: swap the end sections of two routes to generate two new routes
(Burke et al., 2010).

Component set Aa Acceptance criteria aj in Aa

Aa anaive: accept all improvements; worse solutions are accepted with a
probability of 0.5 (Burke et al., 2010).
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Among the most basic oi ∈ Aoimprove
adopted in the Improvement pro-

cedure, 2-opt∗ is a problem-specific compound operator designed manu-

ally in the literature, which showed to be especially effective for VRPTW

(Potvin and Rousseau, 1995). We therefore investigate the performance of

oi grouped into two sets as follows in the experiments:

• Obasic = {oinxchg, obwxchg, oinins, obwins, orr};

• Ovrp−basic = Obasic ∪ {2-opt∗}.

To assess the performance of composing the basic algorithmic components

oi in the AutoGCOP framework, the algorithm performance of each oi in

Ovrp−basic ⊆ Aoimprove
is compared with a random GCOP method (i.e. RN-

GCOP) with Ovrp−basic in Section 3.3.1. The same number of evaluations

is set as the stopping condition, i.e. titeration(n) is adopted as tkmain
in

Algorithm 1, for all methods.

The performance of the elementary algorithmic components Obasic ⊆ Aoimprove

is then compared against the basic problem-specific compound algorithmic

components Ovrp−basic ⊆ Aoimprove
. The performance of RN-GCOP with

Obasic is compared against the same method with Ovrp−basic, which includes

a compound operator 2-opt∗ based on the solution quality in Section 3.3.2

and the algorithm convergence in Section 3.3.3. The same time is set as

the stopping condition, i.e., ttime(n) is adopted as tkmain
in Algorithm 1 for

all methods.

The VRPTW concerned in this work considers the dual objectives of min-

imising the number of vehicles (NV) and minimising the total travel dis-

tance (TD). A weighted sum objective function is adopted from the litera-

ture to evaluate VRPTW solutions s as shown in Equation (5.2), where c
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is set to 1000 empirically (Walker et al., 2012).

f(s) = c×NV + TD (3.1)

The investigations are conducted on two sets of the widely studied bench-

mark VRPTW, i.e. the Solomon 100 customers set (Solomon, 1987) and

the Homberger 1000 customer set (Gehring and Homberger, 1999) as shown

in Table 4.2, covering different instance characteristics. In particular, cus-

tomers in type-R instances are randomly distributed geographically. In

type-C instances, customers are distributed in clusters. Type-RC instances

are a mix of them.

Table 3.4: Characteristics of the benchmark VRPTW instances.

Benchmark Name Size Vehicle Capacity Type
Solomon R101 100 25 200 R
Solomon R201 100 25 1000 R
Solomon C101 100 25 200 C
Solomon C206 100 25 700 C
Solomon RC103 100 25 200 RC
Solomon RC207 100 25 1000 RC
Homberger R1-10-1 1000 250 200 R
Homberger R2-10-6 1000 250 1000 R
Homberger C1-10-8 1000 250 200 C
Homberger C2-10-1 1000 250 700 C
Homberger RC1-10-5 1000 250 200 RC
Homberger RC2-10-1 1000 250 1000 RC

3.3.1 Performance evaluation on composing algorith-

mic components

Figure 3.1 and Figure 3.2 show the difference in solution value of each oper-

ator in the operator set Ovrp−basic against the random RN-GCOP method

with Ovrp−basic for instances with 100 and 1000 customers, respectively.

Comparing the algorithm performance with each of the operators, RN-

GCOP achieves better overall performance. Only for instance RC103 and
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C1-10-8, obwins obtains better results than other methods. The problem-

specific compound operator 2-opt∗ achieves better performance for instance

C2-10-1. The algorithm performance of different operators varies according

to problem instances. Among the operators in Ovrp−basic, the performance

of obwins, orr and the 2-opt∗ (denoted as o3, o4 and o5, respectively) are

relatively better than others.

Figure 3.1: Comparison in the average solution objective value (out of ten runs) between each opera-
tor in Ovrp−basic against RN-GCOP with Ovrp−basic on the 100-customer instances, with error bars

representing the standard deviation. o0: oinxchg . o1: obwxchg . o2: oinins. o3: obwins. o4: orr. o5: 2-opt∗.
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Figure 3.2: Comparison in the average solution objective value (out of ten runs) between each operator
in Ovrp−basic on the 1000-customer instances, with error bars representing the standard deviation. o0:

oinxchg . o1: obwxchg . o2: oinins. o3: obwins. o4: orr. o5: 2-opt∗.
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In a rigorous analysis on selection hyper-heuristics for function optimisation

(Lissovoi et al., 2020b), it is also evidenced that multiple low-level heuris-

tics, which can be seen as compound and specific operators in GCOP, are
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necessary to achieve optimal performance. This provides further support

for the multiple elementary operators in the AutoGCOP framework.

To further investigate whether the worse-performing operators oinxchg, o
bw
xchg

and oinins (denoted by o0, o1 and o2) are useful for all problem instances, the

performance of RN-GCOP with Ovrp−basic is compared against the same

method with a subset of Ovrp−basic which excludes the worse-performing

operators. The same number of evaluations is set as the stopping condition

for each method.

Table 3.5 shows the comparison in solution objective value between RN-

GCOP with different operator sets. The results support the observations

in Figure 3.1 and Figure 3.2 that the performance of different operators

can be relatively different according to problem instances. RN-GCOP with

the six operators Ovrp−basic (denoted as RN6) achieves better results for

instance R2-10-6, C2-10-1 and RC2-10-1. This supports that the three

worse-performing operators are also useful in some cases.

Table 3.5: Performance comparison of RN-GCOP with different operator sets. Average of objective
function values out of 10 runs are presented. The best results are in bold. The results are highlighted
with ∗ if one method is significantly better than the other method based on Mann–Whitney–Wilcoxon
test at a 95% confidence level. RN3: RN-GCOP with a subset of Ovrp−basic (which excludes three
worse-performing operators). RN6: RN-GCOP with six operators in Ovrp−basic.

Instance R101 R201 C101 C206 RC103 RC207
RN3 21750.22* 5533.27* 11978.00* 3690.10* 14192.18* 5300.13*
RN6 23047.82 5631.21 13103.39 3752.15 14675.39 5432.32

Instance R1-10-1 R2-10-6 C1-10-8 C2-10-1 RC1-10-5 RC2-10-1
RN3 214630.66* 85006.18 245291.17* 106239.80 185248.76* 90826.98
RN6 218268.34 81627.15* 249231.61 95457.94* 188173.73 85106.16*

In general, it is better to combine operators during the search than to

use one operator in all cases. This confirms the effectiveness of the idea of

GCOP which utilises algorithmic components with complementary strengths.

The difference in the performance of operators requires effective GCOP

methods, such as learning, to adapt to different problem instances in the

automated composition process.
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3.3.2 Performance evaluation on solution quality

Table 3.6 presents the results of the random RN-GCOP method with dif-

ferent operator sets Ovrp−basic and Obasic. It is obvious that RN-GCOP with

Ovrp−basic outperforms that with Obasic in all instances.

Table 3.6: Solution quality of RN-GCOP with different operator sets Ovrp−basic and Obasic using the
same computational time. RN basic: RN-GCOP with Obasic; RN vrp: RN-GCOP with Ovrp−basic.
Average of objective function values out of 10 runs are presented.

Instance R101 R201 C101 C206 RC103 RC207
RN basic 23451.70 5569.99 15080.49 3698.41 14029.68 5352.06
RN vrp 20975.12 5507.85 11728.95 3664.95 13532.13 5274.04

Instance R1-10-1 R2-10-6 C1-10-8 C2-10-1 RC1-10-5 RC2-10-1
RN basic 277990.26 101657.86 341597.41 191577.04 201094.10 101420.24
RN vrp 224601.66 84549.46 264271.42 103884.28 183797.42 82266.58

Figure 3.3 shows the improvement from Ovrp−basic in RN-GCOP against

Obasic. Although improvements vary among instances, RN-GCOP with

Ovrp−basic is better on solving larger instances of 1000 customers. Among

the different types of customer distributions, the performance of Ovrp−basic

is relatively better for solving instances of type-C compared to Obasic, al-

though the improvements vary between type-C and type-R. Improvements

on type-RC of mixed customer distributions are smaller with Ovrp−basic, i.e.

with the 2-opt∗ operator.

3.3.3 Performance evaluation on algorithm conver-

gence

Figure 3.4 and Figure 3.5 present further detailed convergence of RN-

GCOP with different operator sets for different types of instances, mapping

the final results of type-C, type-R and type-RC instances in Figure 3.3.

It is shown in Figure 3.5 that in general, for type-C instances, the gaps

are bigger, followed by type-R instances as reflected in both Figure 3.3
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Figure 3.3: The improvement of the random GCOP method with Ovrp−basic (denoted as RN vrp)
compared to the same method with Obasic (denoted as RN basic). The amount of Improvements =
(RN basic−RN vrp)/RN basic.
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and Figure 3.5. For type-RC instances, the gaps are much smaller. RN-

GCOP with Ovrp−basic converges faster and outperforms RN-GCOP with

Obasic throughout the search for all types of instances.

However, RN vrp is not always better than RN basic, e.g. Figure 3.4 (b)

and (f) suggest RN basic may reach satisfactory performance with the el-

ementary algorithmic components oi. As reflected in both Figure 3.3 and

Figure 3.4 (b) and (f), the gaps when the algorithms converge are relatively

small.

3.3.4 Discussions

In summary, with the most basic algorithmic components, GCOP methods

can obtain satisfying performance, reaching performance as good as using

human-designed problem-specific compound components on some bench-

mark instances. Larger instances may require a longer time for the most

basic components to reach better results compared to those obtained using

specifically designed components by human experts.
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Figure 3.4: Convergence curves of RN-GCOP with different operator sets on the 100 customer instances
given the same time. RN basic: RN-GCOP with Obasic; RN vrp: RN-GCOP with Ovrp−basic.

The algorithm performance of each operator is different according to prob-

lem instances. For type-RC instances, the improvements in solution qual-

ity from problem-specific compound components are relatively small. The

most basic components should be given a longer computation time to reach

comparable solution quality for type-R instances. For type-C instances,

particularly for larger instances, the improvement in solution quality and

computation time from problem-specific components are relatively signifi-

cant.

The problem-specific compound component 2-opt∗ swaps the end sections

of two routes thus can more likely retain better sections in the solution,

moving the search towards promising areas in the solution space. The
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Figure 3.5: Convergence curves of RN-GCOP with different operator sets on the 1000 customer instances
given the same time. RN basic: RN-GCOP with Obasic; RN vrp: RN-GCOP with Ovrp−basic.

improvements are due to the domain knowledge used to devise 2-opt∗. The

most elementary components make only the most basic moves in the search

space, and are applicable to different problems. Their generality needs to

be compensated by more computational time to reach solutions obtained

by 2-opt∗. In the following performance analysis, Ovrp−basic is employed to

assess the learning models.

3.4 Conclusions

Based on the GCOP model which defines the problem of algorithm design

as a COP, new algorithms can be designed automatically by searching
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in a space of compositions of elementary algorithmic components. In this

chapter, a general AutoGCOP framework is built to support the automatic

composition of elementary algorithmic components based on the general

GCOP model, thus designing local search algorithms automatically.

With the encapsulated common processes in local search algorithms, Au-

toGCOP allows instantiations of existing algorithms designed by manually

determining algorithmic components. That is, a large number of existing

local search algorithms can be seen as specific solutions of GCOP imple-

mented in AutoGCOP. Furthermore, the AutoGCOP framework under-

pins the automated design of new and unseen algorithms by using different

GCOP methods which compose the algorithmic components automatically.

Based on the AutoGCOP framework, this chapter analyses the performance

of the most basic algorithmic components and justifies their effectiveness

in designing search algorithms capable of solving complex COPs.

The basic elementary algorithmic components present a satisfying perfor-

mance given enough computational time, which confirms their effectiveness

in automatically designing search algorithms to solve VRPTW instances.

In addition, including problem-specific algorithmic components in the basic

component set can greatly improve the efficiency of search, reaching a simi-

lar solution quality with less computation time, especially for solving larger

instances with specific problem structures. This efficiency is gained by the

domain expert knowledge used to devise problem-specific algorithmic com-

ponents, which may not be available in practice. The general AutoGCOP

with elementary algorithmic components presents a promising framework

across different problems and may be employed by developers of different

expertise.

The research presented in this chapter sets the base for future research
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directions in the automated design of search algorithms with basic algo-

rithmic components. With the GCOP model which defines a vast design

space of algorithms, useful knowledge from different algorithmic composi-

tions may be discovered within AutoGCOP using machine learning. Such

new knowledge can be extracted offline from the design space of algorithms

and applied to support the design new effective algorithms.
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4.1. INTRODUCTION

4.1 Introduction

With the proposed new AutoGCOP framework, different GCOP methods

can be developed to optimise the compositions of elementary algorithmic

components in the GCOP model to automatically design new algorithms.

The AutoGCOP framework underpins the automated design of new and

unseen algorithms by using different GCOP methods which compose the

algorithmic components automatically.

This chapter investigates the online learning of effective composition of

the basic algorithmic components for automated algorithm design based

on AutoGCOP. Within AutoGCOP, two learning models, namely Individ-

ual Performance (IP) learning and Transition Performance (TP) learning

in Section 4.2, have been investigated. Based on probabilistic reasoning,

they learn to compose operators oi ∈ Aoimprove
intelligently, i.e. learning-

based methods Select(Aoimprove
) (line 15, Algorithm 1). The widely studied

VRPTW is tested to demonstrate the effectiveness of the GCOP methods.

IP learning focuses on the performance of each oi using a simple probability

matrix based on the concept of reinforcement learning. TP learning focuses

on the transition between pairs of components. It is based on Markov

chain which applies a transition probability matrix, where each oi is a

state. The difference between IP and TP is that TP conducts more detailed

learning, where the performance of a specific component can be seen as the

sum of the performance of other possible components transferred to this

component. The main research aim in this chapter is not to beat the state-

of-the-art learning methods and the tailor-made heuristic algorithms by yet

another algorithm but to investigate the learning in automatic design of

new algorithms by comparing two different learning perspectives based on

the general AutoGCOP framework.
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4.2. LEARNING MODELS

In comparison, two simple strategies with Select(Aoimprove
) are tested as

the baseline GCOP methods to demonstrate the effectiveness of the learn-

ing models, including a random strategy (RN) which chooses oi with equal

probability and a random gradient strategy (RG) which chooses a random

oi and continues to apply it as long as it is successful. More specifically,

the simple random strategy does not attempt to learn from the behaviour

of oi, while the random gradient strategy can be considered as using a re-

inforcement learning mechanism with the shortest memory length possible

to exploit the currently selected oi as long as it is successful (Lissovoi et al.,

2020b).

In the rest of the chapter, Section 4.2 describes the proposed GCOP meth-

ods with learning models within AutoGCOP. Section 4.3 presents the ex-

perimental studies addressing the concerned research issues, followed by

conclusions in Section 4.4.

4.2 Learning models

The GCOP methods with the proposed learning models in Select(Aoimprove
)

are named as the IP-GCOP method learning individual oi ∈ Aoimprove
, and

the TP-GCOP method learning the transition between oi. The purpose of

the learning models is to observe the behaviour of oi ∈ Aoimprove
in Table

3.3, thus to predict their performance and choose the most appropriate

without human involvement to solve the problem adaptively.

Based on the general AutoGCOP framework in Algorithm 1, the GCOP

methods only add the learning model M for selecting oi ∈ Aoimprove
(line

15, Algorithm 1) and the method to update the learning model Update()

after updating sbest (line 19, Algorithm 1).
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4.2. LEARNING MODELS

4.2.1 IP-GCOP: learning the individual performance

of components

A reinforcement learning method interacts with the environment by trial

and error and takes actions given a state based on a policy, aiming to ac-

cumulate reward relating to its goal (Sutton et al., 1998). The IP-GCOP

method follows a simple reinforcement learning scheme, i.e., a simple re-

ward and penalty scheme, to learn the individual performance of elementary

algorithmic components by updating the reward and penalty of each com-

ponent through sequences of actions (i.e., selection of operators) to adapt

to the scenarios of the search environment. A probability matrix is used as

a fundamental model to record the individual performance (i.e., the reward

and penalty) of elementary algorithmic components, supporting a reinforce-

ment scheme to update the reward and penalty of each component based

on its performance during the search. The promising algorithmic compo-

nents can be selected and applied based on the probability matrix during

the search.

The IP-GCOP method uses a simple 2 × n probability matrix MIP , to

record the accumulated performance of each individual oi (i = 1, ..., n, n =

|Aoimprove
|) when a better solution than the current best is found. The two

rows record the reward and penalty of each oi, respectively.

At each iteration of the Improvement procedure, an oi ∈ Aoimprove
is selected

using MIP . With the learning models, oi with better-accumulated perfor-

mance in M are chosen for the next iteration using the roulette wheel

selection in the proposed GCOP methods. The accumulated individual

performance of each oi is calculated based on the likelihood (L) of each oi
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achieving improvement in the next iteration, as shown in Equation (4.1):

Li =
MIP [1, i]

MIP [1, i] + MIP [2, i]
(4.1)

The IP-GCOP method uses a roulette wheel selection strategy to select

the next ol with a probability PIP (l) in proportion to L(i), as shown in

Equation (4.2):

PIP (l) =
Ll∑n
k=1 Lk

(4.2)

At the end of each iteration, the learning model MIP is updated using

Update() based on the performance of the selected oi ∈ Aoimprove
depending

on if oi leads to a new best solution sbest during the search. In MIP , oi is

rewarded by increasing its corresponding value in the first row, i.e. MIP [1,

i]. Otherwise, oi is punished by increasing its corresponding value in the

second row, i.e. MIP [2, i].

4.2.2 TP-GCOP: learning the transition performance

of components

As introduced in Section 2.4.1, a Markov chain models a sequence of states

with certain probabilities to transfer between each other (Kemeny and

Snell, 1976). A transition probability matrix describes the transition prob-

abilities between states.

The TP-GCOP method is based on a Markov chain model combined with a

simple reinforcement scheme. The TP-GCOP method uses a Markov chain

model to represent transitions between the elementary algorithmic compo-

nents and a transition matrix to record the transition probabilities of pairs

of algorithmic components statistically. The transition matrix as a fun-
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damental model supports the reinforcement scheme to learn the transition

performance between algorithmic components and update the transition

probabilities of states (i.e., elementary algorithmic components), thus sup-

porting the selection of the promising algorithmic components during the

search.

In the TP-GCOP method, a n×n transition probability matrix MTP is built

based on the concept of Markov chain (Kemeny and Snell, 1976), regarding

each oi ∈ Aoimprove
as a state. The values in MTP record the performance of

one oi transferring to another, learning the transition performance of pairs

of oi and ol which contributes to a new best solution. Given the current

oi, TP-GCOP uses a roulette wheel selection strategy to select the next ol

with a probability PTP (l) in proportion to MTP [i, l], as shown in Equation

(4.3):

PTP (l) =
MTP [i, l]∑n

k=1MTP [i, k]
(4.3)

In MTP , at the end of each iteration, a transition from oi to ol which leads

to a new better sbest is rewarded by increasing the corresponding value of

MTP [i, l].

In the proposed IP-GCOP and TP-GCOP, it is important to note that

the roulette wheel selection is mainly based on probability. The higher the

score, the higher the probability of selection. A variant selection method is

to use the ranks of each basic operator, i.e., assign ranks to each operator

based on their scores. The higher the ranking, the higher the probability

of selection. The rank-based selection is based on relative rankings rather

than the absolute magnitude of scores, thus can be more robust to extreme

scores. However, it may lose information about the actual magnitude of

differences in scores. This study applies the probability-based selection to

reflect the actual solution quality differences of basic operators.
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4.2.3 Update mechanisms for learning models

The update strategy on M is shown to be an important factor in learning

algorithm design in the proposed GCOP methods. In this work, a set of

Update() methods as shown in Table 4.1 is tested to analyse their influence

on the performance of oi during the search.

Table 4.1: A set of update strategies in the proposed GCOP methods, i.e. Update() for updating the
learning models M .

Update() Strategies to update the corresponding value in M
Simple() By 1
Linear() By the index of the current iteration
Improve() By the amount of improvement/deterioration in the cur-

rent iteration
NoImprove() By the number of iterations since sbest has not been up-

dated
NoCall() For each oi, by the number of iterations since oi has been

last called

4.2.4 An illustrative example

Given three operators (denoted by o1, o2, o3), assume a search process

with six iterations has been conducted within the AutoGCOP framework

in Algorithm 1. Each oi is determined by Select(Aoimprove
) in Algorithm

1 with M . Simple() in Table 4.1 is adopted in Update() to update M .

Initially, the values in M are all set to 1, thus each oi is chosen with an

equal probability.

With MIP , assume o2 in the first iteration generates a better solution s1,

thus MIP [1, 2] for o2 is increased by 1. In the next iteration, o2 is more

likely to be selected by applying the roulette wheel on MIP . Assume o1

is selected, generating a non-improving solution s2, so MIP [2, 1] for o1

is increased. This is repeated in the following iterations, where oi with

better-accumulated performance as recorded in MIP for finding new best
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solutions is more likely to be selected. Other operators, however, have

the potential to be selected as well but with a smaller probability. Figure

4.1 presents how MIP is updated during six iterations. With MIP , in the

seventh iteration, o2 with a higher probability in MIP is more likely to be

selected.

With MTP , the learning starts from the second iteration. After o2, assume

o1 is selected using MTP , generating a non-improving solution s2, so there

is no reward to update MTP [2, 1], i.e. the transition from o2 to o1. Using

the roulette wheel, each oi has the same probability to be chosen after o1.

Assume o3 is selected leading to a better solution s3. MTP [1, 3] is thus

increased by 1 to reward the transition from o1 to o3. In the following

iterations, assume MTP [3, 2] and MTP [3, 1] are updated to reward the

transitions from o3 to o2 and o3 to o1 after selecting o2, o3 and o1. Figure 4.2

presents how MTP is updated during six iterations. Checking the element

MTP [1, 3] suggests o3 has a higher probability to be selected in the next

iteration.

Figure 4.1: The MIP updated during six iterations

Figure 4.2: The MTP updated during six iterations
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4.3 Effectiveness of the learning models on

VRPTW

The experimental investigations aim to address the research issue, i.e.,

analysing the automated composition of oi in the proposed GCOP meth-

ods using the learning models. In Section 4.3.1, the proposed learning-

based GCOP methods are compared against the random GCOP methods

to demonstrate the effectiveness of the learning models. In evaluating the

proposed learning models, the influence of different Update() methods is

also analysed in Section 4.3.2. Section 4.3.3 compares the results of the

proposed GCOP methods with the published best results by the state-of-

the-art methods.

The VRPTW concerned in this work considers the dual objectives of min-

imising the number of vehicles (NV) and minimising the total travel dis-

tance (TD). A weighted sum objective function is adopted from the litera-

ture to evaluate VRPTW solutions s as shown in Equation (4.4), where c

is set to 1000 empirically (Walker et al., 2012).

f(s) = c×NV + TD (4.4)

The investigations are conducted on two sets of the widely studied bench-

mark VRPTW, i.e. the Solomon 100 customers set (Solomon, 1987) and

the Homberger 1000 customer set (Gehring and Homberger, 1999) as shown

in Table 4.2, covering different instance characteristics. In particular, cus-

tomers in type-R instances are randomly distributed geographically. In

type-C instances, customers are distributed in clusters. RC type instances

are a mix of them.
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Table 4.2: Characteristics of the benchmark VRPTW instances.

Benchmark Name Size Vehicle Capacity Type
Solomon R101 100 25 200 R
Solomon R201 100 25 1000 R
Solomon C101 100 25 200 C
Solomon C206 100 25 700 C
Solomon RC103 100 25 200 RC
Solomon RC207 100 25 1000 RC
Homberger R1-10-1 1000 250 200 R
Homberger R2-10-6 1000 250 1000 R
Homberger C1-10-8 1000 250 200 C
Homberger C2-10-1 1000 250 700 C
Homberger RC1-10-5 1000 250 200 RC
Homberger RC2-10-1 1000 250 1000 RC

4.3.1 Comparisons with random GCOP methods

The best and average results obtained from IP-GCOP and TP-GCOP are

compared with those from RN-GCOP and RG-GCOP in Table 4.3. Both

learning models are embedded with Simple() update methods. The same

number of evaluations is set as the stopping condition, i.e. titeration(n) is

adopted as tkmain
in Algorithm 1, for all GCOP methods. Similar computa-

tional time is observed for these approaches. Overall, TP-GCOP performs

better than IP-GCOP, which is better than RN-GCOP and RG-GCOP in

most instances. Only for one small instance, RG-GCOP obtains better

results than other methods.

To analyse whether the differences observed between IP-GCOP and TP-

GCOP are statistically significant, the Lilliefors test is used, showing that

they do not always follow a normal distribution. The Mann–Whitney–Wilcoxon

test is therefore performed with a 95% confidence level to conduct the pair-

wise comparisons between the two GCOP methods. Table 4.4 shows that

TP-GCOP has a better overall performance compared to IP-GCOP, espe-

cially for solving large instances.

The proportion each operator oi is called in the best algorithm compositions
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Table 4.3: Comparison between GCOP methods with different learning (IP-GCOP and TP-GCOP)
against the random RN-GCOP and RG-GCOP methods. The best, average (AVG) and standard
deviation (SD) of objective function values out of 31 runs are presented.

Instance R101 R201 C101 C206 RC103 RC207

RN

Best 22941.88 5569.55 12027.70 3709.01 14609.87 5355.37
AVG 23055.69 5637.15 13030.92 3752.32 14684.06 5437.76
AVG Time(s) 176 436 175 316 169 452
SD 184.22 27.50 389.22 21.70 33.31 30.71

RG

Best 21914.76 5584.46 12158.35 3704.71 14622.91 5385.61
AVG 22946.41 5630.69 12802.19 3756.83 14687.69 5444.48
AVG Time(s) 175 436 176 317 169 452
SD 413.39 24.46 475.67 23.81 36.05 22.99

IP

Best 21792.20 5481.94 10828.94 3707.82 14545.99 5325.75
AVG 22027.43 5592.05 11823.04 3737.37 14618.26 5384.51
AVG Time(s) 225 818 261 579 223 809
SD 369.44 36.86 378.16 15.71 35.67 27.02

TP

Best 20683.49 5476.38 10828.94 3708.99 13523.36 5302.97
AVG 21599.58 5600.57 11072.53 3738.01 14538.34 5368.54
AVG Time(s) 234 1069 284 598 234 970
SD 686.53 146.18 454.18 14.87 257.26 35.24

Instance R1-10-1 R2-10-6 C1-10-8 C2-10-1 RC1-10-5 RC2-10-1

RN

Best 214494.95 80507.45 238474.41 92016.80 185565.28 81506.01
AVG 218091.44 81341.35 248982.83 94935.60 188031.34 84957.79
AVG Time(s) 225 1044 280 509 2142 799
SD 1386.09 510.60 4126.22 1710.45 840.41 1260.17

RG

Best 192876.50 72191.55 216253.93 79846.80 176046.18 73084.74
AVG 206357.04 78072.89 235120.04 89442.99 183384.09 79385.30
AVG Time(s) 224 1026 281 500 210 802
SD 7543.64 2619.88 7873.45 4407.01 3141.50 3027.83

IP

Best 187732.06 71466.97 184622.87 63594.81 175301.01 71337.83
AVG 198588.32 74280.80 213053.01 70601.03 179682.39 74856.27
AVG Time(s) 257 1578 277 610 235 918
SD 4091.59 1174.01 9732.88 3164.21 2092.27 1699.35

TP

Best 160065.59 62520.70 155129.10 50841.53 152887.15 61935.10
AVG 164202.91 63939.58 173015.06 52943.00 162072.30 63673.53
AVG Time(s) 221 1785 231 794 225 1133
SD 3526.15 1377.38 15841.72 1090.93 7183.38 1215.29

Table 4.4: Performance comparison between IP-GCOP and TP-GCOP using the
Mann–Whitney–Wilcoxon test. The comparison between TP ↔ IP is shown as +, -, or ∼
when TP-GCOP is significantly better than, worse than, or statistically equivalent to IP-GCOP,
respectively.

Instance R101 R201 C101 C206 RC103 RC207
TP ↔ IP ∼ + ∼ + + +

Instance R1-10-1 R2-10-6 C1-10-8 C2-10-1 RC1-10-5 RC2-10-1
TP ↔ IP + + + + + +

by different GCOP methods are compared on two example instances C101

and C206, in Figure 4.3 and Figure 4.4, respectively. The oi selected in

IP-GCOP and TP-GCOP are highly different, indicating the algorithm

compositions, i.e. new algorithms automatically designed with the two

learning models, are highly different. Both learning models identify 2-opt∗
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(denoted as o5) as the most selected component in the best algorithms,

although it is automatically selected more often by TP-GCOP compared

to IP-GCOP.

Figure 4.3: Proportion of each operator called in the best algorithm compositions obtained by IP-GCOP
and TP-GCOP, compared with RN-GCOP and RG-GCOP, for solving instance C101.
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Figure 4.4: Proportion of each operator called in the best algorithm compositions obtained by IP-GCOP
and TP-GCOP, compared with RN-GCOP and RG-GCOP, for solving instance C206.
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4.3.2 Influence of different update methods to the

learning models

The influence of different Update() methods as specified in Table 4.1 is

examined to identify the best intra-domain general method (of the perfor-

mance across multiple instances from the same domain) for updating the

learning model in IP-GCOP and TP-GCOP, respectively. All methods are

evaluated for the same number of times, to compare the results out of ten

runs.

The results across different instances differ by a large scale and are therefore

normalised into a range [0, 1]. The normalisation scheme in (Di Gaspero
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and Urli, 2012), as shown in Equation (4.5), is used, where x(i) represent

the objective function values calculated using Equation (4.4), and xbest and

xworst is the best and worst results obtained, respectively. An intra-domain

performance score is then calculated as the sum of normalised results over

all instances. The normalised scores of the learning models with different

update strategies in Table 4.5 show that TP-GCOP with Simple() obtained

the best intra-domain performance. For IP-GCOP, the most suitable up-

date method is Linear().

xnorm(i) =
x(i)− xbest

xworst − xbest

. (4.5)

Table 4.5: The intra-domain scores for IP-GCOP and TP-GCOP with different update methods. The
best results (smallest values) for each method are in bold.

Update() IP-GCOP TP-GCOP
Simple() 28.34 15.52
Improve() 20.98 52.31
NoCall() 23.79 23.31
Linear() 16.14 43.64
NoImprove() 21.68 21.51

Further analysis on the intra-domain performance scores of the update

strategies using the Lilliefors test showed that they do not always follow a

normal distribution. The Mann–Whitney–Wilcoxon test is therefore per-

formed with a 95% confidence level to conduct the pairwise comparisons

between the two GCOP methods with different update strategies statisti-

cally.

Table 4.6 shows that IP-GCOP with Linear() has a better overall per-

formance compared to other update methods, especially for solving large

instances. For TP-GCOP in Table 4.7, Simple() led to better overall per-

formance, especially for solving small instances.
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Table 4.6: Pairwise performance comparison between different Update() methods with IP-GCOP using
the Mann–Whitney–Wilcoxon test. The comparison between A ↔ B is shown as +, -, or ∼ when A is
significantly better than, worse than, or statistically equivalent to B, respectively.

Update() Instance
A ↔ B R101 R201 C101 C206 RC103 RC207
Linear ↔ Simple ∼ ∼ + ∼ + ∼
Linear ↔ Improve ∼ ∼ ∼ − ∼ ∼
Linear ↔ NoCall ∼ ∼ + ∼ + ∼
Linear ↔ NoImprove ∼ ∼ ∼ ∼ ∼ ∼
Update() Instance
A ↔ B R1-10-1 R2-10-6 C1-10-8 C2-10-1 RC1-10-5 RC2-10-1
Linear ↔ Simple + + + + + +
Linear ↔ Improve + + + + + +
Linear ↔ NoCall + + + + + +
Linear ↔ NoImprove ∼ ∼ ∼ + ∼ ∼

Table 4.7: Pairwise performance comparison for the TP-GCOP with different Update() methods using
the Mann–Whitney–Wilcoxon test.

Update() Instance
A ↔ B R101 R201 C101 C206 RC103 RC207
Simple ↔ Improve + + ∼ ∼ ∼ ∼
Simple ↔ NoCall + ∼ + ∼ ∼ ∼
Simple ↔ Linear + + ∼ ∼ ∼ ∼
Simple ↔ NoImprove ∼ ∼ ∼ ∼ ∼ +

Update() Instance
A ↔ B R1-10-1 R2-10-6 C1-10-8 C2-10-1 RC1-10-5 RC2-10-1
Simple ↔ Improve + − ∼ + ∼ +
Simple ↔ NoCall ∼ ∼ ∼ ∼ ∼ ∼
Simple ↔ Linear + ∼ + + ∼ −
Simple ↔ NoImprove ∼ − ∼ − − −

4.3.3 Comparisons with the best-known approaches

The best solutions from TP-GCOP with Simple() and IP-GCOP with

Linear() are compared with the published best results produced by var-

ious state-of-the-art methods. In the VRP literature, the results of the

best-known solutions for VRPTW are usually ranked using a hierarchical

objective function, considering the number of vehicles NV as the primary

objective and the total travel distance TD as the second objective (Bräysy

and Gendreau, 2005b). In this study, a solution with lower NV is consid-

ered better than the others with higher NV. For those solutions with the

same NV, the lower TD the better.
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Table 4.8 shows the results of the proposed GCOP methods compared to

the best results reported in the literature by different approaches. It can

be seen that the proposed GCOP methods can obtain competitive results

in the number of vehicles (i.e. NV) in most small instances, especially

on instance C101, where both of the proposed methods obtained the best

solution in the literature.

It should be noted that the results from the proposed GCOP methods are

obtained by automatically designed new algorithms without any human

involvement, while the best results in the literature are obtained by different

methods specifically designed for VRPTW. The main research objective in

this study is not to beat the tailor-made state-of-the-art approaches by yet

another algorithm, but to investigate the learning in automatic design of

new algorithms by composing only the most basic algorithmic components

within the general AutoGCOP framework.

Table 4.8: Comparison of solution quality between the published best-known results and the best
solutions from IP-GCOP and TP-GCOP out of ten runs. NV denotes the number of vehicles. TD
denotes the total travel distance. Results that are better than or the same as the best known are in
bold.

Instance
Best-known results IP-GCOP TP-GCOP
NV TD Ref. NV TD NV TD

R101 19 1650.80 (SINTEF, a) 19 1653.76 19 1654.07
R201 4 1252.37 (SINTEF, a) 4 1624.12 4 1443.91
C101 10 828.94 (SINTEF, a) 10 828.94 10 828.94
C206 3 588.49 (SINTEF, a) 3 754.75 3 671.54
RC103 11 1261.67 (SINTEF, a) 12 1401.44 12 1399.13
RC207 3 1061.14 (SINTEF, a) 4 1297.91 4 1258.75
R1-10-1 100 53412.11 (SINTEF, b) 101 58815.26 100 62024.51
R2-10-6 19 29978.02 (SINTEF, b) 21 41170.48 21 40851.73
C1-10-8 92 42629.91 (SINTEF, b) 103 44867.96 106 47013.85
C2-10-1 30 16879.24 (SINTEF, b) 32 18141.82 33 18149.23
RC1-10-5 90 45069.37 (SINTEF, b) 95 53594.62 97 54482.19
RC2-10-1 20 30276.27 (SINTEF, b) 29 33446.19 28 32627.48
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4.4 Concluisons

Based on the AutoGCOP framework in Chapter 3, this chapter investigates

online learning in the automated composition of elementary algorithmic

components. Two learning models have been studied based on probabilistic

reasoning on the behaviour of algorithmic components during the search,

comparing the effectiveness of two different learning perspectives.

The proposed GCOP methods based on the AutoGCOP framework have

been investigated with effective learning ability to observe the behaviour

of algorithmic components. Particularly, compared to the learning model

which records and learns from the performance of individual components,

the Markov chain-based learning model which adaptively records the transi-

tion performance between pairs of basic components shows superior overall

performance for problems of different sizes and structures.

As mentioned in Chapter 3, AutoGCOP provides a unified common tem-

plate to support the investigations on the learning in automated algorithm

design. Effective patterns can be potentially extracted from the design

space of algorithms, and thus be applied offline to design new effective al-

gorithms. The GCOP methods investigated in this chapter can produce

numerous different algorithmic compositions for further investigations in

the following chapters.
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5.1 Introduction

From the aspect of machine learning, the search process of meta-heuristics

generates a considerable amount of data, potentially carrying useful knowl-

edge (Karimi-Mamaghan et al., 2022). Some recent selection hyper-heuristics

explore the historical data with conventional machine learning techniques

for predicting low-level heuristics to use, such as Association Classifier

(Thabtah and Cowling, 2008), K-means Classifier (Asta et al., 2013), Deci-

sion Trees (Asta and Özcan, 2014), and Neural Networks (Tyasnurita et al.,

2015) and (Tyasnurita et al., 2017). These studies support the hypothesis

that useful knowledge can be extracted from the historical data of hyper-

heuristics, and such knowledge can support the automated composition of

low-level heuristics for optimisation.

Algorithmic compositions, however, are sequential data with a sequential

correlation between the components. This presents challenges to conven-

tional learning models in learning to predict algorithmic components in the

search.

In recent breakthroughs analysing sequential data and text prediction, deep

recurrent networks and attention-based neural networks are widely investi-

gated (Wan et al., 2020). Elman network, a variant of recurrent networks,

has been used to predict the types of low-level heuristics (Yates and Keed-

well, 2017). Aside from (Yates and Keedwell, 2017), sequence classification

seems to be an under-explored terrain in the automated design of search

algorithms.

The proposed AutoGCOP framework supports more flexible exploration

on a larger space of new unseen local search algorithms. With the new Au-

toGCOP framework, a large amount of data on effective compositions of
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basic algorithmic components can be collected consistently, supporting sys-

tematic analysis to identify new knowledge towards automated algorithm

design.

In this chapter, the automated composition is modelled as a sequence classi-

fication task upon standard basic algorithmic components. A large amount

of data on effective algorithmic compositions of the basic components are

collected within the AutoGCOP framework. For the defined task, an LSTM

network and a Transformer network are proposed to learn the knowledge

hidden in the algorithmic compositions for forecasting the selection of al-

gorithmic components. The proposed LSTM and Transformer models are

investigated against a set of commonly used conventional classifiers, to

demonstrate their effectiveness on the defined prediction task. The anal-

ysis presents insights into different learning models for learning effective

algorithmic compositions.

The contributions of this chapter are threefold as follows:

• Firstly, the prediction of algorithmic components in automated algo-

rithm compositions is formally defined as a sequence prediction task

for machine learning, supported by the underlying GCOP model the-

oretically. With the collected data upon the basic GCOP components

as benchmark data, the newly defined machine learning task brings

new challenges to the machine learning community and encourages

cross-disciplinary collaborations between evolutionary computation

and machine learning.

• Secondly, this study confirms the superior performance of LSTM and

Transformer in the defined new machine learning task on automated

algorithm design. Particularly, this study identifies the superior per-

formance of the LSTM in capturing the knowledge hidden in operator
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sequences and supports Transformer in learning to forecast long oper-

ator sequences. To the best of our knowledge, it is the first attempt

to propose an LSTM model and a Transformer model in learning

from the automated compositions for the automated design of search

algorithms.

• Thirdly, the analysis of different types of information confirms the

effectiveness of problem instance features and search stage in algo-

rithmic compositions. These identified two types of features offer

new insights and inform further effective algorithm design.

5.2 The new machine learning task on algo-

rithm composition

Within AutoGCOP, the most effective compositions which produce the best

solutions at the end of the search have been collected. Among these effective

compositions, the sequences of operators oi that lead to improvement in

solution quality are of the most interest in this research.

We denote a sequence q ∈ Q of length l as an ordered list of operators oi

applied in the last l iterations, denoted by Equation (5.1).

q = {oi−l, . . . , oi−2, oi−1}, l = |q|. (5.1)

At each search step, the information of each applied oi is stored in a vector.

Sequence classification is the task of classifying sequences into existing cat-

egories (Xing et al., 2010). Given a finite set of operators Ao as a set of

class labels, the task of sequence classification is to build a sequence classi-
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fier F , which maps an operator sequence q to a class label oi ∈ Ao, written

as F : q → oi, oi ∈ Ao.

The defined task aims to explore the hidden sequential relations between

the operators within operator compositions. It can be treated as a con-

ventional multi-class classification problem (Crammer and Singer, 2002)

by transforming the sequence into a feature vector, solved by conventional

classifiers (such as decision trees and neural networks) (Xing et al., 2010).

The conventional classification problem, however, treats each oi in q as

an independent feature and analyses them in isolation. The temporal de-

pendencies between operators oi within the sequences are thus lost in this

transformation (Xing et al., 2010). The transformation also increases the

dimensions of the input data, leading to more challenges to conventional

models.

5.3 Data collection and process for machine

learning

To investigate the new sequence classification problem on algorithm com-

position, the widely studied VRPTW is used as the domain problem. It

has been observed that the data collected is extremely imbalanced, thus

in-depth analysis has been conducted using re-sampling methods.

5.3.1 The VRPTW problem

The VRPTW concerned in this work considers the dual objectives of min-

imising the number of vehicles (NV) and minimising the total travel dis-

tance (TD), as shown in Equation (5.2), where c is set to 1000 empirically
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and widely used in the literature (Walker et al., 2012).

c×NV + TD (5.2)

The investigations have been conducted on the benchmark Solomon 100 set

(Solomon, 1987) as shown in Table 5.1, covering different instance features.

Table 5.1: Features of the benchmark VRPTW instances, including vehicle capacity (VC), scheduling
horizon (SH), customer distribution type (DT), service time (ST), time window density (TWD) and
width (TWW).

Name VC SH DT ST TWD TWW
C102 200 Short C 90 75% 61.27
C103 200 Short C 90 50% 59.90
C104 200 Short C 90 25% 60.64
C105 200 Short C 90 100% 121.61
C202 700 Long C 90 75% 160.00
C203 700 Long C 90 50% 160.00
C204 700 Long C 90 25% 160.00
C205 700 Long C 90 100% 320.00
R102 200 Short R 10 75% 10.00
R107 200 Short R 10 50% 30.00
R108 200 Short R 10 25% 30.00
R109 200 Short R 10 100% 58.89
R202 1000 Long R 10 75% 115.23
R203 1000 Long R 10 50% 117.34
F208 1000 Long R 10 100% 349.50
R209 1000 Long R 10 100% 383.27
RC102 200 Short RC 10 75% 30.00
RC103 200 Short RC 10 50% 30.00
RC104 200 Short RC 10 25% 30.00
RC105 200 Short RC 10 100% 54.33
RC202 1000 Long RC 10 75% 120.00
RC203 1000 Long RC 10 50% 120.00
RC204 1000 Long RC 10 25% 120.00
RC205 1000 Long RC 10 100% 223.06
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5.3.2 Collection of operator sequences with GCOP

methods

To explore insights on effective algorithm compositions, the basic operators

oi as shown in Table 5.2 (including the most basic operators and a problem-

specific operator 2-opt∗) have been investigated within AutoGCOP. This

set of basic operators presents different characteristics for solving VRPTW

(Meng and Qu, 2021).

Table 5.2: Features of the operators in operator sequences, including relative neighbourhood size (NS),
involved routes of operation (IR) and operation type (OT).

Operator NS IR OT
oinxchg Small 1-route Exchange
obwxchg Small 2-route Exchange
oinins Small 1-route Insert
obwins Small 2-route Insert
orr Large n-route Ruin-recreate
2-opt∗ Medium 2-route Exchange

Within AutoGCOP, a Markov Chain-based GCOP method (MC-GCOP),

which adaptively learns the transition performance between pairs of basic

oi, presents superior overall performance for composing algorithmic com-

ponents to solve VRPTW problem instances (Meng and Qu, 2021). The

MC-GCOP method is applied to the problem instances in Table 5.1 to pro-

duce a collection of effective algorithmic compositions of oi in Table 5.2.

The information in each search iteration recorded includes the current in-

dex of iteration, index of the applied oi, and the objective function value of

the current solution, new solution and the best-found solution after using

oi (denoted by f(scurrent), f(snew) and f(sbest), respectively).

The best 10% algorithm compositions according to the solution quality in

the current iteration are first collected for each problem instance. The in-

formation of the iterations within these elite algorithm compositions which

lead to f(sbest) improvements is then retained in a collection of operator
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sequences.

Each operator sequence consists of three types of features as follows:

• Search stage feature: information of the current iteration, stored by

the index of iteration of the search (Iter).

• Operator features: each operator in the operator sequence is de-

scribed by its index and features shown in Table 5.2 and whether

the solution quality is improved after it has been applied (SC).

• Instance features: problem instance features in Table 5.1.

Let q = {oinxchg, oinins, orr} be an operator sequence labeled with obwxchg to be

applied at the tth iteration for instance C102. Let {ft−3, ft−2, ft−1} be the

solution quality change after using oi ∈ q. Features of this sequence q → oi

can be presented as shown in Figure 5.1.

Figure 5.1: An example operator sequence represented by features, including features of the sequence
and the corresponding label.

!! = {o"#$%&' }

Iter Operator NS IR OT SC SH DT ST TWD TWW

t − 3 o!"#$%& Small 1 − route Exchange f%'( Short C 90 75% 61.27

t − 2 o%&)%& Small 1 − route Insert f%'* Short C 90 75% 61.27

t − 1 o++	 Large n − route Ruin
− recreate

f%'- Short C 90 75% 61.27

q =

5.3.3 Data imbalance in the operator sequence data

set

One distinct observation on the collected data is that the labels obwins, orr

and 2-opt∗ dominate the categories of the extracted sequences (as shown

in Table 5.3), which leads to a seriously imbalanced classification problem

(Chawla, 2009). This is due to their larger contributions to better perfor-

mance on VRPTW (Meng and Qu, 2021). The imbalanced samples present
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challenges to learning models where there is a lack of enough data on the

minority classes for the learning (Batista et al., 2004).

Table 5.3: The appearance of each oi in Table 5.2 as the label of the extracted operator sequences.

Operator oinxchg obwxchg oinins obwins orr 2-opt∗

Appearance 3.8% 0.9% 3.8% 14.8% 18.8% 57.8%

Learning on imbalanced data has been widely investigated in recent re-

search (Zhou, 2013), (López et al., 2013), (Haixiang et al., 2017). Re-

sampling techniques, a class of pre-processing methods, showed to be promis-

ing in addressing data balance (Zhou, 2013). Re-sampling techniques can

be categorised into three groups as follows:

• Under-sampling methods, which select a portion of the majority classes

to achieve the distribution balance. The major drawback is that they

can discard potentially useful data.

• Over-sampling methods, which replicate some cases or generate new

cases from existing ones. This may likely lead to over-fitting or require

a clear structure in the imbalanced data to avoid introducing errors.

• Hybrid methods, which combine the above two methods.

This study investigates some of the most representative re-sampling meth-

ods, as shown in Table 5.4, for processing the imbalanced operator se-

quences. The systematic evaluation aims to provide insights for the new

machine learning task on the operator sequence data for automated algo-

rithm design.
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Table 5.4: Representative re-sampling methods.

Category Strategy
Under-sampling Random under-sampling (RU)

NearMiss (NM) (Mani and Zhang, 2003)
One-sided selection (OSS) (Kubat et al., 1997)
Neighborhood Cleaning Rule (NCL) (Laurikkala, 2001)

Over-sampling Random over-sampling (RO)
Synthetic Minority Over-sampling Technique (SMOTE) (Chawla et al., 2002)
Borderline-SMOTE (BSMOTE) (Han et al., 2005)
Adaptive Synthetic Sampling (ADASYN) (He et al., 2008)

Hybrid SMOTEENN (Batista et al., 2004)
SMOTETomek (Batista et al., 2004)

5.4 Learning from algorithmic components

LSTM and Transformers have received great attention in solving sequence

classification problems as introduced in Section 2.4.2 and Section 2.4.2.

This paper investigates LSTM neural networks and Transformer networks

for solving the newly defined sequence classification task. In the context

of the automated composition of operators, these two models interpret

the operator sequences in different ways: the LSTM focuses more on the

sequential relations between operators in sequences, while the transformer

learns to put attention to key information and operators in sequences.

5.4.1 Learning operator sequences with LSTM

For the operator sequence classification task defined in Section 5.2, this

work proposes a four-layer LSTM as shown in Figure 5.2. The input data

are as shown in Figure 2.8, where each slice of the data tube represents

one operator sequence and the batch size is the number of sequences in the

data.

An embedding layer turns integer representations of operators into dense

vectors of fixed size by capturing the underlying structure of the input data

and the relation between operators. In the context of neural networks, em-
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Figure 5.2: The structure of the proposed LSTM.

bedding is a vector representation of discrete variables learned from the

data. It has been widely applied and performs well to represent words

as dense vectors in a variety of NLP tasks (Levy and Goldberg, 2014),

where neural embedding is more manageable with the lower dimensions of

the vectors for high-cardinality variables. The learned vectors with neu-

ral embedding explicitly encode many linguistic patterns (Mikolov et al.,

2013). The embedding layer in the proposed LSTM model aims to learn

vector representations of the operators from the new data on algorithm

composition.

In the LSTM layer, the operator embeddings and other sequence features

are concatenated to feed into the LSTM cells. The output layer is a dense

layer with a SoftMax activation function which outputs the probability of

each class.

5.4.2 Learning operator sequences with Transformer

For the operator sequence classification task defined in Section 5.2, this

work proposes a sequence-to-one Transformer network as shown in Figure

5.3. The proposed Transformer model can be seen as a simplified version
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of the transformer model in Figure 2.9 for sequence-to-sequence learning in

(Vaswani et al., 2017). It is created using the Transformer encoder block,

followed by three layers for classification rather than the decoder structure.

The input data in Figure 5.3 is in the structure as shown in Figure 2.8.

The input operator sequence is fed into an embedding block which includes

the Input Embedding layer and the Positional Encoding layer for operator

embedding and position embedding. The learned vector and other sequence

features are concatenated to feed into the Transformer block. The output

of the Transformer block passes through a global average pooling layer,

a dropout, and a dense layer with a feedforward network. Finally, an

output layer using the softmax function will return the probabilities of the

possibilities of the operator sequence such that the sum of the probabilities

is 1.

The transformer block in Figure 5.3 implements the multi-head attention

mechanism, where the layers are defined following a similar structure in

Figure 2.9. It includes the attention layer, a dropout, the normalisation

layer, the feed-forward network, a dropout, and batch normalisation.

Figure 5.3: The structure of the proposed Transformer network.

Transformer block

Global average pooling layer
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Embedding layer (Input 
embedding & positional encoding)
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5.5 Findings of classification methods on au-

tomated algorithm composition

Intensive analysis has been conducted in the experiments to address three

main research issues, 1) assessing the performance of LSTM on the new

sequence classification task, 2) assessing the performance of the Trans-

former model on the new sequence classification task, and 3) identifying

and analysing the key features of operator sequences.

In Section 5.5.1, the proposed LSTM model is compared with commonly

used conventional classifiers, including Naive Bayes (NB), Logistic Regres-

sion (LR), Multi-layer Perceptron (MLP) and Random Forest (RF). The

conventional classifiers learn from the operator sequences in a different

way. An LSTM model with no embedding layer (denoted as LSTM-basic)

is studied to show the effects of embeddings. This analysis thus presents

insights into different learning models for the newly defined task on effec-

tive algorithmic compositions and reveals knowledge of hidden sequential

relations between operators in designing search algorithms. The influence

of different re-sampling methods is also investigated in Section 5.5.2.

In Section 5.5.3, the length of operator sequences is investigated to assess

the performance of the proposed Transformer network. The Transformer

network is compared against the conventional classifiers and LSTM for

learning from operator sequences with different lengths. The analysis is

to further explore different learning models for the newly defined task on

effective algorithmic compositions, particularly the switch from the sequen-

tial step-by-step processing of LSTMs to the only-attention-based memory

mechanisms of Transformers on processing long operator sequences.

For the third research issue, Section 5.5.4 analyses a set of features describ-
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ing operator sequences with the proposed learning models to identify useful

information to support automated algorithm design.

Traditionally, accuracy is a widely used performance metric in classifica-

tion tasks (López et al., 2013), however, not an appropriate measure when

learning on imbalanced data (Chawla, 2009). Accuracy is the percentage

of the correctly classified examples in all classes. In imbalanced data, the

number of instances in the majority class is greatly larger than those in the

minority classes. Therefore, a model that simply predicts all instances as

the majority class can attain a high accuracy, even if it fails to make any

useful predictions for the minority class. This might give the illusion of a

well-performing model, but, in reality, the model falls short of providing

useful predictions for other classes (Jeni et al., 2013). Area Under Curve

(AUC) (Swets, 1988) measures the ability of learning models to distinguish

between different classes across various probability thresholds, and it is

less influenced by the imbalanced class distribution, especially the size of

the majority class (Chawla, 2009). Therefore, it provides a comprehensive

view of a model’s performance. In this study, AUC is used to evaluate the

performance of the models.

5.5.1 Performance assessment for LSTM

The original data set is split into 70% for training and 30% for testing.

Since the extracted operator sequence data is highly imbalanced, the data

set is processed with re-sampling methods, as shown in Table 5.4, to obtain

balanced training data. In all cases, the aim is to try to obtain balanced

training data. The testing data is used to evaluate the performance of

learning models. Table 5.5 presents the stats of the re-sampled training

data and testing data.
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Table 5.5: Data size of re-sampled training data and testing data.

Class Re-sampling methods Training data size
oinxchg obwxchg oinins obwins orr 2-opt∗ Total

Original 12178 2853 12133 47419 60625 181199 316407

Under

RU 2853 2853 2853 2853 2853 2853 17118
NM 2853 2853 2853 2853 2853 2853 17118
OSS 6820 2853 6766 29570 39494 148099 233602
NCL 12178 2853 12133 47419 60625 115757 250965

Over

RO 181199 181199 181199 181199 181199 181199 1087194
SMOTE 95680 33232 179983 151639 159881 179983 800398
BSMOTE 55583 8746 55085 147419 158250 180355 605438
ADASYN 96286 33251 97522 153951 148195 179965 709170

Hybrid
SMOTEENN 93742 32852 92661 132789 126747 14468 493259
SMOTETomek 95498 33190 94327 151520 159161 178720 712416

Testing data size
Original 5021 1153 5138 19567 24542 80181 135602

To avoid potential over-fitting and consider computational efficiency, the

hyper-parameters in the learning models have been tuned to obtain the

best performance in terms of AUC on the training data. Table 5.6 shows

the average AUC of 10 runs of the six classifiers on each data set. To com-

pare the overall performance of these six classifiers, their average ranking

according to their performance is compared. Overall, LSTM achieves the

best performance. RF is worse than LSTM but still superior to other classi-

fiers. Among the other classifiers, LSTM-basic obtain better performance,

followed by MLP, NB and LR, respectively.

To investigate further the LSTM and RF and also the contributions of the

embedding layer in LSTM, the Mann-Whitney-Wilcoxon test is conducted

on the LSTM against LSTM-basic and RF, as shown in Table 5.7. It can

be observed that the LSTM with an embedding layer is statistically better,

and can learn a proper representation of the operators in the sequences to

improve the prediction performance. LSTM also outperforms the conven-

tional classifier, due to its sequence architecture which captures features in

modelling long texts.
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Table 5.6: The AUC results of different learning models on data sets processed by different re-sampling
methods.

Models RU NM OSS NCL
NB 0.5714 0.5562 0.6014 0.6012
LR 0.5677 0.5679 0.6002 0.6009
MLP 0.5714 0.5300 0.6318 0.6401
RF 0.6120 0.5573 0.6407 0.6425
LSTM-basic 0.6088 0.5407 0.6479 0.6492
LSTM 0.6230 0.5554 0.6536 0.6552

Models RO SMOTE BSMOTE ADASYN
NB 0.5750 0.5966 0.5973 0.5972
LR 0.5726 0.5939 0.5942 0.5942
MLP 0.5869 0.6214 0.6243 0.6208
RF 0.6179 0.6256 0.6282 0.6251
LSTM-basic 0.5703 0.6308 0.6354 0.6305
LSTM 0.5956 0.6347 0.6393 0.6344

Models SMOTEENN SMOTETomek Original
NB 0.5847 0.5967 0.6009
LR 0.5831 0.5941 0.5994
MLP 0.6123 0.6206 0.6368
RF 0.6225 0.6255 0.6436
LSTM-basic 0.6214 0.6312 0.6510
LSTM 0.6245 0.6360 0.6541

Table 5.7: Pairwise performance comparison on the LSTM with LSTM-basic and RF using the
Mann–Whitney–Wilcoxon test. The +, -, or ∼ indicates if the LSTM is significantly better than,
worse than, or statistically equivalent to LSTM-basic and RF, respectively.

Re-sampling methods RU NM OSS NCL
LSTM↔LSTM-basic + + + +
LSTM↔RF + ∼ + +

Re-sampling methods RO SMOTE BSMOTE ADASYN
LSTM↔LSTM-basic + + + +
LSTM↔RF - + + +

Re-sampling methods SMOTEENN SMOTETomek Original
LSTM↔LSTM-basic + + +
LSTM↔RF + + +

5.5.2 Effects of re-sampling methods

To investigate the impact of re-sampling data on the learning models, Fig-

ure 5.4 presents the comparisons of AUC for RF and LSTM using different

re-sampling methods in each data set. None of the re-sampling methods

shows to improve the performance with using the original data set. How-

ever, LSTM obtains similar performance on the data sets processed by

using OSS and NCL to the original data. Among the selected re-sampling

methods, NCL shows to be the best to process the data set for learning
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Figure 5.4: Performance comparison of RF and LSTM on the data sets processed with different re-
sampling methods.
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models to obtain the best overall performance. The over-sampling methods

and hybrid re-sampling methods, except RO, have a similar impact on the

operator sequence data.

The over-sampling methods introduce new samples to the data to add

significantly more information to the minority class examples. However,

RO makes exact copies of the minority class cases, thus only introducing

redundant information to the data. The syncretization based over-sampling

methods (e.g., SMOTE (Chawla et al., 2002)) utilise the inter-correlations

rather than temporal inner-correlations of operator sequences. Therefore,

the extracted knowledge by the learning models from the newly introduced

data fails to reveal the real knowledge of algorithmic composition and thus

cannot generalise to the testing data.

Compared with over-sampling methods, under-sampling methods seem more

suitable for processing the imbalanced operator sequence data since they

would not introduce wrong or useless information to the data. However, af-

ter under-sampling methods (or over-sampling), there is a limited amount

of data. With only a limited amount of data observed by learning mod-
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Table 5.8: Sample size of the training data re-sampled by RU with different imbalance levels.

Data set Training data size Imbalance level
oinxchg obwxchg oinins obwins orr 2-opt∗ Total 2-opt∗ : obwxchg

RU1 2853 2853 2853 2853 2853 2853 17118 1 : 1
RU2 5706 2853 5706 5706 5706 5706 31383 2 : 1
RU3 8559 2853 8559 8559 8559 8559 45648 3 : 1
RU4 11412 2853 11412 11412 11412 11412 59913 4 : 1
RU5 12178 2853 12133 14265 14265 14265 69959 5 : 1

els, the extracted knowledge has a limited level of generality in testing.

The performance of the NM method is not satisfying, indicating it failed to

identify the underlying structure in the high-dimensional operator sequence

data. OSS and NCL select a subset of data with data cleaning procedures.

However, the resulting data sets are still highly imbalanced, as shown in

Table 5.5. Among these under-sampling methods, RU seems more suitable

for operator sequences, resulting in a balanced data set.

To successfully apply the under-sampling methods, the RU under-sampling

method is further examined on the operator sequence data to strike a bal-

ance in the training data while maintaining a suitable information loss.

Table 5.8 presents the training data with different imbalance levels after

applying RU.

RF and LSTM are then trained with the RU-processed training data, eval-

uations are shown in Figure 5.5. Unsurprisingly, the learning models obtain

better performance on more imbalanced data. It is interesting to observe

in Figure 5.5, that from a balanced data (i.e., RU1) to the data with an

imbalance level of 2:1 (i.e., RU2 of majority: minority ratio), the learning

models obtain significant performance improvement. The improvement of

model performance reduces along with increasing imbalance levels. Con-

sidering the trade-off between the overall prediction performance and data

imbalance level, RU2 is used as a suitable re-sampling method for data

pre-processing in this study.
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Figure 5.5: The performance change of RF and LSTM on the data sets processed by RU with different
data imbalance levels. RU1, RU2, RU3, RU4 and RU5 denotes RU with the ratio of majority class to
minority class 1:1, 2:1, 3:1, 4:1 and 5:1, respectively.
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5.5.3 Performance assessment for Transformer

The proposed Transformer model is investigated for handling operator se-

quences with different length settings (i.e., Y in Figure 2.8) in the range of

{10, 20, 30, 40, 50}. The performance of the Transformer model is com-

pared against the selected conventional classifiers and LSTM to reveal the

impacts of different operator sequence length settings on different learning

mechanisms. The 70% data is processed by RU2 with an imbalance level

of 2:1 as the training data.

Figure 5.6 shows the AUC performance of learning models on the operator

sequence data set with different length settings. Among the seven classifiers

in this study, LSTM achieves the best performance on operator sequences

with different length settings overall. In addition, its performance increases

with the increase of the length. This further justifies the effectiveness of

LSTM.

For short operator sequences, the Transformer model obtains slightly worse

performance than LSTM. However, its performance increases with the in-

crease in length. When the sequences consist of 40 operators, the Trans-

former model obtains a similar performance to LSTM. For longer sequences
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Figure 5.6: The comparison of learning models in terms of the AUC performance.

with 50 operators, Transformer obtains the best performance. This con-

firms that the Transformer model is superior at handling long operator

sequences.

The conventional classifiers perform better on the operator sequences of

length 30. This suggests their limited learning ability when the number

of features increases. Among the conventional classifiers, RF achieves the

best performance in different sequence lengths and thus will be used for

further investigations. The operator sequence length is set as 30 in Section

5.5.4 for analysing the impacts of different operator sequence features for

different machine learning models.

5.5.4 Investigations on features of operator sequences

To investigate the impact of various features in operator sequences in Figure

5.1, RF, LSTM and Transformer are evaluated, representing different types

of machine learning models.
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Figure 5.7: The AUC performance comparison of learning models on data sets with different features
in Figure 5.1.
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Effects of each feature

To investigate the impact of each feature, RF, LSTM and Transformer

are evaluated on the operator sequences as described in Figure 5.1, com-

pared with the baseline original data (described by the applied operator

O index only), results shown in Figure 5.7. All the models perform better

with additional features. Overall, LSTM achieves the best performance

and Transformer outperforms RF on the same data set. For LSTM and

Transformer, the solution quality change SC improves the performance the

most, followed by search stage Iter. With operator features, the perfor-

mance of LSTM and Transformer is slightly worse than when it is applied

to the original data. RF performs the best on the data with time window

width TWW , followed by the SC.

The Mann–Whitney–Wilcoxon test with a 95% confidence level is con-

ducted in pairwise comparisons between the performance on the original

data (i.e., O index) and data with one more feature. As shown in Ta-

ble 5.9, for RF, the additional features to the original data significantly

improve its prediction performance. For LSTM and Transformer, some

features contribute to their performance improvement, including the solu-

tion quality change after the selected operators and the time window width
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Table 5.9: Comparison of model performance on the data with only O index and the data with addi-
tional features, based on the Mann–Whitney–Wilcoxon test. The +, -, or ∼ indicate if O index with
an additional feature is significantly better than, worse than, or statistically equivalent to data with
just O index, respectively.

RF LSTM Transformer
O index with Iter ↔O index + + ∼
O index with DT ↔O index + ∼ +
O index with SH ↔O index + + ∼
O index with ST ↔O index + ∼ +
O index with TWD ↔O index + ∼ ∼
O index with TWW ↔O index + + +
O index with SC ↔O index + + +
O index with NS ↔O index + ∼ ∼
O index with IR ↔O index + ∼ ∼
O index with OT ↔O index + ∼ ∼

of the problem instances. In addition, the search stage and the instance

scheduling horizon are beneficial for improving the prediction of LSTM.

The instance features, such as customer distribution type and service time,

are useful for the Transformer network. The learning models treat the

features differently, supporting the different learning behaviour among the

models.

Importance of the features

Further analysis is conducted to investigate the importance of each feature

for the learning models. Table 5.10 presents the top 10 most important

features identified by RF. The search stage feature Iter is the most impor-

tant feature for RF. Similar to the observation on LSTM and Transformer

in Table 5.9, the fitness change and time window width are also identified

as important features by RF. It is worth noting that RF identifies that the

most recently used operators and operator features are important for the

prediction. This suggests that its better performance compared with the

conventional classifiers may be due to its ability to identify the correlation

between operators in the sequences.

To analyse the remaining features, RF, LSTM and Transformer are evalu-
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Table 5.10: The top 10 important features found by RF.

Rank Importance Feature type Feature description
1 0.0765 Search stage feature Index of iteration
2 0.0699 Instance feature Time window width
3 0.0641 Instance feature Scheduling horizon
4 0.0359 Operator index Operator index of the last operator
5 0.0168 Operator feature Neighbourhood size of the last operator
6 0.0167 Operator index Operator index of the second last operator
7 0.0154 Fitness Solution quality change of the last operator
8 0.0133 Operator feature Operation type of the last operator
9 0.0121 Operator index Operator index of the third last operator
10 0.0114 Fitness Solution quality change of the second last operator

Figure 5.8: Comparison of different feature sets using the performance of learning models.
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ated on the data set with all features and compared with their performance

on the same operator sequence set with only the top 10 important features

in Table 5.10. Figure 5.8 shows that the top 10 important features can sig-

nificantly improve the performance of RF, LSTM and Transformer. How-

ever, all models obtain further better performance with all the features.

Particularly, the Transformer model obtains similar performance as LSTM

with all the features.

The Mann–Whitney–Wilcoxon test with a 95% confidence level on differ-

ent feature sets is shown in Table 5.11, confirming the effectiveness of the

important feature set for both models. RF and Transformer on the data

with all features are significantly better than the data with important fea-
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Table 5.11: Comparison of model performance on operator sequence data with different feature sets
using Mann–Whitney–Wilcoxon test. The +, -, or ∼ indicates that O index with important features
is significantly better than, worse than, or statistically equivalent to O index with other features,
respectively.

RF LSTM Transformer
O index with important ↔ O index + + +
O index with important ↔ O index with all - ∼ -

tures. This indicates that the less-important features are also useful for

both models. However, for LSTM, there is no statistical significance in

using all features compared with using only the important features. This

indicates that LSTM is able to learn useful knowledge on the operator

sequences with only a smaller subset of effective features.

Discussions of the features for operator sequences

Search stage information. The search stage feature is identified as the

most important feature by RF. It also contributes to significant improve-

ment for LSTM, as shown in Figure 5.7. This suggests that in different

search stages, the effective composition of algorithmic components may

follow certain different patterns, thus justifying the use of GCOP methods

to adapt to the search stages while flexibly composing algorithmic compo-

nents. In addition, such patterns in operator sequences may be hard to

observe or interpret directly but can be explored by machine learning mod-

els, supporting the use of machine learning models in automated algorithm

composition.

Instance features. In the literature, the studies which generalise offline

learned knowledge to solve unseen VRPTW instances mainly focus on cus-

tomer type and scheduling horizon. Among the instance features involved

in this study, time window widths are identified as more important fea-

tures for RF, LSTM and Transformer. This suggests a potential difference

in the hidden knowledge of algorithmic compositions for problem instances
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with distinct time window widths and scheduling horizons. To achieve a

higher level of generality in algorithm design for solving VRPTW these two

important features should be considered.

Operator sequences. Both RF and LSTM perform better with longer

operator sequences, but LSTM is better than RF. However, Transformer is

better than all the selected models for learning from sequences consisting of

more than 40 operators. To be noted, RF identifies that the recent opera-

tors are more important than the previously used operators for prediction.

This confirms again the sequential relations between operators in effective

algorithmic compositions. In the search, the recently visited neighbour-

hoods are more important for determining the next neighbourhood.

Operator features. Of the investigated operator-related features, the

most important is the solution quality change. The other three operator

features, i.e., Neighbourhood Size, Involved Routes and Operation Type,

make no contribution to improving the performance of LSTM and Trans-

former. However, they are useful features for RF. These three features

could be seen as important parameters when designing new operators. In-

vestigations of operators with various settings based on these three features

may reveal new knowledge for algorithm design in our future research.

5.6 Conclusions and discussions

5.6.1 Conclusions

Various learning methods have been used to automate the algorithm de-

sign process in the literature. Within a unified AutoGCOP algorithm de-

sign framework which supports the composition of elementary algorithmic
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components, this chapter investigated machine learning techniques for au-

tomated algorithm design. The aim is to gain insightful knowledge from the

effective algorithmic compositions to forecast the behaviour of algorithmic

components, thus supporting algorithm design.

The algorithm design problem of determining algorithmic components to

use has been defined as a new sequence classification problem. Machine

learning methods have been studied to learn a mapping from sub-sequences

of algorithmic compositions to the algorithmic component to be applied.

This newly defined machine learning task thus supports the automated

design of new unseen local search algorithms. With the AutoGCOP frame-

work, a considerable number of new algorithmic compositions can be au-

tomatically generated for further investigations for solving VRPTW and

other optimisation problems.

In predicting components in algorithmic composition, the proposed LSTM

model was compared against commonly used conventional classifiers. LSTM

shows to perform better at capturing the sequential relations in algorithmic

compositions due to its sequence specialisation of the network structure. To

address the issue of highly imbalanced algorithmic composition data, the

learning models have been examined using data sets processed with several

commonly used re-sampling methods. LSTM shows to be the best machine

learning method due to its robust performance on the defined prediction

task in forecasting the behaviour of algorithmic components.

In learning from longer algorithmic compositions, the proposed Trans-

former model is compared to the proposed LSTM model and the commonly

used classifiers. Both LSTM and Transformer have increasing prediction

performance with longer operator sequences. However, Transformer shows

to be more effective at capturing knowledge from longer operator sequences
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than LSTM.

Furthermore, various features utilised in automated composition have been

analysed with machine learning models. The results confirm the effective-

ness of the search stage, operator features and instance features in designing

local search algorithms. Certain VRPTW instance features, particularly

the scheduling horizon and time window width, have been identified as

important features for determining suitable algorithmic components. The

search stage, as a general feature, can be a useful indicator when determin-

ing suitable algorithmic components in algorithm design for different prob-

lem domains. Solution quality change, which represents the performance

of the applied algorithmic components, can also be effectively utilised for

automated design.

The study in this chapter provides valuable insights into learning knowl-

edge from the data produced by the search process within AutoGCOP. The

learned knowledge can be useful in determining suitable operators during

automated composition. The findings in this chapter encourage further ex-

ploration of the data with new techniques to gain a deeper understanding of

the hidden knowledge. This research direction serves as the primary focus

of Chapter 6, which conducts a comprehensive analysis of the data gath-

ered with the aim of enhancing the interpretability of learning to support

automated composition.

5.6.2 Discussions on the application for practical sce-

narios

It is important to note that the proposed sequence classification task for

automated composition is not limited to VRPTW alone. The investigations
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of algorithmic compositions, built upon the general GCOP model (Qu et al.,

2020), operate in a distinct space from the solution space of the specific

optimisation problem being addressed. Therefore, the methodology applied

to learn from algorithmic compositions can be extended and applied to

other domains, which can be beneficial for industries and businesses that

operate beyond VRPs (Meng and Qu, 2023a). However, the data collection

procedure requires careful planning and design in practical scenarios.

Algorithmic components to use. The basic algorithmic components in

GCOP (Qu et al., 2020) are not tailored to any specific problems but rather

for various problems with minimal development effort. By simply replacing

the problem-specific algorithmic components and keeping the same basic

components, the underlying methodology of this study can be applied to

different problem domains (Meng and Qu, 2023a). Therefore, in real-world

scenarios, algorithm designers can use the basic GCOP components with

minimal development effort to produce a collection of algorithmic compo-

sitions for learning.

Features of algorithmic compositions. The algorithmic composition

dataset mainly consists of problem-independent features (i.e., search stage

feature and operator features) and problem-dependent features (i.e., in-

stance features). In practical applications, it is advisable to retain the

problem-independent features while replacing the problem-dependent fea-

tures with relevant alternatives. Feature engineering process can be useful

in identifying the key features for enhancing the predictive performance of

machine learning models.

GCOP methods for producing algorithmic compositions. In this

study, learning is conducted on the elite algorithmic compositions produced

by the MC-GCOP method which obtains superior performance in auto-
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mated composition in Chapter 4. It is important to note that ineffective

algorithmic compositions may not yield valuable knowledge, underscoring

the significance of the GCOP method for data collection. In practical ap-

plications, alternative learning models for automated composition, such

as the multi-armed bandit (Almeida et al., 2020) or deep reinforcement

learning models (Yi et al., 2022), may hold promise for producing superior

algorithmic compositions. To reduce human efforts, algorithm designers

can consider the random GCOP method which can effortlessly generate a

large pool of algorithmic compositions. Learning from the most elite com-

positions can also reveal valuable insights for algorithm design (Meng and

Qu, 2023b).
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6.1 Introduction

As stated in Chapter 3, a large amount of data on the search process can

be produced within the AutoGCOP framework in the automated algorithm

composition process. New knowledge in the data can be potentially dis-

covered to support algorithm design (Qu et al., 2020).

Chapter 4 verifies the effectiveness of Markov Chain-based GCOP method

(MC-GCOP) which learns the transitions between algorithmic components

in automated composition. Chapter 5 defines algorithm design as a clas-

sification problem and investigates different classification methods for ac-

quiring the knowledge hidden in the algorithmic compositions. The LSTM

model, which can capture the sequential relations between elements, ob-

tains a better performance for predicting basic operators than conventional

classifiers. These studies indicate that there exist sequential relationships

between basic operators hidden in the algorithmic compositions which se-

quential machine learning models could capture.

However, the knowledge captured and embedded in the learning models is

implicit, thus hard to analyse further and interpret. Having a good un-

derstanding of this hidden knowledge captured in the learning models can

further enhance effective algorithm designs for developing new algorithms.

This chapter aims to acquire knowledge in a more explicit form from al-

gorithmic compositions, thus enhancing the understanding of how it can

assist effective algorithm designs.

Machine learning has been widely used in many real-life scenarios for

finding valuable patterns in sequential datasets, such as in bioinformatics

(Wang et al., 2007), webpage click-stream analysis (Fournier-Viger et al.,

2012b) and market basket analysis (Srikant and Agrawal, 1996). Ignoring
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the sequential relationship between events or elements may cause the loss

of important patterns in the data (Fournier-Viger et al., 2017). Sequen-

tial rule mining techniques (Fournier-Viger et al., 2012a) have been widely

investigated for discovering useful subsequences in sequential data, thus

supporting decision-making and prediction (Fournier-Viger et al., 2017).

This chapter investigates the data generated in the search process as a

new machine learning application, aiming to explore the potentially use-

ful knowledge hidden in the algorithmic compositions and interpret the

knowledge to support effective automated algorithm design. In particu-

lar, we employ sequential rule mining to extract sequential rules of basic

operators from effective algorithmic compositions for solving VRPTW. To

obtain insights from the sequential rules, a systematic analysis has been

conducted to reveal the sequential relationships between basic operators

and the influence of the problem instance types.

Given the extracted sequential rules, this chapter evaluates the effective-

ness of using these rules to automate the composition of basic operators.

A novel Sequential Rule-based GCOP method (denoted as SeqRuleGCOP)

is proposed to support the automated composition within the general Au-

toGCOP framework. The extracted sequential rules of basic operators are

evaluated with SeqRuleGCOP for solving VRPTW. In comparison with

other GCOP methods and the Variable Neighbourhood Descent (VND),

SeqRuleGCOP shows superior performance, demonstrating its effectiveness

in designing new algorithms automatically.

In addition, the frequent sequential rules of basic operators indicate a new

attribute of operators, i.e., their impact on optimisation objectives. The

basic operators are categorised into three groups based on their impact. Ex-

perimental results demonstrate the benefits of using the proposed groups of
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basic operators in not only the automated composition within AutoGCOP

but also the VND search framework for solving VRPTW.

The contributions of this chapter are threefold as follows:

• Firstly, this study investigated the sequential rules of basic operators

for solving VRPTW. To the best of our knowledge, this is the first

study on sequential rule mining techniques in the investigation of

automated algorithm composition.

• Secondly, this study proposes a new GCOP method to support the

use of sequential rules within AutoGCOP, confirming the satisfying

performance of the extracted sequential rules in automated compo-

sition for solving VRPTW. The comparison between SeqRuleGCOP

and VND also supports the superior performance of automated algo-

rithm design over manual algorithm design.

• Thirdly, the identified attribute of operators provides some new in-

sights into algorithm design in the literature. Firstly, it introduces a

new categorisation of basic operators to the literature. Using this cat-

egorisation of operators in automated composition can improve the

optimisation performance for solving VRPTW. On the other hand,

this categorisation can lead to new algorithm designs in the meta-

heuristics search framework. Experiment results verify that chang-

ing groups of operators with different optimisation impacts in the

VND search framework can achieve better performance for solving

VRPTW.

In the rest of this chapter, Section 6.2 presents the data of algorithmic

compositions for sequential rule mining, followed by Section 6.3 which de-

scribes the sequential rule mining techniques for mining the algorithmic
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compositions and the proposed GCOP method. The findings and analysis

of the extracted sequential rules of algorithmic components are presented

in Section 6.4, followed by Section 6.5 presenting the experimental study

on the effectiveness of using the sequential rules and grouping operators

in automated composition. Section 6.6 presents the conclusions of this

chapter.

6.2 Data of algorithm design for data min-

ing

To investigate the sequential rules of effective algorithmic compositions

within AutoGCOP, a simple random GCOP method (RN-GCOP) (Meng

and Qu, 2021) is used to randomly compose the basic algorithmic com-

ponents for solving VRPTW, producing a large database of algorithmic

compositions. An elite set of algorithmic compositions of the basic opera-

tors are retained for rule mining.

6.2.1 The VRPTW problem

The VRPTW concerned in this work is consistent with the studies in Chap-

ter 4 and Chapter 5, i.e., considering the dual objectives of minimising the

number of vehicles (NV) and minimising the total travel distance (TD), to

evaluate VRPTW solutions s as shown in Equation (6.1), where c is set to

1000 empirically (Walker et al., 2012).

f(s) = c×NV + TD (6.1)
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The data collection has been conducted on the benchmark Solomon 100

data set as shown in Table 6.1, covering different instance features. The

customer distribution types and scheduling horizons are of the most interest

in many studies, and thus are the main focus of this study. The Solomon

benchmark covers different customer distribution types (i.e., R, C and RC)

and scheduling horizons (i.e., short and long). In Type-C instances, cus-

tomers are located in a number of clusters. Customers of Type-R instances

are randomly distributed geographically, while Type-RC instances are a

mix of them. The scheduling horizons in Type-1 instances are short, and

their vehicle capacities are relatively low (200). Type-2 instances have

longer scheduling horizons with larger vehicle capacities (700 or 1000).

Table 6.1: Features of the benchmark VRPTW instances, including vehicle capacity (VC), scheduling
horizon (SH), customer distribution type (DT), service time (ST), time window density (TWD) and
width (TWW).

Name VC SH DT ST TWD TWW
C102 200 Short C 90 75% 61.27
C202 700 Long C 90 75% 160.00
R102 200 Short R 10 75% 10.00
R202 1000 Long R 10 75% 115.23
RC102 200 Short RC 10 75% 30.00
RC202 1000 Long RC 10 75% 120.00

6.2.2 Collection of operator sequences with GCOP

methods

To explore insights on effective algorithm compositions, this study focuses

on the most basic operators as shown in Table 6.2 within the general Au-

toGCOP framework. These basic operators are different in terms of the

operation, leading to different performances for solving VRPTW (Meng

and Qu, 2021).

To collect algorithmic compositions with AutoGCOP, a GCOP method
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Table 6.2: Features of the basic operators for solving VRPTW, including relative neighbourhood size
(NS), involved routes of operation (IR) and operation type (OT).

Operator NS IR OT
oinxchg Small 1-route Exchange
obwxchg Small 2-route Exchange
oinins Small 1-route Insert
obwins Small 2-route Insert
orr Large n-route Ruin-recreate

should be used to compose the basic operators in Table 6.2. In Chapter

5, the Markov Chain-based GCOP method (MC-GCOP) is used for data

collection because of its superior overall performance in automated com-

position for solving VRPTW (Meng and Qu, 2021). MC-GCOP learns the

transition performance between pairs of basic components, however, the se-

quential relations between operators are naturally hidden in the produced

algorithmic compositions.

This study utilises a random GCOP method (i.e. RN-GCOP) for data

collection. Different from MC-GCOP, RN-GCOP randomly selects opera-

tors to apply and compose during optimisation. Based on batch runs on

two randomly selected VRPTW instances, Figure 6.1 presents the perfor-

mance comparison of the RN-GCOP and MC-GCOP in terms of the elite

set of algorithmic compositions. These two GCOP methods present similar

performances. It would be interesting to see whether there are effective se-

quential rules of basic operators that can be acquired by using RN-GCOP

in automated composition.

During the data collection, each run of RN-GCOP is executed for a suffi-

ciently long duration to guarantee convergence, specifically with tkmain
=

3, 000, 000 evaluations. Preliminary experiments indicated that the major-

ity of solution quality improvements are found within the initial 200,000 it-

erations. Therefore, the sequence extraction process is specifically directed

towards capturing the hidden knowledge during this critical early phase.
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Figure 6.1: Comparison between RN-GCOP and MC-GCOP according to the AVG results of the best
N runs out of 1000 runs, for solving C102 and C202.
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The information in each search iteration is recorded, including the current

index of iteration, the index of the applied operators and the best-found

solution after using operators.

The best 1% algorithm compositions according to the best solution’s quality

found at the end of each run are first collected for each problem instance.

The operator sequences within these elite algorithm compositions which

lead to improvements to the best-found solution quality are then retained

in a collection of short operator sequences with the length of l.

The choice of the sequence length (l) for extracting sequential rules should

be guided by the specific objectives of the analysis. However, it can impact

the sequential rules that can be discovered from the data. Longer sequences

allow the exploration in a boarder context, thus can capture long-term or

more complex relationships within the data. However, longer rules might

become complex and difficult to interpret, leading to challenges in deriving

valuable insights from them. Additionally, some patterns might occur mul-

tiple times within a long sequence, but are far from the time step that the

solution quality gets improvement, thus might be irrelevant to the decision-

making process. In contrast, shorter sequences allow for the capture of

short-term relationships between consecutive operators. This allows the

detection of more immediate dependencies within the data, which is the
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main focus of this study. To determine an appropriate sequence length,

this study experiments with different relatively short sequence lengths to

compare the resulting patterns.

In the extracted data set, each operator sequence consists of a number of

operators. Each operator in the operator sequence is described by its index.

The operator sequence data sets of each instance are composed for extract-

ing the general sequential rules of operators across different instances. For

instances of the same type, the corresponding operator sequence data sets

are also composed for investigating the impacts of instance types on the

behaviour of operators.

6.3 Automated algorithm design with sequen-

tial rule mining

6.3.1 Sequential rules mining in algorithmic compo-

sitions

Sequential rules describe the likelihood between the occurrence of one set of

events, items, or itemsets followed by another set of events, items, or item-

sets in a sequence of events or transactions (Fournier-Viger et al., 2011). As

introduced in Section 2.4.3, a sequential rule X → Y describes a sequential

relationship between two itemsets X, Y . The interpretation of X → Y is

if items in X occur in a sequence, the items in Y are likely to occur after-

wards in the same sequence (Fournier-Viger et al., 2011). For example, the

rule {a, b, c} → {e} occurs in the sequence < {a, b}, {c}, {f}, {g}, {e} >,

whereas the rule {a, b, f} → {c} does not, because item c does not occur

after f .
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Given the processed operator sequences, this study aims to investigate the

sequential rules of common basic operators in elite operator sequences.

This operator sequence data can be seen as a sequence database, where

each operator sequence is an ordered list of operators. A sequential rule

thus describes the relationship between two sets of operators.

For example with a set of operators (denoted by {o1, o2, o3}), assume an op-

erator sequence in the sequence database is < {o2}, {o1}, {o3} >. A sequen-

tial rule {o1, o2} → {o3} is contained in the sequence, whereas {o3} → {o2}

does not, because operator o2 does not occur after o3. The sequential rule

{o1, o2} → {o3} can be interpreted as the occurrence of operators o1 and o2

is likely to be followed by o3. The likelihood of each rule can be measured

by sequential support and confidence values (denoted by #sup and #conf ,

respectively).

The TNS sequential rule mining algorithm (Fournier-Viger and Tseng,

2013) is applied to the operator sequence collection to search for the top-

k non-redundant frequent sequential rules. The implementation of the

TNS algorithm adapted a widely used open-source pattern mining plat-

form SPMF (Fournier-Viger et al., 2016). The extracted sequential rules

are further investigated to explore the behaviour of basic operators and

their effectiveness in algorithm design.

6.3.2 SeqRuleGCOP: automated composition with se-

quential rules

This study proposes a novel Sequential Rule-based GCOP method (de-

noted as SeqRuleGCOP) to support using the extracted sequential rules in

the automated composition of algorithmic components within AutoGCOP.
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SeqRuleGCOP takes an additional input with AutoGCOP, i.e., a set of

sequential rules of basic operators. Each sequential rule is an ordered list

of operator sets, associated with a support value and a confidence value.

Within AutoGCOP (Algorithm 1), various methods can utilise the pro-

cedure Select(Aoimprove
) (line 15, Algorithm 1) to compose oi ∈ Aoimprove

during the search process. The SeqRuleGCOP method first adds a rule

selection procedure in Select(Aoimprove
) to select one of the sequential rules

with the roulette wheel selection strategy according to the confidence value.

Then, the Select(Aoimprove
) procedure takes each operator in the sequential

rule as the output oi.

The proposed SeqRuleGCOP method supports the automated design of

new and unseen algorithms using the sequential rules of basic operators. It

utilises offline learned knowledge in automated algorithm design, allowing

the investigation of the effectiveness of the extracted knowledge in the form

of sequential rules.

6.4 Findings of sequential rules for algorithm

design

This section presents the analysis of the extracted sequential rules of basic

operators. Section 6.4.1 presents the impacts of operator sequence length

settings on the resulting rules. In Section 6.4.2, the systematic analysis

of the extracted sequential rules focuses on the general hidden patterns of

operator sequences and the impact of instance features, i.e., the customer

distribution types and scheduling horizons, on the behaviour of the opera-

tors. The analysis presents the hidden patterns of composing operators for
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coping with different types of instances.

6.4.1 Impact of sequence length for rule mining

Sequential rule mining is applied to the operator sequence datasets with the

length settings of {5, 10, 20, 30}, aiming to observe how the extracted rules

change. Table 6.3 shows that the most frequent sequential rules remain

consistent across data sets with different length settings, except for the

longest sequence data l = 30. This supports that if the sequence is too short

(|l| < 30), long rules might not occur frequently enough to be retrievable. In

addition, a relatively small length setting like l = 5 can ensure an adequate

level of detail captured.

Table 6.3: Top 10 sequential rules with the #sup and #conf values and the proportional values (indi-
cated by prop) on the dataset with different length settings l. Commonly occurred sequential rules in
the four sets are in bold.

l = 5 l = 10
Rules #sup (prop) #conf (prop) Rules #sup (prop) #conf (prop)
obwxchg → orr 1132 (0.11) 0.60 (0.12) oinins → orr 2696 (0.11) 0.81 (0.11)
oinins → orr 1134 (0.11) 0.59 (0.12) obwxchg → orr 2654 (0.10) 0.81 (0.11)
oinxchg → orr 1111 (0.11) 0.57 (0.12) oinxchg → orr 2669 (0.11) 0.81 (0.11)
obwxchg → obwins 1018 (0.10) 0.54 (0.11) obwins → orr 2733 (0.11) 0.78 (0.10)
oinxchg → obwins 1050 (0.10) 0.53 (0.11) oinxchg → obwins 2547 (0.10) 0.77 (0.10)
oinins → obwins 990 (0.10) 0.51 (0.10) obwxchg → obwins 2509 (0.10) 0.77 (0.10)
obwins → orr 1198 (0.12) 0.51 (0.10) oinins → obwins 2530 (0.10) 0.76 (0.10)
orr → obwins 1005 (0.10) 0.41 (0.09) orr → obwins 2530 (0.10) 0.72 (0.10)
obwins → oinxchg 735 (0.07) 0.31 (0.06) obwins → oinxchg 2271 (0.09) 0.65 (0.09)
obwins → oinins 715 (0.07) 0.30 (0.06) obwins → oinins 2260 (0.09) 0.65 (0.09)

l = 20 l = 30
Rules #sup (prop) #conf (prop) Rules #sup (prop) #conf (prop)
obwxchg → orr 3380 (0.10) 0.96 (0.10) oinins → orr 3375 (0.10) 1.00 (0.10)
oinxchg → orr 3386 (0.10) 0.96 (0.10) obwins → orr 3374 (0.10) 1.00 (0.10)
oinins → orr 3400 (0.10) 0.96 (0.10) obwins → oinins 3370 (0.10) 0.99 (0.10)
oinxchg → obwins 3368 (0.10) 0.96 (0.10) obwxchg → obwins 3366 (0.10) 0.99 (0.10)
obwins → orr 3394 (0.10) 0.96 (0.10) oinins → obwins 3368 (0.10) 0.99 (0.10)
obwxchg → obwins 3355 (0.10) 0.96 (0.10) orr → obwins 3366 (0.10) 0.99 (0.10)
oinins → obwins 3370 (0.10) 0.95 (0.10) oinxchg → obwins 3361 (0.10) 0.99 (0.10)
orr → obwins 3346 (0.10) 0.94 (0.10) oinxchg → orr 3361 (0.10) 0.99 (0.10)
obwins → oinins 3336 (0.10) 0.94 (0.10) oinins,o

bw
ins → orr 3362 (0.10) 0.99 (0.10)

obwins → oinxchg 3297 (0.10) 0.93 (0.10) obwxchg → orr 3361 (0.10) 0.99 (0.10)

Although the rules are the same across most data sets, they show different

#sup and #conf values. Specifically, the rules extracted from data sets
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with longer lengths tend to have higher support and confidence. However,

the proportional values of the #sup and #conf values indicate that the

concurrency of these rules within the same dataset tends to be similar

as the sequence length increases. This might be because some rules occur

multiple times within a long sequence. To focus on immediate dependencies

between operators, the study uses l = 5 for the following investigations.

6.4.2 Analysis of the sequential rules for different

types of instances

General sequential rules of basic operators

Table 6.4 presents the top 10 sequential rules of operators in the operator

sequence database of all selected instances. The highlighted sequential rules

are the top 8 rules that frequently occurred in each type of instance. These

commonly occurring frequent sequences can be defined as rules represent-

ing general knowledge extracted by data mining in effective algorithmic

compositions. However, their reusability and generality need to be investi-

gated.

Table 6.4: Top 10 sequential rules for the data sets of all selected instances. Commonly occurred
sequential rules in the three sets are in bold.

Rules #sup #conf
obwxchg → orr 1132 0.60
oinins → orr 1134 0.59
oinxchg → orr 1111 0.57
obwxchg → obwins 1018 0.54
oinxchg → obwins 1050 0.53
oinins → obwins 990 0.51
obwins → orr 1198 0.51
orr → obwins 1005 0.41
obwins → oinxchg 735 0.31
obwins → oinins 715 0.30
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An interesting finding from these extracted rules is that they are in the

form of Xo → Yo, while Xo takes oi ∈ {oinxchg, obwxchg, oinins} and Yo takes

oi ∈ {obwins, orr}. This indicates the different common behaviour of the

group of operators oinxchg, o
bw
xchg, o

in
ins compared with that of obwins and orr.

The investigated basic oi have different operations to the solutions of the

optimisation problem, thus having different impacts on the optimisation

objectives. For example, the operations of oinxchg and oinins are in-route op-

erations, thus making small changes to the value of TD but no impact on

NV. In comparison, the operator orr leads to a relatively bigger impact on

both NV and TD. According to the impact on the VRPTW optimisation

objectives, the basic oi ∈ Ao can be categorised into three sets, as shown

in Table 6.5.

Table 6.5: Categorisation of the basic oi ∈ Ao based on their impact on VRPTW optimisation objec-
tives, i.e., number of vehicles (NV) and total travel distance (TD).

Operator groups Operators Impact on NV Impact on TD
Type-1 A1

o {oinxchg, obwxchg, oinins} No Small
Type-2 A2

o {obwins} Small Small
Type-3 A3

o {orr} Large Large

With the new categorisation of basic oi in Table 6.5, a general sequential

rule of basic oi can be induced, i.e., Xo ⇒ Yo, where Xo takes oi ∈ A1
o

and Yo takes oi ∈ A2
o ∪ A3

o. It can be interpreted as the use of the Type-

1 operators should be followed by the Type-2 or Type-3 operators. To

be more specific, the search in a smaller-impact neighbourhood should be

followed by exploration in a larger-impact neighbourhood.
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Impact of instance features to sequential rules

Problem instance type plays an important role in analysing the knowledge

hidden in the algorithmic compositions as stated in Chapter 5. As described

in Section 2, the data of the search process of RN-GCOP was collected on

the Solomon benchmark covering different customer distribution types (i.e.,

R, C and RC type) and scheduling horizons (i.e., Type-1 and Type-2).

For the instances of the same customer distribution type and the same

scheduling horizon, the corresponding operator sequence collections are

composed for sequential rule mining. Table 6.6 and Table 6.7 present the

top 10 sequential rules of operator sequences with the different customer

distribution types and different scheduling horizon types, respectively. It

can be observed that the top 8 rules occurred commonly for the selected

instances of different types, however, with different #sup and #conf. The

impact of instance features can be observed from the two uncommon se-

quential rules.

As shown in Table 6.6, the uncommon two rules of Type-C instances consist

of Type-1 operators (i.e., oinxchg, obwxchg, and oinins), indicating the frequent

use of the Type-1 operators. For Type-R and Type-RC instances, the

two rules suggest more usage of Type-2 operators (i.e., obwins). Considering

the customer distribution impacts, solving Type-R and Type-RC instances

requires exploration in a farther neighbourhood to achieve an improvement

in solution quality, compared to solving Type-C instances.

In Table 6.7, the remaining two uncommon sequential rules (not in bold)

are also related to the impact of instance scheduling horizon types. It

can be observed that the Type-1 instances (shorter scheduling horizon)

call more rules consisting of Type-1 operators (i.e., oinxchg, o
bw
xchg, and oinins).
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Table 6.6: Top 10 sequential rules for the data sets of different customer distribution types (i.e., Type-C,
Type-R and Type-RC). Commonly occurred sequential rules in the three sets are in bold.

Type-C instances Type-R instances Type-RC instances
Rules #sup #con Rules #sup #con Rules #sup #con
oinins → orr 411 0.66 obwxchg → obwins 333 0.58 obwxchg → orr 416 0.59
obwxchg → orr 395 0.64 obwxchg → orr 321 0.56 oinins → orr 409 0.56
oinxchg → orr 390 0.63 oinxchg → obwins 335 0.55 oinxchg → orr 395 0.54
obwins → orr 413 0.56 oinins → orr 314 0.54 oinxchg → obwins 385 0.53
oinxchg → obwins 330 0.53 oinxchg → orr 326 0.53 obwxchg → obwins 364 0.52
obwxchg → obwins 321 0.52 oinins → obwins 307 0.52 obwins → orr 426 0.50
oinins → obwins 323 0.52 obwins → orr 359 0.48 oinins → obwins 360 0.50
orr → obwins 314 0.39 orr → obwins 311 0.44 orr → obwins 380 0.42
obwxchg → oinxchg 209 0.34 obwins → oinins 241 0.32 obwins → oinxchg 292 0.34
oinxchg → oinsins 209 0.34 obwins → oinxchg 239 0.32 obwins → oinins 265 0.31

For instances of a shorter scheduling horizon, each route consists of fewer

customers than those of a longer scheduling horizon. Thus, for the former

cases, smaller operators can lead to a big solution quality improvement.

For solving Type-2 instances (longer scheduling horizon), larger operations

are needed to improve the solution, thus requiring more Type-2 operators

(i.e., obwins).

Table 6.7: Top 10 sequential rules for the data sets of different scheduling horizon types (i.e., Type-1
and Type-2). Commonly occurred sequential rules in the two sets are in bold.

Type-1 instances Type-2 instances
Rules #sup #con Rules #sup #con
oinxchg → obwins 471 0.63 obwxchg → orr 767 0.67
obwxchg → obwins 466 0.62 oinins → orr 770 0.66
oinins → obwins 473 0.618 oinxchg → orr 756 0.62
orr → obwins 444 0.52 obwins → orr 798 0.59
obwxchg → orr 365 0.49 obwxchg → obwins 552 0.48
oinxchg → orr 355 0.47 oinxchg → obwins 579 0.48
oinins → orr 364 0.47 oinins → obwins 517 0.45
obwins → orr 400 0.40 obwxchg → oinxchg 433 0.38
obwxchg → oinins 272 0.36 orr → obwins 561 0.36
oinxchg → oinins 266 0.35= obwins → oinxchg 443 0.33
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Discussions

To be noted, the #sup and #conf values vary for the sequential rules of

different types of instances. Thus, it is hard to draw a conclusion about

how the customer distribution type and scheduling horizon features impact

the utilisation of a sequence of operators. This indicates that the different

behaviour of operators for different instances can be too sophisticated to be

fully captured by analysing the difference in sequential rules. This supports

the use of more advanced learning techniques to capture the knowledge

hidden in the high-dimensional algorithm compositions, such as the studies

of the advanced machine learning models in Chapter 5.

Interesting findings are gained from the analysis of the commonly occurring

sequential rules. These frequent sequential rules of the operator might

perform generally well for solving different types of instances, however, to

be investigated within AutoGCOP.

It is important to note that the commonly occurring sequential rules re-

veal a new feature of operators, i.e., the impact of optimisation objectives.

When discussing the features of operators, the literature usually focuses on

the neighbourhood size (cardinality) (Hansen et al., 2010) and operation

types, e.g., either they are intensifiers or diversifiers (Meignan et al., 2010),

or the type of mutation, local search or evolutionary operators (Walker

et al., 2012). The common sequential rules identify and highlight the im-

pact of operators on the optimisation objectives as an important feature

of operators in algorithm design and provide new insights into algorithm

design.

Firstly, the identified new attribute of basic operators defines a new way

of ranking the basic operators, which can be incorporated into different
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algorithm frameworks for new algorithm designs. The idea of ranking

the operators has been adopted in some local search algorithms, such as

Variable Neighbourhood Descent (VND) (Hansen et al., 2010). However,

in VND, the neighbourhoods usually are usually manually specified, i.e.,

ranked from the smallest to the largest according to the neighbourhood

cardinality (Hansen et al., 2010). In this study, the ranking of operators

based on their impacts is induced from the knowledge acquired by machine

learning, which derives new designs of neighbourhood ordering in VND and

other local search algorithms.

In addition, the new attribute of operators provides a new categorisation of

operators. The new categorisation of basic operators can be incorporated

into the automated composition of algorithmic compositions. In automated

composition, composing groups of operators greatly reduce the search space

of algorithm design compared to composing individual operators. In the

literature, the operators and heuristics are usually categorised based on

the operation types (Meignan et al., 2010), (Walker et al., 2012). The pro-

posed new categorisation method highlights the importance of considering

the impact of algorithmic components on the optimisation objectives in au-

tomated composition. How the optimisation performance can be benefits

from the new categorisation method is to be investigated.

6.5 Performance of sequential rules for au-

tomated algorithm composition

Based on the analysis of the general sequential rules in Section 6.4, the ex-

perimental studies in this section aim to address the following two research

issues, i.e., (1) the effectiveness of the frequent sequential rules of the basic
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operators in automated composition, and (2) the effectiveness of categoris-

ing basic operators based on their impact in automated composition.

To address the first research issue, Section 6.5.1 investigates the perfor-

mance of the proposed SeqRuleGCOP method for solving VRPTW. In

comparison, a simple baseline RN-GCOP method and an online learning-

based MC-GCOP method are tested, along with a Variable Neighbourhood

Descent (VND) algorithm. RN-GCOP and VND do not learn from the op-

erator sequences. The comparison aims to show the effectiveness of the

sequential rules acquired from offline learning in the automated composi-

tion of basic operators for problem-solving.

To address the second research issue, Section 6.5.2 compares the perfor-

mance of composing groups of operators against composing individual op-

erators with different GCOP methods and VND. The experiments aim to

demonstrate whether the proposed categorisation of basic operators is use-

ful for improving optimisation effectiveness not only in the AutoGCOP

framework but also in the metaheuristics framework.

The experiment studies use VRPTW instances with different instance char-

acteristics. The Solomon 100 customer data in Table 6.1 is used to vali-

date the effectiveness of the extracted rules, while another collection of the

Solomon 100 customer data in Table 6.8 is used to test their generality for

solving new instances.

This study focuses on the investigations on the basic oi ∈ Aoimprove
in Table

6.2 which shown to be crucial in automated algorithm design, the other

algorithmic components within AutoGCOP are thus fixed.

The investigated methods are compared based on four performance indica-

tors, i.e., the average fitness value (AVG), the standard deviation of fitness
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value (SD), the best fitness value within 10 runs (BEST), and the gap be-

tween BEST and the best-known solution in the literature (GAP). In each

run, the algorithm terminates after the same number of evaluations, i.e.,

titeration(n) is adopted as tkmain
in Algorithm 1, for all methods.

6.5.1 Effectiveness of sequential rules in automated

composition

Comparisons between different GCOP methods

The benchmark RN-GCOP method uses a random selection strategy in

the procedure Select(Aoimprove
) in Improvement within AutoGCOP. It al-

lows a flexible composition of oi ∈ Aoimprove
for problem-solving without

utilising any knowledge or mechanism. The MC-GCOP method utilises

a Markov Chain model with a reinforcement learning scheme for the se-

lection of oi ∈ Aoimprove
, following the implementation in Chapter 4. In

comparison, both the benchmark GCOP methods and SeqRuleGCOP ap-

ply the selected oi for one search iteration and accept all resulting moves,

i.e., aall as aj and titeration(1) as tkinner
in the Improvement procedure within

AutoGCOP (lines 10-22 in Algorithm 1).

Table 6.8 shows the overall better performance of MC-GCOP against Se-

qRuleGCOP and RN-GCOP on the selected validation instances except

in one instance, where SeqRuleGCOP obtains the best BEST results. Se-

qRuleGCOP performs better against RN-GCOP on the selected VRPTW

instances except in two instances, where RN-GCOP achieves better AVG

and BEST values.

To analyse whether the differences observed between SeqRuleGCOP and
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the other two GCOP methods are statistically significant, the Lilliefors

test is used, showing that they do not always follow a normal distribution.

The Mann–Whitney–Wilcoxon test is therefore performed with a 95% con-

fidence level to conduct the pairwise comparisons between SeqRuleGCOP

and RN-GCOP and SeqRuleGCOP and MC-GCOP methods. Statistical

difference in terms of AVG is indicated by * in all the tables of results.

Table 6.8 shows SeqRuleGCOP is statistically better than RN-GCOP in

three instances. This supports the extracted frequent sequential rules

containing useful patterns for automatically designing a search algorithm

within AutoGCOP, particularly for solving Type-R and Type-C instances

with statistical significance. The comparison between the MC-GCOP and

SeqRuleGCOP indicates online learning is more effective than the offline

learned sequential rules at automatically composing the basic operators,

mainly for solving Type-C instances with statistical significance.

Similar observations can be reached regarding the comparison between Se-

qRuleGCOP against RN-GCOP and MC-GCOP on the testing instances

in Table 6.9, i.e., SeqRuleGCOP achieves overall better performance com-

pared to RN-GCOP, however, slightly worse than MC-GCOP. This veri-

fies that the extracted frequent sequential rules contain general and useful

knowledge which can be used to automatically design search algorithms

within AutoGCOP with satisfying optimisation performance.
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Comparison with VND

To further analyse the effectiveness of the extracted sequential rules for

problem-solving, the proposed SeqRuleGCOP is further compared against

the widely studied VND method. VND is the simplest and effective variant

in the family of Variable Neighborhood Search (VNS) (Hansen et al., 2019).

It is based on the systematic change in a set of neighbourhood structures

during the search process. In VND, the change of neighbourhoods is per-

formed in a deterministic way (usually manually specified from smaller to

larger ones), aiming to escape from local optimum (Hansen et al., 2010).

Different from VND, the SeqRuleGCOP method can be seen as moving

among different neighbourhoods based on sequential rules which are offline

learned knowledge from effective algorithmic compositions.

Within AutoGCOP, various well-known local search meta-heuristics, such

as VNS, can be modelled in a unified template by composing specific

algorithmic components in the Improvement procedure (Meng and Qu,

2021). With the basic oi ∈ Aoimprove
ordered according to their impact as

[oinxchg, o
bw
xchg, o

in
ins, o

bw
ins, orr], the basic VND can be instantiated in the uni-

fied AutoGCOP framework by specifying tk, oi and aj in the Improvement

procedure within AutoGCOP (in Algorithm 1) as follows:

• tkinner
← tconverge(h) in line 13,

• oi ←Specific oi from Aoimprove
based on a certain order in line 15,

• aj ← aoi in line 17;

where← denotes the assignment of a in A in Algorithm 1, tconverge(h) indi-

cates termination upon the convergence h, and aoi denotes the acceptance
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criteria of improvement only.

In VND, the local search procedure is conducted to achieve exploration and

exploitation in the neighbourhood. The SeqRuleGCOP method adopts a

similar mechanism by setting anaive (to accept all improvements; worse

solutions are accepted with a probability of 0.5) for aj in the Improvement

procedure, i.e., to conduct exploration or exploitation randomly. Thus,

the comparison focuses on the analysis of oi ∈ Aoimprove
. In VND, the

oi ∈ Aoimprove
are ordered as [oinxchg, o

bw
xchg, o

in
ins, o

bw
ins, orr], following the impact

of operators on optimisation objectives.

Table 6.10 presents the overall better performance of SeqRuleGCOP against

VND on the validation instances, except for two instances where VND ob-

tains better BEST values. This further validates the effectiveness of the

extracted sequential rules.

Regarding the generality of the extracted sequential rules on new VRPTW

instances, Table 6.11 shows SeqRuleGCOP performs better than VND in

terms of AVG and SD on the testing instances. Particularly for Type-2

instances, SeqRuleGCOP is statistically better than the VND. In terms

of the BEST values, SeqRuleGCOP achieves better results than VND in

two instances and obtains quite similar BEST to the current best-known

results in the literature (i.e., the GAP values are less than 5% in most

instances), which further verifies the effectiveness and generality of the

extracted sequential rules.
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The better performance of SeqRuleGCOP compared to the instantiated

VND indicates that the automatically designed algorithms are better than

the manually designed meta-heuristics within the unified AutoGCOP frame-

work. This analysis further supports the effectiveness of the knowledge

learned offline by sequential rule mining.

Discussions

In summary, the experiment results confirm the effectiveness of sequen-

tial rules of basic operators for automatically designing algorithms to solve

VRPTW. It is to be noted that compared with an effective online learning

GCOP method, the effectiveness of sequential rules is not significantly bet-

ter but satisfying. These dues to the fact that the operator composition in

MC-GCOP can be seen as utilising a variety of sequential rules, which are

more flexible than the extracted top 10 sequential rules. Therefore, effec-

tive online learning methods can lead to better optimisation performance

compared with the use of sequential rules within AutoGCOP.

In addition, the comparison between SeqRuleGCOP and VND confirms the

automatically acquired knowledge in the form of sequential rules can lead to

a better optimisation performance than manual-specified operator compo-

sition in VND. This comparison tries to solve a fundamental research issue

in automated algorithm design, i.e., whether the automated algorithm de-

signs are better than manual algorithm designs. The experiment result can

be good evidence to support the research in automated algorithm design.
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6.5.2 Effectiveness of composing groups of operators

This section investigates the effectiveness of operator grouping based on the

proposed new categorisation in automated composition. The experiments

aim to compare the optimisation performance of composing groups of op-

erators against composing individual operators without the group setting.

The performance difference is demonstrated in the AutoGCOP framework

and the VND search framework.

Investigation in GCOP methods

Within AutoGCOP, RN-GCOP and MC-GCOP are tested to demonstrate

the performance difference in automated composition between automated

composition with the operator grouping setting and composing basic oi

without the grouping setting. Both GCOP methods add an operator group

selection to the Select(Aoimprove
) procedure within AutoGCOP (line 15 in

Algorithm 1), i.e., select an operator group A′
o ∈ A1

o, A
2
o, A

3
o before select-

ing an operator oi ∈ A′
o. Therefore, with the operator grouping setting,

RN-GCOP and MC-GCOP implement the Select(Aoimprove
) procedure in

different ways as follows:

• RN-GCOP group: it selects A′
o ∈ A1

o, A
2
o, A

3
o randomly, then chooses

a oi ∈ A′
o to compose randomly.

• MC-GCOP group: the learning model M of MC-GCOP in Chapter

4 learns the transitions between A′
o ∈ A1

o, A
2
o, A

3
o instead of oi. With

the selected A′
o ∈ A1

o, A
2
o, A

3
o by M , oi ∈ A′

o is then selected randomly.

Table 6.12 and Table 6.13 present the comparison between automated

composition with operator grouping setting against the same composition
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Table 6.12: Performance comparison between RN-GCOP and RN-GCOP group. The best results are
in bold. The AVG results are highlighted with ∗ if one method is significantly better than the other
method based on Mann–Whitney–Wilcoxon test.

Instances
RN-GCOP RN-GCOP group
AVG BEST STDEV AVG BEST STDEV

C102 13,126.54 12,875.06 269.49 12848.23* 12574.38 152.44
C202 3,787.12 3,727.07 49.30 3737.78* 3706.70 25.97
R102 21,033.67 20,976.51 39.80 20811.86* 20000.25 420.49
R202 5,542.48 5,502.88 28.22 5545.77 5514.24 17.63
RC102 17,810.05 16,925.97 401.25 17908.18 17018.36 312.96
RC202 5,754.53 5,723.58 22.44 5728.76* 5695.29 29.22
C103 12,364.31 11,738.51 416.60 11592.21* 11471.27 78.57
C203 4,502.51 3,881.98 514.51 3727.00* 3687.34 19.49
R107 14,564.69 14,520.74 27.27 14056.63* 13436.47 494.86
R208 4,087.51 4,055.09 16.36 4022.62* 4000.13 15.57
RC103 14,881.08 14,691.40 297.94 14664.40* 14639.33 14.34
RC203 4,784.47 4,539.13 355.59 4499.23* 4451.43 51.23

Table 6.13: Performance comparison between MC-GCOP and MC-GCOP group. The best results are
in bold. The AVG results are highlighted with ∗ if one method is significantly better than the other
method based on Mann–Whitney–Wilcoxon test.

Instances
MC-GCOP MC-GCOP group
AVG BEST STDEV AVG BEST STDEV

C102 12807.32 12709.09 68.71 12744.35* 12491.54 162.04
C202 3711.08 3691.55 17.69 3695.03* 3685.84 7.42
R102 20381.03 19869.93 549.04 20033.91 18893.74 577.82
R202 5531.00 5504.44 19.69 5439.61 4669.65 270.74
RC102 17487.70 16869.10 550.34 17227.43 16965.31 397.58
RC202 5727.94 5654.04 33.85 5719.49 5672.40 36.89
C103 11897.11 11608.78 126.47 11509.54* 11261.04 109.84
C203 3878.74 3819.53 41.94 3725.59* 3701.03 14.36
R107 14416.76 13538.13 310.58 13652.44* 13359.77 415.61
R208 4069.40 4044.94 17.76 4011.46* 3994.07 13.10
RC103 14768.24 14699.95 35.22 14317.22* 13532.17 487.57
RC203 4620.33 4563.58 49.00 4486.06* 4430.24 39.03

method without the grouping setting in RN-GCOP and MC-GCOP, re-

spectively. For both GCOP methods, the automated composition of groups

of operators improves the optimisation performance on most selected in-

stances. Particularly, for the selected Type-C instances, the solution quality

improvement is significant for both RN-GCOP and MC-GCOP.

For both GCOP methods, the performance improvement by composing

groups of operators can be supported by the reduction of the algorithm

design search space. The study in (Meng and Qu, 2021) confirms the better

individual performance of obwins and orr among the basic operators. Since obwins

and orr are the only operators in A2
o and A3

o, randomly composing groups of
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operators actually gives a higher probability for these two operators instead

of the same probabilities for each oi.

Investigation in VND

The effectiveness of grouping operators for algorithm design is tested within

the VND search framework. The implementation of VND follows the in-

stantiation within AutoGCOP. However, rather than ordering oi ∈ Aoimprove
,

a variant of VND (denoted as VND group) is operated on an ordered list of

operator groups [A1
o, A

2
o, A

3
o]. Within a specific operator group A′

o, an op-

erator oi is randomly selected and applied during the search. To be noted,

the ranking of the operator groups follows the attribute of operator impact

to the optimisation objectives, which can be seen as the implementation of

the induced general sequential rules of basic operators.

Table 6.14: Performance comparison between VND and VND group. The best results are in bold. The
AVG results are highlighted with ∗ if one method is significantly better than the other method based
on Mann–Whitney–Wilcoxon test.

Instances
VND VND group
AVG BEST STDEV AVG BEST STDEV

C102 12,613.48* 12,157.42 475.57 13403.46 12253.34 879.32
C202 5,269.61 4,659.64 707.78 5038.49 4792.27 398.54
R102 20,728.66 19,663.67 1,011.19 20132.81 19647.95 557.66
R202 8,257.50 6,338.63 1,108.62 8162.85 6451.09 1033.17
RC102 17,277.48 16,630.28 692.83 16930.72 16673.96 478.34
RC202 8,944.58 7,540.14 935.99 9352.78 7470.38 876.93
C103 12,215.85 11,069.86 744.04 11952.24 11183.68 622.95
C203 5,414.02 4,701.21 709.79 5151.62 4677.52 477.95
R107 14,784.25 13,223.33 736.35 14398.89 13253.74 906.67
R208 5,834.27 3,877.13 999.93 5630.14 3966.11 1243.26
RC103 15,467.41 14,530.65 550.61 15374.45 14479.81 659.94
RC203 7,384.64 5,487.94 1,369.62 7355.15 6290.41 973.56

Table 6.14 presents the comparison between the VND with the basic op-

erators and the VND group which operates on the three groups of opera-

tors. The results show composing the operators with the grouping setting

achieves an improvement in the AVG solution quality within VND, how-

ever, not statistically significant. Particularly, the VND with individual
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operators can achieve better BEST results for solving some instances.

Although for the RN-GCOP and MC-GCOP methods, reducing the search

space of algorithm design from five basic operators to three groups of op-

erators is beneficial for improving the optimisation effectiveness, it is not

sufficient to improve the performance of VND. This is possibly due to

the idea of VND which systematically changes the exploration in different

neighbourhood structures and can conduct exploitation in specific neigh-

bourhoods with local search. This guarantees high flexibility during the

search process.

Discussions

The above experimental study confirms that composing operators based on

the groups in automated composition can improve the optimisation perfor-

mance more than composing individual operators. The performance im-

provement supports that the basic operators are categorised in a reasonable

way such that the search space in algorithm design is reduced effectively. In

the frameworks of local search algorithms, such as the VND, the influence

of using the operator grouping setting might not be as significant as in the

AutoGCOP framework.

An effective categorisation of operators is essential for reducing the search

space of algorithm design. There are different ways of categorising op-

erators in the literature. However, some relevant research issues are still

under-explored, such as how the categorisation of operators affects the op-

timisation performance in different problem domains, and how different

algorithm frameworks can benefit from reducing the search space of algo-

rithm design. This experimental study can be seen as the first attempt at

these research issues for the automated algorithm composition within the
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AutoGCOP framework for solving VRPTW.

6.6 Conclusions

Machine learning has been applied to automate the design of search algo-

rithms. The rich and new knowledge generated during the search can be

collected as data and captured in the machine learning models. This hidden

knowledge is, however, implicit to interpret. This chapter investigated the

data of effective algorithm designs with machine learning techniques to gain

insightful and interpretive knowledge from the effective algorithmic com-

positions. The analysis of the knowledge leads to a better understanding

of the behaviour of algorithmic components, thus supporting automated

algorithm design.

With a newly defined problem model GCOP, the algorithm can be seen as

the composition of elementary algorithmic components. This study treats

the algorithmic compositions as sequential data to explore the knowledge

hidden in the effective algorithmic compositions. Within a unified Au-

toGCOP algorithm design framework, a considerable number of effective

algorithmic compositions are collected for solving benchmark VRPTW in-

stances and further processed for investigations.

The elite algorithmic compositions are investigated with sequential rule

mining to extract a set of sequential rules of basic operators. To support

algorithm design, this study utilises the frequent sequential rules in an

explicit way by applying the extracted sequential rules in the automated

composition of basic operators within AutoGCOP. In comparison with dif-

ferent methods, the sequential rules can effectively automate the design of

local search algorithms to solve VRPTW instances.
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In addition, the analysis of the common sequential rules of operators reveals

an important feature of operators, i.e., their impact on optimisation objec-

tives. The basic operators can thus be categorised into different groups

according to their impact. This newly introduced categorisation to the

literature could be adapted as a useful indicator when determining suit-

able algorithmic components in algorithm design, which can be seen as an

implicit way of using the extracted knowledge. Experiment results verify

the effectiveness of automatically composing groups of operators for solving

VRPTW. This supports that grouping operators based on their impact can

effectively reduce the search space of algorithm design.

This chapter highlights the importance of knowledge interpretability in

promoting research in automated algorithm design, which complements

Chapter 5 which focuses on more advanced machine learning models for

learning knowledge. This study is good evidence showing the information

collected over the search run(s) can be useful and that some design prin-

ciples can be identified by offline learning. The exploration of sequential

rule mining in automated algorithm design opens a number of potential

research directions for future research.

Firstly, it calls for the exploration of different knowledge representations

and knowledge discovery techniques which may lead to interesting findings

to support algorithm design. The performance improvement of sequential

rules in the automated composition is limited compared to the MC-GCOP

method in Chapter 4. It could be due to the knowledge hidden in algo-

rithm designs can be too sophisticated to be represented by rules, thus

difficult to be captured by rule mining techniques in complex problem do-

mains. Apparently, the online reinforcement learning scheme in MC-GCOP

in Chapter 4 allows more flexibility in automated composition than offline

learning. The knowledge in the form of sequential rules can be seen as
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a subset of knowledge acquired by an effective online learning model. In

this regard, this work can be extended by investigating the effective al-

gorithm compositions with other rule-mining techniques, such as patterns

(episodes) that appear in a long single algorithm composition, and patterns

that periodically appear in many algorithm compositions.

In addition, in principle, the applied sequential rule mining could be ex-

tended to handle other combinatorial problems. It will be important to

test the proposed SeqRuleGCOP method in real-world applications and

compare it against other learning-based methods to further verify the ef-

fectiveness, re-usability and generality of sequential rules in automated

algorithm design. Moreover, while this study focused on the behaviour

of basic operators, it would be interesting to learn the sequential rules of

operators and acceptance criteria and furthermore, under the evolutionary

search paradigms.
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7.1 Conclusions

This thesis has studied machine learning in the automated design of lo-

cal search-based algorithms based on a newly defined GCOP model. The

main research aim (RA) is to systematically investigate how to learn useful

knowledge from algorithm designs to automatically compose elementary

algorithmic components in the GCOP model, thus enhancing the under-

standing of algorithm design and introducing new effective algorithms to

the literature.

Through the review of studies in automated algorithm design, the thesis

introduced an extended taxonomy for different automation tasks involved

in the algorithm design process. This extended taxonomy enables a more

systematic classification and review of studies related to each specific au-

tomation task. During the review process, several research gaps (RGs) are

identified in the field of automated composition, highlighting areas that re-

quire further investigation to achieve the RA of the thesis. To address the

RGs and achieve the RA of the thesis, a series of research questions (RQs)

are proposed. Several research objectives (ROs) are identified to effectively

address the RQs. The widely studied VRPTW is used as the case study in

the thesis.

The research starts by proposing a general AutoGCOP framework to sup-

port the automated composition of elementary algorithmic components in

GCOP. Based on AutoGCOP, the thesis investigates the performance of el-

ementary algorithmic components and systematically investigates different

learning techniques in the automated composition of these components for

solving the VRPTW. The main findings and achievements are summarised

below.
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7.1.1 A general framework for automated design of

local search algorithms

Chapter 3 proposes AutoGCOP, a new general framework for the auto-

mated design of local search algorithms based on the GCOP model. With

the encapsulated common processes in local search algorithms, AutoGCOP

defines a general framework to instantiate existing local search algorithms

designed by manually picked algorithmic components and support the au-

tomatic design of new novel algorithms which may be highly different from

those manually designed in the literature.

Within the consistent AutoGCOP framework, various elementary algo-

rithmic components are analysed in Chapter 3 for solving the benchmark

VRPTW. The study confirms the satisfying performance of the elemen-

tary algorithmic components for VRPTW. The problem-specific algorith-

mic components present significant effectiveness when included in the ba-

sic component set, however, such algorithmic components require domain

knowledge for the design which may not be available or consistent in prac-

tice. The general AutoGCOP with elementary algorithmic components

presents a promising framework across different problems and may be em-

ployed by developers of different expertise.

The research presented in this chapter sets the base for future research

directions in the automated design of search algorithms with basic algo-

rithmic components. On the one hand, the AutoGCOP framework under-

pins the automated design of new and unseen algorithms by using different

GCOP methods which compose the algorithmic components automatically.

On the other hand, a considerable number of new algorithmic composi-

tions of the basic GCOP components can be collected within AutoGCOP

as benchmark data, calling for further investigations which could lead to
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new knowledge for designing new effective algorithms.

7.1.2 Online learning with Markov Chain and Rein-

forcement Learning

Chapter 4 investigates the online learning of effective composition of the

basic algorithmic components for automated algorithm design within the

AutoGCOP framework. Two learning models based on Reinforcement

Learning (RL) and Markov chain (MC) are investigated to learn from the

feedback in problem-solving to enhance the compositions of algorithmic

components. These two learning models learn the behaviour of algorithmic

components during the search in different ways and compare the effec-

tiveness of two different learning perspectives. Specifically, the simple RL

scheme learns the individual performance of algorithmic components, while

the MC model enhanced by the RL learns the transition performance of

algorithmic components during the search.

With VRPTW as the testbed, the MC model presents a superior perfor-

mance in learning the compositions of algorithmic components during the

search, demonstrating the effectiveness of learning the transition between

pairs of algorithmic components in composing new algorithms automati-

cally. The result of this research indicates useful knowledge might lie in

the sequential behaviour of algorithmic compositions in designing new al-

gorithms automatically.
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7.1.3 Offline learning with LSTM and Transformer

Chapter 5 investigates the predictive knowledge in effective algorithmic

compositions with machine learning models. The aim is to gain insight-

ful knowledge from the effective algorithmic compositions to forecast the

behaviour of algorithmic components, thus supporting algorithm design.

Firstly, the process of forecasting algorithmic components in the design

of effective local search algorithms is defined as a sequence classification

task. This newly defined machine learning task enables the use of various

machine learning models to predict the algorithmic components to com-

pose, thus supporting the automated design of new unseen local search

algorithms. This new task brings the research communities of both evolu-

tionary computation and machine learning and presents new challenges to

machine learning experts.

Chapter 5 investigated various machine learning models in the new machine

learning task, finding the superior performance of the Long Short-term

Memory (LSTM) neural network. Due to the imbalance problem of the

algorithmic composition data, LSTM is compared against various machine

learning models on the data sets processed with the commonly used re-

sampling methods. Due to its sequence specialisation of the network struc-

ture, LSTM presents robust superior prediction performance compared to

other learning models at extracting the sequential relations in algorithmic

compositions.

To further investigate its performance on learning from longer algorith-

mic compositions, Chapter 5 compared LSTM and other machine learning

models against a Transformer network. Both LSTM and Transformer show

increasing performance at forecasting the behaviour of algorithmic compo-
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nents given longer algorithmic compositions. Furthermore, Transformer

outperforms LSTM in effectively learning knowledge from longer algorith-

mic compositions.

To the best of our knowledge, it is the first attempt to propose an LSTM

model and a Transformer model in learning from the automated compo-

sitions for the automated design of search algorithms. The research in

Chapter 5 confirms the superior performance of LSTM and Transformer in

the defined new machine learning task on automated algorithm design.

Along with the investigations of the learning models, Chapter 5 inves-

tigated various features utilised in the effective algorithmic composition

data. Among different types of information, the search stage, operator

features, solution quality change and instance features show great effec-

tiveness in predicting suitable algorithmic components. Specifically, search

stage and instance features (particularly the scheduling horizon and time

window width) are the key features, which offer new insights in designing

new effective local search algorithms.

7.1.4 Offline learning with sequential rule mining

Chapter 6 investigates explicit knowledge hidden in effective algorithmic

compositions with sequential rule mining techniques towards automated

algorithm design within AutoGCOP. The aim is to interpret the sequen-

tial relations hidden in algorithmic compositions, hoping to gain new in-

sights into designing effective algorithms automatically. To the best of our

knowledge, this is the first study on sequential rule mining techniques in

the investigation of automated algorithm composition.

The extracted sequential rules of algorithmic components are applied within
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AutoGCOP in automated composition to further verify the effectiveness of

the extracted explicit knowledge. A sequential rule-based GCOP method

is developed within AutoGCOP to support the investigation. The offline

learned sequential rules show satisfying performance in the automated com-

position of basic algorithmic components for solving VRPTW, however, are

worse than the MC-based online model in Chapter 4. This indicates that

algorithmic compositions lead to complex behaviours which cannot be fully

captured by rule mining techniques but can be partially captured to some

extent.

In addition, the extracted sequential rules show important attributes of

operators, i.e., operator impact on optimisation objectives, which provides

some new insights into algorithm design in the literature. The results of

the research confirm the effectiveness of categorising the basic operators

not only in automated composition but also in enhancing existing local

search algorithms for solving VRPTW.

7.1.5 Remarks

In summary, the thesis systematically investigated different perspectives of

learning in automated algorithm design to achieve the research aim, i.e.,

how to leverage machine learning to automatically design effective heuristic

algorithms based on the new GCOP standard. The studies in Chapter

3 addresses RQ1 by achieving RO1 and RO2. The general AutoGCOP

framework proposed in Chapter 3 underpins the research in the following

chapters for addressing RQ2.

The main research focus of the following chapters is different according

to the specific ROs. Chapter 4 focuses on RO3, i.e., the behaviour of
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Table 7.1: A summary of the main studies of different learning methods in the thesis.

Chapters
Learning
tasks

Learning
methods

Learning
style

Knowledge
type

Aim of learning

Chapter 4 RL
MC enhanced
with RL

Online Predictive To forecast the next opera-
tor given the current opera-
tor

Chapter 5
Sequence
classification

LSTM,
Transformer

Offline Predictive To forecast the next opera-
tor given the previously ap-
plied operators and other
information

Chapter 6 Rule inference
Sequential rule
mining RL

Offline Descriptive To find frequent sequential
rules between operators

learning in GCOP methods. Chapter 5 and Chapter 6 focus on discovering

useful knowledge in algorithm design towards automated composition (i.e.,

RO4 and RO5, respectively). Table 7.1 overviews the different learning

methods investigated within AutoGCOP in the thesis, showing the different

aspects of learning that have been investigated in the thesis for enhancing

the understanding of learning in automated algorithm design. It is worth

noting that these studies are mainly different in terms of:

• The machine learning task, which is modelled from the decision-

making in algorithm design.

• The way of knowledge discovery, in terms of learning methods and

learning styles (i.e., online or offline).

• The types of knowledge, i.e., predictive (implicit) or descriptive (ex-

plicit).

• The aim of learning, i.e., how the knowledge can be used in decision-

making, either directly determining the action in automated compo-

sition or inducing patterns and rules.

In addition, these studies are different in terms of the efforts on enhancing

the effectiveness of the designed algorithms. Specifically, the online learning
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method in Chapter 4 considers the final optimisation performance during

learning by the RL scheme which maximises the accumulated immediate

reward during problem-solving. The offline learning methods in Chapter

5 and Chapter 6 consider the final optimisation performance by using the

effective algorithmic compositions as the data for the investigation, thus

the efforts are made before the learning.

These studies share a common focus, i.e., they all focus on learning the se-

quential relations between algorithmic components in the automated com-

position. They are all based on the hypothesis that the algorithmic compo-

sitions are sequential data and the decision-making of the next algorithmic

component is influenced by the previous ones used. The results of the thesis

confirm the effectiveness of the investigated learning methods, which sup-

ports the hypothesis and highlights the need for analysing the behaviour

of the algorithmic components during automated composition.

7.2 Future research directions

The research in the thesis shows that machine learning techniques can

greatly contribute to automated algorithm design from different aspects.

The proposed future research directions build upon the main works and

contributions of this thesis and are centred around four key aspects, i.e.,

the way of learning, the knowledge acquired through learning, the target of

learning and the application domain. Through these research directions, we

mainly aim to explore new possibilities in machine learning for improving

the field of automated algorithm design.
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7.2.1 Innovative approaches to implementing machine

learning

This thesis mainly focuses on acquiring useful knowledge hidden in the

search data with machine learning by modelling the problem of algorithm

design (i.e., the determination of algorithmic components to compose) as

different machine learning tasks. However, there are many other machine

learning tasks, such as regression and clustering (Bishop and Nasrabadi,

2006). It would be interesting to further explore the potential of mod-

elling automated algorithm design tasks as new machine learning tasks, to

support the exploration of new machine learning methods.

In addition, it would be interesting to explore the effectiveness of different

approaches for modelling algorithm design tasks as learning tasks. This

exploration can valuable insights into the effectiveness and applicability of

different approaches in the decision-making of the algorithm design process.

The development of appropriate evaluation metrics is crucial for assessing

different learning approaches in the context of automated algorithm design.

These metrics should take into account several key factors to provide a

comprehensive evaluation, such as solution quality in problem-solving (i.e.,

solving optimisation problems), the efficiency of the learning process and

problem-solving, scalability, and adaptability to diverse problem domains.

Furthermore, automated algorithm design can be further enhanced with

the recent advances in general solution encoding (Stone et al., 2021) and

end-to-end problem-solving by machine learning(Vesselinova et al., 2020),

(Kotary et al., 2021). It is important to note that in terms of problem-

solving, search algorithms search the solution space by manually designed

strategies, while machine learning builds a model to be able to produce

solutions by learning the problem structure. Recent advances confirm the
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superior performance of end-to-end approaches with machine learning over

conventional heuristics (Wu et al., 2021). This suggests that machine learn-

ing is able to learn the complex structure of optimisation problems, some of

which are very difficult to identify by human experts, and thus can further

enhance the performance of search algorithms. Considering such incor-

poration into automated algorithm design could further raise the level of

automation by reducing human involvement in algorithm design without

the loss of generality for addressing different problem domains of common

structures.

7.2.2 Knowledge interpretability

The research on machine learning in this thesis confirms that effective

algorithm designs contain hidden patterns that can be acquired through

rule inference learning methods, leading to further improvement in auto-

mated algorithm design. This suggests the importance of exploring differ-

ent knowledge representations and knowledge discovery techniques that can

reveal interesting findings and support algorithm design. In this regard, it

is worthwhile to investigate other rule inference learning techniques on ef-

fective algorithm designs, such as analysing periodical patterns or frequent

patterns in long, single algorithm compositions.

7.2.3 Learning different types of algorithmic compo-

nents

This thesis investigates different learning perspectives of basic GCOP com-

ponents, in particular the basic operators. However, other algorithmic

components, such as acceptance criteria, also show significant effects on
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the performance of local search algorithms in the literature (Jackson et al.,

2018). For example, attention is given to both low-level heuristics and

acceptance criteria in selection hyper-heuristics (Asta and Özcan, 2014),

(Tyasnurita et al., 2015). Within the general AutoGCOP framework, it

would be interesting to extend the investigations of effective algorithmic

compositions to the behaviour of acceptance criteria, as well as the com-

bination of basic operators and acceptance criteria. A recent study in (Yi

et al., 2022) models both local search-based and population-based algo-

rithms with a wider range of algorithmic components into a general search

framework. Thus, there is a wide range of possible directions that should

be explored to further benefit from the investigations of different types of

algorithmic components.

7.2.4 Other problem domains

This thesis has introduced the general AutoGCOP framework for support-

ing the design of local search-based search algorithms. The promising re-

sults achieved in the thesis show that the automatically designed algorithms

based on AutoGCOP with the basic algorithmic components are indeed ef-

fective for solving VRPTW. In line with the work of (Yi et al., 2022), there

is mounting evidence that the basic GCOP components are effective in

VRPTW, and potentially can greatly contribute to multiple problem do-

mains. Thus, there is a wide range of possible extensions for solving other

optimisation problems in addition to VRPs.
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Appendix A

Machine Learning for

Evolutionary Computation -

the Vehicle Routing Problems

Competition

A.1 Introduction

This appendix introduces The Competition of Machine Learning for Evolu-

tionary Computation for Solving the Vehicle Routing Problems (ML4VRP)

1 that was organised as an essential part of this research study. This compe-

tition aims to serve as a vehicle to bring together the latest developments of

machine learning-assisted evolutionary computation for VRPs. It engages

participants to explore innovative and effective approaches to incorporate

machine learning into meta-heuristics and evolutionary computation for

solving VRPs.

1https://sites.google.com/view/ml4vrp
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The motivation behind this competition aligns closely with the objective of

the thesis. The thesis focuses on how machine learning can be used in the

automated design of search algorithms. In the competition, participants

can explore machine learning for not only designing search algorithms but

also enhancing existing ones. Thus, the competition encourages a wider

range of possibilities for machine learning in search algorithms compared

to the research studies in the thesis. The studies conducted within the

thesis can be seen as specific scenarios that fall within the broader scope

of the competition. The competition, in which I work as one of the organ-

isers, can be seen as an important supporting evidence for this thesis, thus

strengthening the credibility of the conducted research.

To effectively evaluate submissions to the competition, a solution evaluator

tool has been developed using Python. It is a stand-alone tool that can be

easily integrated into various algorithm design frameworks aimed at solving

VRPs, making it a valuable application for algorithm designers.

A.2 Description of the competition

The research in evolutionary computational algorithms and meta-heuristics

mainly focuses on improving the optimisation performance, discarding a

vast amount of data produced in the evolution/optimisation process. New

useful knowledge can be extracted from the data with machine learning to

enhance human-designed evolutionary computation (Pillay, 2021). VRP

variants of different difficulties provide an ideal testbed to enable a per-

formance comparison of machine learning-assisted computational optimi-

sation.

The ML4VRP competition calls for the development of machine learning-
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assisted evolutionary computation for VRPs. The competition focuses on

the VRP with Time Windows (VRPTW), a widely studied problem model

in the VRP literature. Participants must develop machine learning tech-

niques which can design and enhance evolutionary computational algo-

rithms or meta-heuristics for solving VRPTW.

Solomon (Solomon, 1987) and Hombeger-Gehring (Homberger and Gehring,

1999) instances are widely tested in the VRPTW literature. Both data sets

consist of six types of instances, i.e., C1, C2, R1, R2, RC1, and RC2, which

differ with respect to the customers’ geographical locations, vehicle capac-

ity, density, and tightness of the time windows.

The problem instances provided in the competition are taken from the

following two sources:

• Solomon (Solomon, 1987) data set of 100 customers.

• Homberger and Gehring (Homberger and Gehring, 1999) data set of

200 customers and 400 customers.

The provided problem instances are randomly selected from these three

sized problem instances, covering different instance types. These instances

are available to download from the competition’s GitHub repository and

can also be found in CVRPLIB2. A subset of these instances will be used

to evaluate the submitted solutions, which will remain unknown to the

participants until the results are released.

Participants are required to submit descriptions of the developed algo-

rithms and the corresponding solutions for the provided problem instances.

The submissions will be evaluated on randomly selected instances (from the

2CVRPLIB website: http://vrp.atd-lab.inf.puc-rio.br/index.php/en/
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provided instances) using an evaluator available in the GitHub repository3

dedicated to the ML4VRP competition. The most widely adapted eval-

uation function, i.e. to minimise the number of vehicles and total travel

distance, is used to determine the best machine learning-assisted evolution-

ary algorithms for solving VRPs. The algorithm which produced the best

average fitness for solving VRPs will receive the highest score.

A.3 Solution evaluator

The solution evaluator dedicated to the competition is implemented using

Python. Given a solution in a specific format and the corresponding prob-

lem instance, the evaluator performs a series of checks to determine the

feasibility of the solution. If the solution is feasible, the evaluator proceeds

with the calculation and prints out the objective function value, the num-

ber of routes and the total travel distance. If the solution is infeasible, the

evaluator returns a failure status.

Several studies on VRPTW use the hierarchical objective function, where

minimising the number of vehicles (routes) is the primary objective, fol-

lowed by minimising the total travel distance or travel time as the sec-

ondary objective (Bräysy and Gendreau, 2005a). Some search algorithms

in the literature adopt the weighted sum objective function (Bräysy and

Gendreau, 2005b). This competition follows the convention (as used in the

Cross-domain Heuristic Search Challenge (CHeSC) (Burke et al., 2011) for

the hidden domain VRPTW (Walker et al., 2012)), i.e., considering the

dual objectives of minimising the number of vehicles (NV) and minimising

the total travel distance (TD), which is the Equation 2.12 as used in the

3GitHub repository for the ML4VRP competition:
https://github.com/ML4VRP2023/ML4VRP2023
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thesis.

The evaluator can be used as a stand-alone tool to be incorporated into

other algorithm frameworks for solving VRPTW. Python is used as the

programming language to allow easy evaluation and result analysis.

A.4 Summary

This appendix introduces the ML4VRP competition which encourages the

collaboration between machine learning and evolutionary computation to

further enhance the efficiency and effectiveness of search algorithms in solv-

ing VRPs. Compared to the research aim of the thesis, the competition

focuses on a wider perspective of the use of machine learning in search algo-

rithms. Thus, the competition can be seen as supporting evidence for the

research studies conducted in the thesis. A solution evaluator for VRPTW

is developed for the evaluation of the solutions submitted to the competi-

tion. The ease of integration makes this solution evaluator a practical tool

for algorithm designers aimed at solving VRPTW.

The submissions and results collected during the competition will be further

analysed to serve as a valuable benchmark to the literature. Comparing

the performance of the submissions could offer practical insights for future

work in developing novel machine learning strategies for the development

of effective algorithms. In the future, the competition can be extended

to other VRP domains, such as the classic VRP with capacity constraints

(CVRP), as well as Timetabling and other widely studied Combinatorial

Optimisation Problems.
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